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LEWCODENSER

Type " 0" ..

Capacity '00015-'001mM.

Type W " .. Capacity '00002-'0002 mil.

.. Price 216 each.
.. Price 2,6 each.

As many wireless experimenters are
aware, the LewcOdenser has figured

prominently in the specification lists of
many of the most successful sets, constructed, tested and described by the
experts of this Journal.

Thousands of discriminating amateur
constructors who have taken the advice

of the experts know that the Lewcodenser is as vital a necessity to their
receivers as are the ears to the human
being.

ll'rite for fully descriptive leaflet Ref. R. 6o.
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The LEWCOS. ILF CHOKE
is recognised by experts. and
amateurs as the world's most
efficient H.F. ChOlte,
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A Lewcodenser, as illustrated

above, is specified for the

"Comet" Three Receive.
described in this issue.
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TECHNICALLY PERFECT
-AND PERFECT IN
PRACTICE TOO!
BLUE SPOT Units and Blue Spot Chassis are complementary to each other. Used in conjunction
they form the essentials of a loud speaker which

will stand up to the most exacting technical and practical

tests with ease -and never fail to give the utmost satisfaction
in ordinary every -day use.

BLUE SPOT UNIT 66K illustrated here has

already won for itself a very high reputation. It reproduces the whole range of notes with fidelity. It allows

both voices and music to retain their full warmth and
colour-every instrument is made crystal clear, every
voice pregnant with life and personality.

In achieving such genuinely wonderful results the

BLUE SPOT SPECIAL CHASSIS plays

a

of the stylus of the unit. To obtain so complete

a

very important part. It is specially Luilt by our own
engineers to respond sympathetically to the vibrations
harmony in practice is by no means easy and entailed
the most careful calculations and painstaking research
in order to ensure scientifically correct measurements
from apex to base; and diameters of apex and base.
The perfection of the finished product is the measure
of the care expended in producing it.

In selecting .a Blue Spot Unit therefore, the Home
Constructor is making a wise choice, and he will be still
further satisfied if he is careful for the reasons given
-above, to insist -upon using a BLUE SPOT CHASSIS

BLUE SPOT UNITS. -AND NO OTHER,
Type 66K (25 m/a) as illustrated, 25166P (30 m/a)
66R (50 m/a)

2716

35'

BLUESPOT CHASSIS
SPECIAL, 31 cm.

1016

37 cm.

15f -

MAJOR,

Suitable for all types of
Blue Spot Units.

it

131R1111#11 MLLE /ICI INENFANY RICE

BLUE SPOT tIOUSE 94196 ROSOMAN STREET ROSEBERY AVENI 1F.. LONDON E

'Phone: Clerkentvell 3570.

'Grams: " Bluospot, Smith, London."

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales :

H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and London) LTD., 100, London Road,
SHEFFIELD ; 23, St. Mary's Parsonage, MANCHESTER ; 183, George
Street, GLASGOW.

C'
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A Money -Saving Book for Every Home !

Ct ,;1511Y

A ONE -Volume Edition

in 6d. Weekly Parts

You

Bind
As
You

Buy!

THE CONCISE

NCYCL P

FOR HANDYMAN & HOUSEWIFE
A Novel
SELF -BINDING

CASE offered

AT HALF PRICE
Tins new and ingenious method of

self -binding is available to subscribers to the. CONCISE HOUSEHOLD
ENCYCLOPEDIA. The complete work
can, by this means, be built up, week by
week, each part being bound in it as it is
published. The finished volume looks,

opens, and can be read as an ordinary

book, but will be stronger and, more
durable.

Full particulars of this HALF

PRICE offer will be found in Part T.
For those who prefer it, an excellent
binding case of the ordinary type will

be available later:

Part I Now on Sale
THE NEW Concise Household Encyclopedia will
-give you the answer to every household problem.
Everything which affects the home, the handyman,, the housewife-the cream of the matter emhodied
in the famous original HOusehold Encyclopedia-has

been revised and in many cases rewritten for this

invaluable ONE VOLUME edition.
There is no other book like it. It is the most practical
useful and economical guide to household management
arid the care of. the family ever issued, lavishly illastrated with diagrams, plans and photograph's. EVery
one of the I0,00Q separate articles is of real help.
The CONCISE HOUSEHOLD ENCYCLOPEDIA will
enable you to do a hundred and .one jobs in and about
the home and will furnish many a useful hint for the
leisure hour. Whatever your hobby or household need

10,000 SEPARATE you will find it dealt with in these pages.
ARTICLES and 6,000 PICTURES
Making and Mending, Amateur Mechanics, Woodwork,
Needlework, Diet, Antiques, Furnishing, Health, Motherhood,
corating, Hobbies, Cookery, Gardening, Pets, etc.
THE ANSWER TO EVERY HOUSEHOLD PROBLEM

WEEKLY

PARTS

Palmlar

p'ebruary 21st, 1931.
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REPRODUCTION. .. THAT

WITH ALL ITS, INTENSITY
has invaded the " Mike " .... which seizes
on every sigh every sound . . . . and

utilizes them to grip our imagination
.
. . to hold our interest .
. . TELSEN
.
. that most sensitive of all radio transformers .
reproduces each sound
.
each echo
. with such vivid,
.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. that one is mentally
transported to the actual scene!
Telsen Transformers are built on sound
radio principles, tried and proved, Their
life -like realism .

.

.

inclusion in your set will mean greater
purity . . greater volume . . . a
.

.

.

REALISM of reproduction you have never
experienced before !
Make your set LIVE-with

k :TA
" ACE "

-

0171 4 tTill
-

-

-

RATIOS 3-1 and 5-I

" RADIOGRAND" -

-

3-1 and 5-1

-

(Specially selected and specified for the " Ccrnet

" RADIOGRAND" SUPER RATIO 7.1

8/6
12/6

3.)

-

17/6

The complete range of Telsen Components includes H.F.
Chokes, Fixed (Mica) Condensers, Grid Leaks, Four- and
Five -Pin Valve Holders. For complete details and prices
of these, see advertiSement elsewhere in this issue.

tlrlvt.-of Tclsen Electric Co., Ltd,, Birmingham.

MAKES

YOU

VISUALISE_

too
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Why MAZDA
VALVES

give the best results

Mazda engineers have the longest experience of
any in the design and manufacture of A.C. Mains
Valves. Sound manufacturing methods ensure
robust construction, long life and consistent
quality. Their amazingly high efficiency has won

for them

a

reputation

as

the " World's finest

valves." They are standardised in all the leading
commercial receivers.

With the amazing Mazda valves in your set its
efficient and trouble -free performance is assured.
From all good radio dealers.

The amazing

RADIO VALVES
THE EDrSON SWAN ELECTRIC CO.

LTD.

Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering and
Radio Baseness of the British ThoMson - FIOEstov,
,Co. Ltd.
Radio Division Showrooms:

ASS Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.1
Showrooms in all the Principal Towns

EDISWAN

V.98
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Scientific Adviser:

Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
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CAPT. P.- P. ECKERSLEY, M.I.E.E.
Editor: NORMAN EDWARDS.
Technical Editor: G. V. DOWDING, Associate I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors: K. D. ROGERS.

P. R. BIRD, G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.,

TREAT IN STORE ?
HONEGGER IN DANGER
WIRELESS FOR THE
'BLIND
NECESSARY TRIFLES
-

,

-

RADIO NOTES 69 NEWS
hope that the last word will be on the side
of the public. If it, isn't-I'll have food for

Another P:eture.
THE bouquet which I handed to a wireless
firm recently for pronipt and effective

(Montrose) a story of unhappy experiences
with British firms. Most of his complaint,
is -on the score of -delay; one -firm taking two
weeks- to send hini a catalogue for Which -he

had paid a -shilling. He ordered a cabinet

three weeks ago and is still without it. I
know, old man ! Firms here are very

square. when they get going, but I certainly
have 'found them dilatory. -.
The German Invasion. -

WHAT with- the interference -of 1V1iihlacker -and the- B.B.C.'s joke- of_ an

Honegger in Danger.
AS a constructor of non -music, Stravinsky

my pen, sure' enough, and I'll dip it -in

acid.

attention has brought from J. W.

_

encroaching perilously near the
proud position held by Honegger as
the world's greatest caricaturist of music.
I will not be so unwary as to invite requests
for my definition of music, but I will admit
is

-

A Set --0r Not a Set?
THE first case which I have seen reported,
of a, person being summoned for, the 'alleged working of a wireless set
withont a licence and being let off because

of a ruling that a licence was unnecessary,
was that of Mr. J. Lowe, of Manchester.
-Mr. Lowe said that he had used lifseet only ,
for amplifying purposes in connection with
his- gramophone. According to the news-pa,per report he pointed out- that the' rules
on the back of, his ,licence allowed_fer .the

interval signal, my de* looks, like
" I don't know what "-as my typist says !
-and I was so preoccupied with ruminating
about all the choice remarks let fall by my

"MISS" MARCONI

that it does not embrace noises such as
those to which I listened, horror-struck.
on the recent "Stravinsky night." All I
will say is that if Stravinsky writes great
music, then Schumann, Mendelssohn, and
Beethoven were amateurs.
genius, Mozart was a mutt !

F

(To.
e- -

London, Chelmsfordc' and Neer' York ; call H
Sir; I believe the address to
i

see

A Cheap Unit,

(Leicester),

the dear old thin.

Wireless for the. Blind.

who

IHEAR that -at the end of January the

questions me severely about S.G.

1.

valves. 111y set was maderfreely confess
it !---by an engineer who holds an important

total amount received be; ethe British

," Wireless for the Blind " Fund
amounted to E30;000,. Of "whioh-,k5,000 had

position in the radio world, and we spared
no expense. It is quite selective enough for
my patience, and I can cut out Miihlaeker
if 1 fiddle about for several minutes. I don't

been' sent . in _ response to mr. Winston Churchill's.Christmas DaY appeal. More
than 7,500 sets _leave . already been distributed, and . six .thousand more are being pi'epared. Unfortunately more funds arc
still -required. in* fact, seine £15,000, and
donations will therefore be thankfully
received at the offices of the -Fund, 226, Gt.

know much more than that about the

performance of S.G. sets ! The S.G.' set
can be tophede e it all depends on. the'
maker. H. A. C. achieved ,tin H.F. unit
out of " junk " at a. cost of about 10s. and got rid of the German. That proves what_.
I said before !
A Treat in Ntore

'AnsWer to Query.
Doncaster) Asks- Tor the address

of a station which he says he heard
working 'on
metres. calling

ONE of the most interesting letters was
C.

is

be The Vatican. Vatican City, Ness Rome,
end 'the owner _the Pope. - The call -signal
s really H V J, and the wave -length 50.26
nietre§. F.- H. encloses a copy of " Notes
and ; News " for Feb. 19th, -1-927, but does
net say 'why. However, I -was touched to

matter -before a strange, foreign porter, he
said : " The ' imps ' doo." And I nearly
went off into another trance in the " hup."

H. A.

If this

-

witty correspondents that I overran my
station to -night, and when I queried the

from

BUSINESS AS USUAL
WHO BEGAN IT ?
ELIMINATING THE LOCAL
GOOD BUSINESS

Portland- Street,- London , W.1.
-

The Marche§a Marconi, wife ot,the great radio
inventor, and her baby daughter.. The little girl
was born in. July, 1930 and is a chubby, robust -

A .Few Necessary Trifles.

APAGE- frOrii "-La Revue de Radio child with " magnetic,".eyes,-andno doubt plentY
Belgique," -which 0. C. D. (Brussels)
of "loud -speaker volume " I
German jamming noW, it is with conwas good- enough to send to me, has
: siderable apprehension that,
learn
brought'a few moments of radiance into my
that _plans, are afoot for a 100 kw. Gerinan use Of a receiver for that purpose without a . drab (foot'?) life. " A Novice " enqUires
station -tcy be used for broadcasting Over, - licence. But do they? And- in any ease, of the- Editor of that periodical as' follows,
tisemerits for international consdraptionH . there is this -point--if -he had -it licence why freely translated: "I have won a set in
It is said; that the announcements- will be was he sumMoned ? And if -the eules of competition.- In spite of the fact that Ia
made: in several languages, too. That wilt - the Pest -Office allow- 'for -that; why -did- have. connected an aerial to the- ' A ' terbe nice! The last word on a scheme like -the- magistrates take- the trouble to 'rule . eninale and -aneearth to- the E ' t( rminel,

IN view of what we are suffering from.

that is, however, not yet uttered, and I

likewise ?

(Continued on next page.)
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Cork It Up !

(Continued from previous page.)

I SEE that the General Council of the

the darned lamps won't light up. What
about it ? " And the Editor's reply, in
brief. " Get an accumulator, an. H.T.

for all wireless aerials to be corked because
the mortality of sporting pigeons is heavily

National Union of Short -distance Flyers

battery; and a loud -speaker, and waggle the
rheostats and condensers ! " Lovely !

demand that it be made compulsory

increasing owing to the birds butting into
the wires. I think that homing pigeons
are pretty and remarkable birds, and that
pigeon -racers might have far worse hobbies,

" Amos 'n Andy."

WAY, E. V. G. (Rathgar), P. S. N.
(Lewes), D. R. (Scarborough), and
some ten others! I 'reckon you all

but I don't like " demand " and " com-

pulsory," and I advise the. Council to be
less like roaring lions and more like sucking

got those two niggers direct from the States
much better than we all received 'em via the
B.B.C. -It sure was a washout,- that relay.
I said to myself, I ses, as I agonised over the

I11111111111111111111111111I111111!111111111111111111111111111111111111111111L

SHORT WAVES.

fading, " blasting" noise supposed to be

=

If some of
my gang ain't in on this ; roundabout

= enemy !-" The Star."

America's premier comedians,

thoity metres, me name's not Hayriel," I
ses. Arrah, ye spalpeens, ye've got the

better o' me,-forninst me, so to spakein that I've none o' yez shorrut-wave re-

- savors, I haven't neither. But did I speak
like that ? 'Tis a darlin' thought !

A listener says a German' station prevented
= him from hearing much of a wireless talk.
And' to think that Germany was once our
*

Business as Usual.

JUST before I annoy you with some
science let me divert you with a letter

from one of those teeming millions

of down -trodden people for whose sake the

Gandhi bloke is prepared to forbid

U speaker.
" I put them there," confessed the small
U son of the house. " The popr man sounded so
= hoarse 1 "-" Daily Mirror."

wives, cost what it may.

" Sir, tobserving
your Magics, opine that biggish trade
possible perpetrated in this district where

*

=
A correspondent from St. Austell writes
= requesting us to " send him our assistants "
= to help him trace the trouble in his wireless
= set.
=
We're very sorry, but they're all busy at
= the moment.

Gramophone records of favourite wireless
items are selling well. An appropriate present

,

rear atnalica to murder- British officer's

*

gland sets, free !

= a recent headline in the " Manchester Evening
*

E

Who Began It ?

=-

by anyone who thinks that he knows
better, I will. say that the " Daily Mail "
was the first English newspaper to " feature"

radio-and the articles were net written

Anniversary.

iJ the birth, at Hamburg in 1857, of

Heinrich Hertz, whose name will for
ever be revered by scientists and by radio
men in particular. For in the years 1884 to
1889 Hertz accomplished work in physical
research which paved the way to the discovery of wireless communication ;

he

demonstrated the propagation of electromagnetic waves in space, measured their
velocity and length, and proved that they
are in nature identical with light waves.
Unfortunately for the world he died at the
early age of thirty-seven.

" It is estimated that the B.B.C. will have
21,069,648 to spend. . . . How will it be

= spent ? "-(Wireless Note).
U
All one can say just now is that the plans
= for disbutsement are in the air.-" Birming= ham Gazette."
PERHAPS !
The dull radiation from our local station
Upon my intelligence jars ;
So I'll alter my range,
Just by way of a change,
And receive S.B. items from Mars.

cation was opposed by the

Columbia

Graphophone Co., Ltd., the Radio Manufacturers' Association, and several wellknown manufacturers. As he held that by
reason of the war, four years had heen cut

out of the life of the patent', Mr. Justice
Luxmoore granted an extension of four
years.

The " Outer Circle."
OUR mad organ -grinder, from the "
Workhouse, "
," Yorks, who

conceals his noble lineage under the
name of Giovanni Marita, writes to brag
about how he converted his "Manchester
Chronicle " crystal set . into a " P.W."

" Outer Circle," after which, he says, he
heard many stations on the Continent. A
neighbour, doubtless an ice-cream professor,
is cited as a " witness of reception." Tele-

vision on a crystal ?

Pity he omits to

mention the names of the stations logged,
though. Then his bragging would have
some weight. Love to the other inmates !
Eliminating the " Local."
J. Mc. (Liverpool).-Mc what ?-wishes to

inform P. F. (Glasgow) that he (this
McSomething) resides less than half a

mile from the Liverpool transmitter and
can cut it out of his 'three -valuer fitted
with the 5s. Brookmans Rejector. Even
so, he did not follow- the " book of words "
strictly, for he uses a " 50 "
coil and
a

-001 fixed condenser. Reception of
foreigners is, however, slightly reduced in
volume. When J. Mc -I -don't -know -What
cuts out this rejector the " local " comes in
without aerial or " earth."

B.B.C. Methods.

ASPORTING cove of Barnstaple wants

to rouse up a protest against the

B.B.C.'s idea of lightening programmes with irrelevant bursts of melody.
He was anxious, at the time he wrote, about
a certain boxing match, which ,he feared
would be refined by music every few rounds.

doves-or even pigeons. Then they may
get the authorities and the public to listen
to them. Will the Union pay for the corks ?

by Mr. Moseley ! I never used to see
Mr. Moseley's name in connection with
radio as far back as 1922 ! My bad eyes,
no doubt!
SUNDAY, Feb. 22nd, is the anniversary of

Telephones and Cables, Ltd., and

Electrical Research Products, Inc., U.S.A.,
applied for a five years' extension of Patent
No. 275 of 1915, for a push-pull amplifier in
connection with wireless valves. The appli-

*

- Chronicle."
U
Judging by the " roaring " that goes on in
= our set, we're in the lion's cage already.

C0M14IENTING on the announcement
by a Sunday newspaper of a "special
radio feature " the World's Press
News "'alleges that Mr. Sydney Moseley
" pioneered the newspaper radio feature
and that " this special boosting is no more
than sheep -work.. " That's pretty warm
cOmment, so I will e'en put the " World's
Press News " right. Subject to correction

mined early this year when Standard

= rhythm.-" Punch."

with ten and one of one half per cent to the
under-subscribed.-M. A., Allhalbabad University." The answer is that " P.W."
doesn't desire to perpetrate any trade

other than to enlighten its public in the
usual price per copy. We throw in the

AN interesting patent case was deter-

for an agricultural friend is a record of a
= week's fat -stock prices set to a syncopated

E
1st Radio Fan : " How are things going
= with you, old man ? "
=
2nd Radio Fan (gloomily) : " Not at all
= well. Nothing but interference all the time."
=
1st Radio Fan : " What do you put it down
= to ? Is it Morse, static-or, perhaps, trams ? "
2nd Radio Fan : " to, B.B.C. ! "
*
*
=
" Radio takes you to the Circus Ring," ran

multiple Maroon ists practise receivery. Suppose -you appointing me sole Agency Magics

me, Chief !
" Push -Pull " Patent Extended.

*

THE HOME DOCTOR.

The electrician was called in to repair the
= wireless set.- Puzzled, he took it to pieces and
U found a number of cough lozenges in the loud

*

yet "get there " just the same. O.K. by

Where We Score.
ANOTE from F. M. (Folkestone) puts the

spotlight on " P.W." and I cannot
refrain from referrirg t it. He

bought an L.S. Unit and chassis, but found
that no instructions accompanied it.
Accordingly he was in some doubt about

the correct adinstruent until he saw an
article in " Popular - Wireless " which

told him what lie .wished -to know.

That's
Praatical and up to date. A Headingley reader has just written to say that,
us !

though he sometimes strays 'from the fold,

he always has to return to " P.W."

alleges that elsewhere he finds designs toe
much like the eXpensive cookery recipes" Take three pounds of butter, a pint of old

brandy and two dozen eggs, etc."-but

that we do not specify such expensive parts,

As I don't listen to pugilistic broadcasts I
can't say what actually happened, but in
principle I agree with my correspondent
about the irritation which these interruptions create. Those wretched Greenwich
" pip pips " for example. I believe that the
B.B.C. would interrupt the proceedings of
the Day of Judgment with them !
Good Business.

THE wisdom of dealing with reputable
firms, such as, for instance, those who

advertise in " P.W." is shown by the
account given to us by G. N. (Carluke) of
his experience with a well-known firm to
whom he sent an L.F. unit for repair. The
thing was lost in the post, but before our
reader had time to lodge a claim against the
Post Office the firm had sent him a new unit.
This is by no means an isolated example of

the straight, or rather, generous treatment
of customers by the better class- of firm.
These little acts ensure further costam and
harm no one.
ARIEL.
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ANDREW SOUTAR, the Famous Novelist and
Publicist.

IN my -opinion, .the _ B.B.C. could with
advantage follow the example .set by
American broadcasting programmes in
the past, if not to -day ; namely, come down
off its perch a little, and cater more for the

common man in the street.
When I was in the States, the principal
stations shared between -them a gentleman
litho can only be described as a national
pastor, and- who was so popular that when
he " came on the- air " every -listener used
to tune -in his set and listen. He was there,
it seemed. to help everybody.
Not only did he give direct and homely

talks which stirred the American people
through andthrough,

"NO CHANGE"

but
he was ready
to assist, if

necessary,
every

indi-

vidual man

and woman.
Anyone who
cared to send

*
Ever since the inception of the +

*-4.-4*-

-4.- 4- ------e-

B,B,C., listeners have= grumbled +

about the " dull " Sunday broad- +
cast programmes, whilst others

have expressed themselves as being

-Not without
Miss Winifred Graham says see

is quite satisfied with- the Sunday
programmes as they -are:

a national favourite.

reason

was

at present go almost unheard save by the
CHRISTOPHER STONE, -the Popular Gramophone Critic.

I 'am surprised that since the present

controversy is but an echo from, an older

one, listeners should so soon have forgotten -

Churches not to transmit anything except
relays from religious institutions themselves,
during the hours of Divine Service and so,

ent from the
reality of today. In other
words, I am

taking this into consideration, an -the fact
that even Announcers 'and engineers_ must

'that I would

not at all sure

have them
changed if I
could. But I
realise that
to many men

Sunday is

the great

"Come.off your
perch; B.B.C.,"
is the essence

wireless day,

the one day
of the week

during which

they can
"-listen to

made byAndrew
Soutar.

everything;

Mr. Christopher Stone suggests
a compromise not unconnected
with gramophone records.
.

Surely for these an alternative station might
cater ?
Since, however, I am asked to record my
own point of view, selfishly, and without
any -regard for Other people, I say "-no
change."

I go to church- in the morning, and so I
have no time to liSten then ; I entertain

Why Not Good Secular Music?

a few friends to tea in the afternoon and ,so
am thoroughly occupied during that One ;

Why not more symphony concerts on

Sundays, for 'instance ?

in really interesting talks.

COMPROMISE

is little differ-

and women

Why not have something of the kind

secular music,- there would- be -no irreverence

WINIFRED GRAHAM; the Well-known
Authoress. My ideal, conception of a Sunday broadcast

programme

casting authorities. If- I remember rightly,
the B.B.C. are under, an agreement with the

here ? Rev.- " Dick " Sheppard showed that.
a really human cleric would not go unheard,
and the idea could at least be given a trial.
After all, the Church has made_the English
Sunday the melancholy day it is. The
R.B.C. could, if it wished, make it the
brightest day of the Week.'

There is :more
true beauty, more understanding =of, God,
to be obtained- from the- work of the great
music masters than is to be found- in many
a church. There is no irreverence in

favoured few. And I have offered to change
.the records, myself !

the restrictions imposed on the broad-

-the "nation- - of the remarks

al pastor"

Indeed; I- have already pointed this out to
the B.B.C. and detailed to them the long
list of excellent discs- of sacred music which

to everyone

answered.

mitted as perfectly as the real thing-so
and a gentleman to change the records.

+

puzzling

would be

In these days many a record can be trans-

in questions - have -a day of rest sometimes; I doubt
on the -little whether_ we are likely to see my, own
'natters of
huinan conduct that are
so

by the reproduction of gramophone records.

why not ?
All that is required is one or two engineers

well pleased with them. In an
attempt to get at the truth of the

matter, " P.W." asked six people,
representative of public thought, to
express their.views on the matter.

during Which there is neither any broadcasting service nor any church service ; I
see no reason why this should not be filled

M the, eyening-well. I have a programme
ft)
taste for at least two hours, and by

-

private idea of a perfect broadcast p

o-

gramme for some considerable time.
Still, a compromise might. =be effected.

There is still a certain amount of time

the end of that I am ready to go to

bed-though this latter fact is no reflection
on the -programmes !

(Continued on next age,)
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given by the small orchestras and bands
from time- to time ?

MY IDEAL

+

SUNDAY BROADCAST
PROGRAMME.

1l

4

*

MISS "PHYLLIS NEILSON-TERRY, the Popular
Actress.

In my ideal Sunday wireless service, both

stations available to every listener under
the Regional Scheme would be utilised to
offer a contrast-but for one station, the

station to which I should tune -in, the

No; leave the programmes as they are, I
say ! They give offence to no one in their
present state; revised, they -Might do so.

The only -alteration I -night make, is so

small as,to be hardly worth consideration,
namely, to fiff up with a light concert the
gap betiveen the- evening and afternoon
transmissions.

programme would be roughly as follows

AN ORDINARY .LISTENER, the first person

Morning: A church service with a good
choir and, most important of all, a good

I do not like Symphony concerts, I detest

speaker. This to be followed by lunch-time
music similar to that given during the week.

Then in the afternoon, from about Three
o'clock onwards, a light orchestral concert

we met in the street.
I am a, low brow. Ido not go to church,

CONTRASTS

Some time ago we were given a number
of scenes from Shakespeare in the late afternoon, and, one Sunday, I actually seem to
remember a performance of Flecker's

Aerehqz
PLUG -/N

Military
Band,

Nor

do I go into

CA7ysr/4L_

rhapsodies

,G7-rEcnzve

when I hear

PHONES

a screeching
woman, or a

5XXCeyt.

I am

man.

5XX

0

deep -toned

Soc.rors

0'
565

interested in
Miss Phyllis Neilson -Terry appeals

the news

bulletin, the
variety programmes, and what is commonly known as
" tea -time music." How am I catered. for ?
I get one news bulletin on Sunday, -and,
if I am very lucky, in the evening a relay
from an hotel. Then
for contrasts.

AER/AL

CRysr,vz..

PerecroR

at. half -past ten the

Announcer gently
puts me to be41.
sir, it isn't good
enough. _

A2082

PHONES

The two schemes our correspondent employs to
get the very last ounce out of his "Outer Circle "
Crystal Set,

-

.The time allotted to
programmes on 'Sun'.:
days is hardly half the
tithe given. on :week-

you.

this should be.

whose constitutional lassitude is too languid
to change a plug-in coil, I append a second

days, but I have yet
to understand why
The Surplus

With the colossal

surplus realised every
year, Surely the B.B:C.

can afford a few extra
engineers and announcers SO that the others
may have the day off ?
Let's have a full-time

wire, will approach nearer. At exact wavelength announcers will sound close beside

For Weary Willies and Tired Tims,

design.

It employs wander plug and two coils

of different wavelengths permanently
fixed. On polite request, any obliging by-

stander would move the plug when asked
to change over to the other station.
Yours faithfully,
S. KENSIT WILKINSON.

P.S.-On my outdoor aerial, 198 turns

extra time be filled in
by dance music, light
matter, and all the

on duo -lateral suit 5 X X, and 96 turns for
5 G B. When B.B.C. closes down, I can
hear strong Continental stations sufficiently
clearly to distinguish the words of speeches,

listeners have been asking !
.Ort `second --thoughts, however, perhaps

results if you go to work like Mr. Wilkinson.

Sunday and let' the
Mr. J. H. Squire, who is seen above with his popular Octet, says " leave
.the programmes as they are."

single person left uncatered for -but. are
the jazz lovers so steeped in their sin that
they cannot even enjoy the light music

EFze-ny

rendered by
the Wireless

"ACME OF PERFECT CONSTRUCTION"

I would not have the programmes dreary

I reside 53 miles from Daventry and on
this set get speech and music from both
5 X X and 5 G B as loud and clear as if

THE LAST OUNCE

mourn-

generally

Octet.

-but are they ? I would not have any

" Outer Circle " CryStal Set if you

dispense with tuning condensers, altogether,
and Cut your coils experimentally to exact
wave -length to suit your aerial: My circuit
design is enclosed.

appreciate

ful numbers

J. H. SQUIRE, leader of the Squire Celeste

very little the matter.

DEAR SIR,-You will get still louder and
clearer reception on your admirable

deed, that I
the

not been overdone, although- Sunday afternoon seems to me to be an ideal time for it.
In the evening, perhaps, there would be
a Symphony concert, a service, and possibly
an opera. Then, to conclude, the Epilogue.
I would not miss this for anything !

when technical difficulties prohibited a real
alternative programme, some people may
have had a right to grumble. To -day, I see

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

cannot even

" Hassan," but dramatic production has

f

*

artists were in my room.
Wind the coils a little too long, and cut
Off inch by inch until exact. At first music
will sound distant, but as you shorten the

music. I am
so very low-

brow, in-

or else a studio production of Shakespeare.

The B.B.C. Sunday programmes are, I
submit, the acme of perfect construction,
and are so arranged that any clear-headed
man or woman must find it difficult to see
the point of view expressed by those who
are apt to decry -them. In the old days,

Chamber

THE
OUTER CIRCLE."

A correspondent's successful
experiments.

unconsidered ?

(Continued from previous page.)

*

If the church- service is to give way to
vaudeville and dance` music-and I cannot
visualise the possibility-are the invalids,
the bed -ridden and the -sick- to be entirely

things for which we

matters had better stay as they are. It

gives ine a chance to tune -in the Continent
soit is really a bleising in disguise t

(You certainly do generally get better

But not ail constructors are prepared -to
experiment and fix their tuning in such a
way.7---TECA: EDITOR.)
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PRESENT THOUGHTS
TURF
SSIBILITIES
T.PPECKERSLEY
1#4.1.E,E.

Our Radio Consultant -in -Chief, who contributed a
great deal to the Moulding of British Broadcasting,

ANYONE superficially examining the
state of the development of broadcasting might _be inclined to believe
that we had- reached a -state of comparative
stability. To me a closer examination

shows that there is a manifest failure of
many of the attempted crystallisation of
modern technique.
In the first place it is questionable whether
the experiment to monopolise broadcasting
is justifiable on all counts. Broadcasting

would have been as free as the Press had it

not been for the technical necessity to

criticises present conditions, and ventures a few
remarks and suggestions regarding the future.
to the enjoyment of technical failure in many respects. This
is not due to a failure of the technicians

means to educate
thought.
The announcers should be men of wide developing it, it is intrinsic in the method.
culture and experience and not repressed - I live .15 miles from- two 45 kw. stations.
for fear they. Might become more popular
Neither gives me clear reception and both
than their emplo3,Ter.s.
give me variations of -the same programme.
All this will never -come about nnless an If more channels for alternative programmes
almost unbelieVabIy energetic and en- were available, and if the monopoly were
thusiastic and encouraged -dictator arrives consequently forced (by sheer lack -of the
or unless each dictator is stimulated by an same sort of material !) to experiment on

insecurity of a proper sort, or unless the

medium itself allows of greater flexibility.
I believe in Monopoly, but: monopoly only

restrict the number, of stations operating, to further the true interests of the listener.
simultaneously.

The Evils of Monopoly.

The inadequate ether gamut allocated
to .broadcasting services :brought about
monopoly. To my mind monopoly of the

technical side of broadcasting is essential,
but I doubt if so obvious a case could be
made out' for the necessity to invest in one

body the responsibility for what is to be
sent out. It induces that worst of all
vices, caution.
The future must' see some greater -freedom

for the public to express its feelings, even

A policema,n can hold up traffic or direct it ;
our transport is slowed up all too frequently
because the

than the latten
A monopoly can hold up- progress or
direct it. Traffic will be qtdcker as the
technical means to implement transport are
improved. Broadcasting will be more
stimulating as the technical means to imple-

ment it become more flexible. It is the
technical basis which is the true foundation
of all developments.
To -day ether broadcasting must admit

though it is 'wiser not to act upon the
opinions of an uninstructed Majority.

new lines, then it could be forced to put
over minority programMes, to forget the
claims of the organisation and to remember
those of the public.
Press -the -Button Radio.

It is technical proaress which will in the
end determine the polcy of the programme
makers. Again I say I believe in monopoly,
but only in a stimulated monopoly.
If we had more and wider channels for
broadcasting, we can conceive of everyone's
receiving set with six buttons to press and
six definite clear contrasted programmes for
his choice.

We could imagine, if there were more

channels for broadcasting, a revival of
something like the electro-

LOUD SPEAKERS AT r LEIPZIG

I think the future ,must see a more

constant examination into the activities of
the corporation entrusted with ether
broadcasting monopoly.
What energy, life, flexibility and good

phone, when theatres,
continuous dance
music, musical halls, delates,
parliament, important lectures,
churches,

after -dinner speeches, were all
siniultaneously available with

spirit there was behind the poor programmes
sent out by the B.B.C. when it was on trial ;
what caution, emasculation,' samenessclull-

the constructively thoughtful
prograMmes sent out b,
body entrusted with the

ness, characterises its presentation of the

monopoly.

excellent programmes of to -day !
We Need a Dictator.'
What is the ultimate aim of broadcasting
even if machinery could be devised to force

Even Television.

I foresee future development
in technicalities, then, as a

struggle to secure more and

initiative into the minds and hearts of its

more channels for the ,s iniultaneous broadcastina of different programmes. If means
could be found to do this, all
sorts of developments are possible. E-iien television might
thus find practical application.
Doubtless in time we shall

trustees ? To my mind broadcasting is the

means of enabling us with our mind's eye
to see through the gap of our loud speaker
into a world of beauty in art and of thought

in the spoken word.
Talks should live through the knowledge
and enthusiasm of the talker, drama should
not be _palely excused for failure becanse we

be able to see an adequate

cannot listen to it, but should be, as it has
sometimes -been, dramatic in terms of its

picture transmitted from one
room to another. The problem

own medium.
Music should be chosen to soothe the tired

upon the one hand or to interest ,thOnght
upon the other. Broadcasting should I:je, a
-rostrum for violent controversy, and thus a

will then be only a quarter
solved, there would be yet the
problem how to transmit this
picture to a wide public.
*

Loud speakers (indicated by arrows) installed at a Leipzig cat&

(Continued on page 1118.)
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hired another and, after paying 1/im, all I

got was emphatic advice to Icrap it as

CONSTRUCTORS' PROBLEMS
An interesting commentz_.-:-7 on the " confessions " of some of our
correspondents.
By THE EDITOR
* 4-4-444-4 -4 -4- -4 44- -4.-4-4,
MANY readers who read our editorial;

" That Safety Margin," appear to

have found a good deal of truth in it.
In fact, some of the letters we have received
have been in the nature of " confessions ! "
One reader writes to say that he has been
in the habit of making outstanding " P.W."

seta' for several years, but admits that he
has always more or less " paraphrased " our
original set design and, the instructions with
For example, he admits not always
it.

using the specified components, or the
alternatives, given in our constructional
articles.

" I have been more cr less successful,"
this particular reader informs us, " until I
decided to build the Chef d'CEuVre.' In
this case I altered -the layout to suit a panel
I had by me, and also used one or two com-

ponents not mentioned as suitable by the
designer. In doing so I suppose I saved
about twenty-five shillings in cash-hut it

with filings tapped by buzzer hammers,
and 'phone receivers " borrowed " froni old
telephone sets.

" When the war broke out, the police
Finis ' to all that, and down came

useless !

I tried all the wireless friends I

knew and it beat them, too.
" Then the' P.W." Magic ' Three came out

and I promptly set my teeth into it-and
what a revelation it was ! I have built
several of them for others ; have doctored

them for other people in difficulties and
I always had a roaring success.

" Then I added S.G. to my own set by

building the Magic ' Four, and considered
I had the last word in sets. What

comfort it was to roam the Continent to

. wrote

get away from the B.B.C. blues !

the aerials. Most of us then turned to other
experiments, in a khaki uniforni. After
that job was over and we were home again,

"The Set Would Not Work."

we found very little advancement, but it
came, gradually.
Early Days.

" Then came the Dual -Range Coil and
I fell. I dismantled my old, beloved
Magic' Four and carefully assembled the
`Exhibition' Four: Every joint and
terminal tag

" I remember the first variable condenser,

a card wrapped in silver paper pushed in
and out of an envelope similarly coated.
The first valve, smuggled in from Japan
bS7 a chum who was a ship's operator, and
handled as though it was a chunk of dynamite. Then we got peanut ' valves from
the States, but they cost about 25s. each.

MINERS' LEADER LISTENS IN

proved the truth of the old adage, ' spoiling
the ship for a ha'porth of tar: I got results

of a kind, but I was net satisfied, so one
(lay I rebuilt the set absolutely, as per the

carefully soldered,

every

component of the best and exactly in the

position designed for it.
" The set just would not work properly ;
selectivity and sensitivity punk' ; just
noise, grating, groaning, and shrieking,
with the m.a. needle suffering from

St. Vitus' dance. I checked the wiring
several times, then got wireless friends to
do likewise': checked everything over with
'phones and battery : all O.K.

" I suspected my H.T. eliminator, so
bought dry H.T. batteries-no better, and
another pound note wasted. I- sent the
eliminator back to the makers, who returned

designer's instructions, and I must say the
results obtained were vastly better.

it promptly as being in perfect condition !
" This was getting serious, and Christmas

First-class Advice.

-works down again and made up another
"Magi() ' Three to see me over Christmas,

was coming along, so I tore the whole

" Since then I have decided it is cheaper

in the long run not to mess about with a

and it, of course, did not let me down.

design, and so you can count me as one of
your readers who has learnt by experience
that it pays to follow the designer. I hope
your editorial article will help other readers
to realise this 'fact."
We hope so, too, because we know by
experience, and from the very significant

" I then decided to reassemble my old
`Magic' Four and use the new coils in it,
as .I noticed you promised to publish the

new diagram, but I could not wait. I used
every care, soldered joints, spacing of wires
and components. according to plan, every
terminal plier tight. Switched on and

information we obtain from a perusal of
readers' queries, that ninety-five per cent

nothing happened.

of the trouble experienced by readers who
build our sets is due to the constructor introducing his own variations into the design.

Here is an extract from a letter sent in

by another reader who is obviously an " old
hand," and his experience just goes to show
how even an amateur with years of experience behind him can encounter snags which,..

A Mystery Solved.
Mr. A. J. Cook, Secretary of the Miners' Federation,

listens in at the Manor House Hospital, where he
recently had an injured leg amputated.

" Coming down to 1923, in England, I
built an ambitious three -valuer of American

" I started all my tests again and found
I had one of the coils connected wrongly.

Corrected this and the set came to
with

a roar-but

.ife

Just
noise, distortion, and general instability,
what

a roar !

with no selectivity whatever. Tried different
design, Cossor bright. emitters, etc., but
valves, different aerials, earths, batteries,
although simple in themselves, can cause what a search I had, all over the country for_ grid leaks, potentiometer settings, etc., but
a pair of 'phones ! I got a good set, however,
endless trouble and expense.
it was no use. My friends blamed everyand still use them.
thing from coils to terminals, but could not
An Old Hand.
" I had lots of fun -with my set out in the find any faults on test.
" The difficulty with an amateur con- country, heaving a wire up in to the nearest
" I looked at all my beautiful wiring
structor like myself," writes our corres- tree for an aerial, and when at home putting and orderly placing of components ruefully,
pondent; " is that we have no option, when__ the earphones into two teacups for a loud
and thought of the waste of time and
beaten by some unknown fault, but to scrap
speaker. I built several small sets aftermoney spent on it only to get all this
the set entirely and try something else until wards and then, in a weak -moment; -started
terrible noise and distortion. Thinking
we get a set that will work; for the simple out to build a real set, a six-valver, 2 H.F.
desperately of some new test to apply
reason (and quite logical one) that everybody screened and neutralised, det. R.C. and 2
before making a clean sweep of it I casually
-

in trouble cannot possibly reach the de-

signer for assistance, although quite positive
that the set is really exactly to specification" I started monkeying ' with wireless
nearly twenty years ago and, although I can

fairly claim to be a capable constructor, I
have never studied the theoretical end of
the business at all. Prior to the war a few

of us experimenters were trying -to find out
how the radio worked by home-made telegraph keys, solid copper wire aerials, coils

borrowed from Ford cars, etc., coherers

push-pull power.

" That set was a regular nightmare. I
expected to get any station on earth that

changed the grid bias tappings and, hey

with difficulty-and-right here -in London,
too ! I wrote to the magazine that boosted
it, but they ignored my letters. I tried all

presto !-the mystery was solved-or, rather,
the set chancred to a beautifully wellbehaved, powerful, but docile instrument
that is now a joy to handle. Distance is no
object, purity of the best, and I can make
our twin at B.P. sit up, beg and behave."

wiring until I knew it blindfold, rewired it
and retested it all, to no purpose.
" I then hired a wireless expert for a fee
of a ginfilea to go over it : it beat him. I

examples of readers' experiences next week.

happened to be working, instead I got 2 L 0

the' tests I could think of, checked the

Space will not allow further extracts
from the many letters we have received
apropos of. our article, " That Safety
Margin," but we hope .to giVe further

ci
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THE CHAOTIC ETHER.
WHY NOT OUT OUT THAT SPACE -WAVE ?

J. C JEVONS
A suggested remedy for, the present congestion in the ether
that seems worthy of close consideration.
reflected space -waves. This
leads to a corresponding

increase in the 'power em-

ployed in the affected countries
in order to counteract the

",imported" interference. As
soon as the " backwash' i's felt

in the first country, it must
promptly use still more power,

and so the thing will go on

AS Captain Eckersley says, we cannot
use the best waves for broadcasting
so long as, most stations are limited
to wave -lengths between 250 and 550 metres.

The trouble is that on this wave -band,
engineers are forced to use excessive power
in order t -o give the required service.

We have our own Regional scheme of
high-powered stations, and the -German
authorities have now definitely decided to
go ahead with seven more stations similar
to Milhlacker and Heilsberg,nach nominally

rated at 75 though capable of developing
150 kilowatts. This is but the beginning.
Other European countries will, be compelled to follow suit, more or less in selfdefence, as soon as they are able to do so.
A Vicious Circle.

In short, a vicious circle is being created

simply because waves between 250-550
metres are not naturally adapted to the
needs of broadcasting. To ensure a reliable
service the radiated energy must first and
foremost have a predominant -earth-bound
component, sufficient to cover a local radius

until the ether becomes an intolerable welter of conflicting waves.
As one remedy Captain Eekersley advo-

cates the more extensive use of longer

wave-lengths-say between 1,000 and 2,000_
metres. - Within this band of" frequencies,
the earthbound component is predominant,
and reliable service over a larger local area
-can be ensured with a reasonable_ power output. 'Unfortunately, as one increases
wave -length one -finds far less accommoda-

tion in the ether.
If, for instance,' broadcasting were eon-fined to wave-lengths .betiTeen 1,000 and
-

.

2,000 metres, not more That/fifteen different
tations'Would aperatessimulta,neously without overlap: A wavejength of 1,000 -metres

represents a frequency of 300 kilocycles,

whilst one of 2.000 metres is equal to

'-'150- kilocycles. - -The-, difference, .:.,150 kilo-

cycles, provides, elbow room for only 15

THEY ''USE SEAWEED !

stations, assuming a gap of 10 kilocycles
between each to prevent overlapping of
the modulation side -bands.
This, on the face of it, is quite inadequate

to meet the growing demands of all the
European countries. It is true that the
existing facilities for broadcasting on the
longer wave -lengths might well be extended,

but this would at test only give a temporary

'measure of relict.

The Super -Het Solution.

Of course, there is the remedy for developing new and more. effective -methods of
selective reception. The superheterodyne

circuit offers one of the most promising
means of defence along these lines, but it
is too expensive for most listeners.
The Same objection applies to- the new

Stenode Radiostat receiver, which is a
development of the supersonic principle,
and will presumably be even more expensive.

There is; however, another possibility
that still remains to he explored. Why not
tackle the problem from the transmitting
end, and devise some method of radiation
which shall free the 250-550 wave -band
from unwanted " space " waves ?
The question may perhaps appear presumptuous, but the time is corning when
some such solution will become iniperat ive
if European transmission continues to
increase at its present rate.

As previously explained, the inherent
weakness of the 250.550 wave -band is it?

tendency to radiate upwards instead of
along the ground. We know that waves

of, say, 50 or 100 miles from the trans-

mitting aerial.
Unfortunately, waves between 250 and

can be prevented from spreading laterally
by directional methods, such as the wellknown Beam aerial.

550 metres are more inclined to travel
upwards through space than to cling to the
ground. After reflection from the Ileaviside
Layer, the space -waves come back to earth

A Far' Better Plan.

Why not apply the same methods to

again, possibly some hundreds of miles

prevent the waves froM spreading wpwards.

away. This, of course, makes it compara-

,If they can be confined horizontally, why
not vertically ? By making such an aerial

tively easy for British listeners to hear

German, French, Spanish, Italian and other
transmissions, providing we are willing to
put up with a certain amount of fading.

of circular shape the radiation could be
diStributed

uniformly in

all direetione

But it does not provide a reliable local
service. Each nation naturally wants to

towards the horizon, as is necessary for
broadcasting, though at the same time the

the waves once they have passed the

Beam aerials have only been used success

Getting Worse and Worse.
The only way in which it has, so far, been
found possible to supply local listeners with

But the directional principle holds good for
any wave -length, the question of cost
being the chief obstacle to its use in the case
of longer waves.

upward spread could be strictly limited.

cater primarily for its 'oWn citizens, and is
more or less indifferent to what happens to

It is admitted that up to the present

fully with waves below the 100 -metre -mark.

boundaries of the country of origin.

a satisfactory service on waves of medium
length is by increasing the power output
from the transmitting aerial. " And this
starts the vicious circle.
High-powered stations in each country
can give good service on 250-550 metres to
their own citizens, but will cause increased
interference in foreign countries due to the.

If there is no other alternative, even a
expensive aerial system is better than

a complete breakdown of the broadcast

service due to over -congestion in the other.
After all, it will be cheaper in the long run
A workman packing the walls of one of the new
Portland Place stildios with dry seaweed, so as to
make them soundproof.

to erect a few costly aerials, rather than to
force millions of listeners to install complicated and expensive super -selective sets.
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disturb it into a policy of panic for a

,

commercial reason. There appears, however,

#

# LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

to be little danger of any such development.

t
B.C. 'ORGANISATION,
t DR. BOULT'S SINCERITY..L,
4 BRASS BANDS - SIR HARRY

On the other hand, it would be more graceful of the B.B.C. to admit Press
assistance when.- offered and

accepted.

for a brass band.

Although the B.B.C. 'officially denied
the possibility of the formation of anything

£30,000!

prizes in the next Irish sweepstake.. Mr. W.

P. Crozier, a Northern journalist who 'has
given many broadcast talks, has written
his first radio play, and he has taken as

remotely resembling a brass band, it has
leaked out that Mr. Barlow (first tuba in
the Orchestra) has formed an. emergency

THERE is in progress a general tightening
1 up of the organisation of the B.B.C.,
which appears now to be getting.back
more to the state of affairs which prevailed

Troubles -of 1.30,000 !

Despite the efforts of the Home Office
to keep things pure, there are many of us
who are now hoping to win one of the big

The case in point is the recent agitation

tAUDER---TROUBLES OF

Sir Harry Lauder.
No one has asked Mr. Stanford Robinson
to write a tribute to Sir Harry. I wonder
why

his theme the troubles of >-a man who has

won 00,000 in a sweepstake-a lot of

brass band by- augmenting the brass

section of the Wireless Military Band.

money ; in fact, sufficient to give the play
a nice -sounding title.

in the days of the B.B.C. when it was a

' company " and not a." corporation.",
Curiously enough, the
reversion -to
type " is- being arranged under the egis
of .a chairman who previously spent most
of his useful public service . as Speaker in

Lucky Chap !

The lucky man,whom
Mr. Crozier calls Amos

Gradwell, has a wife and a sister who make
up their minds they are
better able than. Amos
to handle such a large
sum, particularly when
they begin to fear that

the House of 'Commons.

The point is that Sir John Reithlas begun
to '"take a, real- interest in programmes,

.

apart from Sunday ,transmissions,
lit
that several existing jobs may

follows

become redundant.

Some further
steps towards
the magnificent finale of
this :perfectly progressive

t.

Dr, Boiilt7s Sincerity.,

11111111I11111111111111111111111111111111111

involved. in and implied by. the postponement
of `..horning Heroes," which was to haye

been giy,eikas part of -the B.B.O. Symphony
Concert4at the Queen's -Hall on Wednesday,

February. 4th. .".Morning Heroes " -, is
Arthur [Bliss's Choral Symphony of War-

It was to- have been conducted by Dr.

Adrian}.-.Boult, who .is reported as having
said that- he was out of sympathy wick. the
and who, also felt that.he had had an
inadequate opportunity of rehearsal.
In ,view. .:of this situation, it is _more

It so happens that March 25th will be a

got his inspiration for the original em-

bodiment of the impression " Pass, Pass Ye

" POPULAR WIRELESS " HAS

AN UNRIVALLED BROADCAST-

ING NEWS SERVICE AND IS

ABLE TO PRESENT TO ITS

READERS ALL WORTH - WHILE
NEWS AND VIEWS REGARDING

B.B.C. ACTIVITIES.

Proud Brigades."

Listeners

generally

will realise the terrific significance of the
dedidation " To the memory of my brother,
Francis Kennard Bliss, and all other
comrades killed in battle." 'All honour
to the sense of delicacy and fair-mindedness
of Dr Adrian Boult.
Brass Bands.

It is all very well for the. B.B.C. to say
that they pay no attention -to the Press.

It would be- wrong, of course, if. the B.B.C.

were to allow any section of the Press to

FLEX1- COUPLER

must not reveal more of
it, otherwise it will spoil

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

the broadcast perform-

ance which is down
for Northern listeners
on Friday, March 6th.
Personally, I am making

*

FOR THE LISTENER.
By

rehearsed- performance, 'but he also readily

particularly appropriate anniversary for
this musical masterpiece.
It was in- March, 1918, that Arthur Bliss

is interesting, but we

a note of this date.

thap,,..creditable to Dr. Boult that he not
only declined to conduct an inadequately

Dr. Boult will be directing.

`I he " P.W."
An Easy -to -make little gadget
which enables the wonderful new
" P.Var." Flexi-Coupling system for great
selectivity to be applied to any set.

-

accepted the offer of the composer to
conduct the. work himself on March 25th
as part of a programme_ the rest of which

the Reverend ' Somebody's mission.
The story of the play

Receiver.

Few people have realised what was

the only:thing of it...1..143201.in music.

a good chunk of it looks
like finding a home with

" PHILEMON."

A critical survey of some of the recent programmes, with
frank comments on the fare provided and the way it is served up.

*

-0-1-0
Sir Harry Lauder.

-4-

his patients,

IT was good to hear him again. Not so
young as he was, like the rest of ats
his laughter not quite so spontaneous

It was good fun listeninct to him , it
must have been an expe'rien'ce consulting
him ! The date was 1815 or thereabouts,

nor so clear ; bitt his, singing voice, which
has charmed the round world for more than
a generation, almost as good as ever ; the
songs themselves just as good as ever. But

when the medical ranks were not so crowded;

they are his own songs, and will die with
him. I cannot imagine anybody else singing
" Tobermory."
Gloucester Orpheus.

I had to give Sir Harry short shrift, for
not the archangel himself would lure me
from listening to, the Gloucester Orpheus
Society. For purity of tone, balance of
voices, fine training and conductorship,
there can be few choirs to equal this one.

I have rarely heard the " Skye Boat

designed to show off the

" rough diamond."

-

nowadays it would go rather hard with hiS
practice if he behaved like that. But he
was a fine character.
The part was admirably played by Walter'
Fitzgerald. Drainatie character -sketches of
others of these " old worthies " like Beau
Brummel would make an interesting series.
Light Music and the G.P. Quintet.

We are apt to overlook those who con-

tinually serve us, and to take them for

granted.

Listeners probably owe more to the

Gershom Parkington Quintet than to any

Song" sung so well. And as if the choir
itself were not enough, Jean Coxon added
to the programme a glorious rendering of

other group of men appearing at the micro-

Down there they know haw to prepare a

Their playing is always a Pleasure to
listen to ; their programmes are aIwaYs

" Dr. Abernethy.",

of choosing interesting soloists to assist
them. They are among the old stagers in

" The Bell Song ". from Delibes' " Lakme."

feast

This, was hardly a play. It was a series
of interviews between 'Dr. Abernethy and.

phone. They seem ready to lend a hand
anywhere. They seem to me to get better
and better.

bright and fresh ; and they have the knack
(Mntinued on page 1118.)

.
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Some authentic technical details about those amazing little mains valves with external control electrodes.
By Dr. ALFRED GRADENWITZ.
.

.

ATTEMPTS to control the electrons in a

valve statically, from outside the.

glass, date back to the early days of
valve development. HoweVer, the tests
carried out failed to lead to any tangible
results owing to the impossibility of obtaining sufficient amplification', for practical
purposes.

This was mainly due to the fact that in
the case of ordinary
bulbs the- control electrode
could not possibly influence

the space charge around

the cathode. The peculiar
shape of radio rods had to.

be adopted in order that

the controlling outside surface might encompass the

area of the space charge
sufficiently closely.

radio rods. is. that, owing to direct heating,
they will start working- immediately they are
sWitched on.
..
A diagram is shown of, a typical eireuit.for
these rods. Coupling condenserS and grid
resistances between'the detecting and resistance rods respectively can be dispensed with,
-

account of their characteristic behaviour,
as explained, are insensitive to
low -frequency voltages.
Detecting Action.

Radio rods are subject

to operating conditions altogether different from

thOse of ordinary valves.
It is, for instance, impossible to record any statical
characteristics of this new

being without any influence on the working
of the valve:
Telefunken rods behave
many respects in different ways
from standard valves, and enable considerable simplification
of the circuits employed.
Instances of this have already
been given, namely, the absence
of coupling condensers, and

is only felt as the frequency

becomes more- rapid, until tile
ions in the case of real high fre-

.

quency are no longer able to
follow.

the fact- that directly -heated
cathodes can_ be utilised. The
property of the detector of

type of valve, the glass

wall being charged inside with electrons
whenever a positive voltage is applied to
the control grid, while the total voltage resulting from that of the control coating and
the voltage of the charge en the inside of
the wall is always nil. No amount of positive
grid bias has any effect,
Use of Gas -filled Rods.

This is true also more or less of any negative voltage applied to the' control coating,
providing there are some slight

remnants of gas in the valve.
At the. same time, gas -filled
Telefunken rods will respond

ions, resulting in a rectifying

being 'Unresponsive to-

type
effect which is quite similar tor. Arrtalgro rod.
-

,

-

The insensitiveness of the gas -filled radio

rod to low frequency by no means affects'

less importance.

the low -frequency modulations Of the H.P.pulses. Oscillation on the 'grid -being in-

variably of high frequency, and being in
turn modulated in accordance with- the

-rhythm of the speech or music transmitted.
Insensitive to L.F. Pulses.
Whereas a frequency of, say,100 reaching
.

low -

frequency pulses -has the advantage of making the question of back conpling from
following L.F. stages of lunch

the detecting effect of standard
Valves.

.

.

the steady voltage of the control coating.

Any, voltages applied .from
entside are, .so far as, the negative half -wave is concerned,
compensated by.t:he ions of the;
residual gas ; in fact, the lag
between the electrons and ions

Only low -frequency oscillations are thus compensated ,by

Bias Ineffective.

Inside view of one
type of rod.

exerted by the filament on the grid and the in,
fluence of voltage variations on rectification.
However, gas -filled -Telefunken rods, on

-

Ordinary Output Valve.

You have seen why; radio

-

rods are not :suitable for .L.F.
purposes, and therefore willnot

be surprised to note that.

a.

Outside view

the grid from the alternating -current mains
has practically no influence upon detector

of the
three - electrode valve of , the of one
rods.
ordinary type is utilised for
the output. The circuit shown is, of course.,
a three -valve H.F., det. and. L.F. arrange-

paSsed oneze

H.T. purposes, and only one smoothing

rods, a sotind. of - tbe frcquericy of 100 ' ment., complete with all -mains power supply
arriving from the transmitter in the form of apparatus.
=
modulated -high frequency will readily be. - A half -wave rectifier valve is used for

choke is required, irstead of the two u;ualiy

HOW THEY ARE USED

to alternating H.F. voltages,
there being set un excess charges
on the wall whenever the voltage
of the outside coating is' varied,

necessa ry.

*

..... ..

SPRUNG VALVE
HOLDERS

;
;
*

so that the resulting voltage no

*

longer

ASPECIAL campaign to emphasise the
advantages of the use of sprung -type
valve holders has been launched b'
the Benjamin Electric Ltd. in conjunction,
with the Igranic Electric Co. Ltd.

is

nil.

These excess

charges always take a certain
time to be compensated across
the insulation resistance of the
glass wall.

Telefunken rods destined for

The cirenit connections of an all -mains radio -rod receiver.

purposes of amplification are designed as high vacuum valves, whereas
those devised for detecting purposes are of
the gas -filled type.

Telefunken rods are directly heated with
alternating current..
No : directly -heated
mains valves have so far been very success-,
ful as detectors, owing to the direct effect

Smoothing Apparatus Simplified.

The most conspicuous -advantage of gas filled Telefunken rods, therefore, is seen to

be in the absence of any grid hunt, thus

greatly -simplifying the design of the smoothing apparatus.
,

.

In this connection, they have bad extensive experiments carried out to show
exactly. what effect good aprung valve
holders -can have in regard to the quality
of results given, and the life of valves. The
above firnis are issuing a _booklet of great

interest to the constructor, entitled " The
Elimination of Pong,'.' and this

xiothet most welcoine a.dvantage of' account of th6 eiperiments.

a full
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, By the by, it may..be a help to you in placing the winding on the tube to know the
actual length which it occupies. Well, with
No. 24; double- silk -covered wire, wound

HOW TO MAKE

THE "COMET" SELECTOR

reasonably carefully, the 84 turns should

cover approxiniately two inches of the ..
tube.

COIL.

f

If you bear this in mind when starting

Full constructional detaHs of the coil that Ogeres in the wonderful " Field- 2 - coupling-ul syStein applied 'to the " P.Wt": "pomet." ._.
'----

By G. P. ICENDAT44, B:Sc.

,

the coil you will be able to get your winding

.

nicely in the Middle of the former. It
doesn't matter electrically, of course, but
it looks neater this :way.

,

4c....-4.--.4---,...-.4. 4-4.- -....-4,-0.--..-4.--4-4.- -..--*--.i.--.--...--......--* -0--s4.--4 -0- -4.--+ 4- -3-4-4-4- -..-....--0- -4-4-4.- *

THE ".Star -Turn " type of Selector coil. look. at the-coil- froin the back of the set
which we have adapted
-Meet the in which it. niminted.
needs, of the "
Tho
comprises :84 turns of
I Mg "I scheme is a standard unit obtainable No: 24 gange. wire (either double cotton

from --mesh of the firms -who Specialise in
''Popular Wireless ".
" Modern
WireleSS " sets.
A proportion Of
readers, however, like to make.. their own
coils, and for their benefit Vie'are giving
the specification on this page.

nearest the panel

The Winding itself is extremely simple,
althotigh a number :of tappings have to be
made. The mechanical details; -.however;

turned fully to the left.
Now put on 4 turns,..tap out to .No. 2

,coils,

require - to' be _carried Out , with' 'some care

if a satisfaefory unit is to be' produced,
and reliable action of,the SeFeetor switch.
Easy to. Conitruet.

The reader with a fair amount of ei-

or ',double silk --covered-, Will

'seri--e)

in a;

single.layer.. Begin at the end of the 'tube

From this point take a tapping to No. 1
stud on the switch. This is the stud on

which the arm rests when the knob is

stud, 4 more turns, tap to No. 3, -and so on

until 84 turns are on. !Take the finishing
end to No. 17 stud, leaving No, 18 blank
for another purpose.
Now the internal connections of the milt

Terminal A is to be wired to the arm of

How Tappings are Taken.
-

-

As you will have realised by now, the
length- of 3i,-.inehea given for the tube is

seine -what longer than you- need, but we
chose this size for two reasons. In the
first place It- is a Awl -dead 'Size_ in the
". Pirtoid " range -of ttiberi, and secondly it
just allows room for double cotton -covered
wire to be used, if desired.

The length of the winding in this case
would 'be approximately 21 inches. Clf
course; the winding length will -vary a
little according with,; the neatness with
which you make the tappings and the close-

ness of the turns to each other, which_ in
turn depends on' your skill in Winding.
If it is your first attempt, therefore, it is
wise to expect the winding to run perhaps an

perience Of constructional and coil winding

work need net hesitate to. tackle ,the job,
for it is not 'really difficult.. It is -just a.

A SCOOP FOR AMERICAN BROADCASTERS

matter. -of a little painstaking work .in

a

fitting up the stud switch and assembling
the unit.
,There is nothing critical about it electrically, and slight variations in the winding,
Method of assembly, and so on, make no
difference to its working. In this respect

it is much simpler and more straightforward than a dualrange coil, where the
various windings must be :correctly prop4rtioned and positioned in relation to
each other.

Essentially, the Milt consists of a tapped

siligle-layer winding of 84 turns in all,
on the usual tube, with a stud switch to
vary the amount of coil -in circuit in steps
of folk (urns at a Urine. This is finind, in

practice, to give quite sufficiently close
tuning for ianaerial Circuit,
'
The basis,- then, 'is a piece of 'tithing:of

some good insulating material, such as

Pirtoid," with a diameter of 3 in., length 31
or 4 in. In each end of this a Wooden cross-

piece, is fitted, one to provide a means of:
mounting to. the panel (two screws) and the

other to form the attachment for a' disc of
ebonite of abOut 2- in. diameter, on which
the studs and arm of the Selector switch
arc mounted.

The Terminal Connections.

Bobby Jones (centre), who holds all the leading British and Ameridan Golf Championships, has fixed up
with Mr. Aylswortb; President of America's National Broadcasting Co., to broadcast a series of golf talks.

the switch, and C to the start of the winding.

The 18th stud, blank until now, is to 'be
wired -to terminal B.
That: really completes the job, but there

remain one or two details to be disenssed.
The appearance of the unit, for. example,

would be ;improved by a: covering of
Empire cloth over the winding, It is
easily stuck in place with

few.little dabs

of molten Chatterton's* compound..
_

The switch has 18 studs, and the arni

is fixed on the end of a brass -spindle running

right up the centre' Of the coil and out
thretigh :a hole in the panel. Holes for
this spindleare required in the Wooden cross=

pieeeS,' of cotirse,- and a knob is placed on
the. end -to enable the switch to' be related.
orne 'simple kind Of -peinter is desirable
on 'the -knob,
indicate roughly where the
switch arrn.iS'at 'tiny given monient.
The .1:tube carries three kiniall terminals,'
marked ,A,
and C, -and
'convenient
position" for these is at. the 'end furthest
frcim the panel: The actual ' positions de
not matter inuch;' brit
best to see that
they read A, B. C from right -to' left as you

Then there: is the question- ,of some

sort, of indicator on the panel; to tell you
where you are. kost :people. will find- a
knob and pointer of some kind Sufficient
because, after a11, Yon.,7really _make the
adjustment by 'ear..

:

Spacing the TUrns.

-

.

-

If desired,: however, it is a .simple matter

to cut out a card kale 'and seceotin.e, it

to the panel, and mark it out with 18

divisions to denote the_ position of the
pointer for each of the stud positions.
If you first mark out a rough sea/e, it is
easy to copy it neatly. in Indian ink end
secure this - second attempt to tha panel
after marking -it out.

eighth of an inch over the figures We have
giNT,ehne.

tappings, by the way, are quite easily

made in the following fashion : As you,:,
reach each point, push a hole in the tube
with a sharp -pointed scriber or other tool
which will' not injure the adjacent turn of

the winding, and take a loop Of, the wine.
through and so to the appropriate stud Of
the Selector switch.
.

.

SOME SHORT

t

REMINDERS

g-

t'

-0-4.-40-4---4.0.74-4.-4.-0-0-40-4-4.--p-1,-0-4.*

Count negative bias on the grids of S.G.

valves often improves selectivity.
*

;

x

*

It is, expected that the change -over from
FM -0y Hill to Broadcasting House will take
place in the autumn of 1931.
5

Vii
In

*

welkiesigeed broaticastipg aerial most

is radiated horltontally, but a'

eezialu. amount of radiation takes place at all

angles.
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HOW THOSE METERS WORK

HOW many wireless enthusiasts are there
who'have not at some time wondered
how voltmeters, etc., work ?

In writing this article, it is my hope that

it Will enlighten those who are as yet
totally ignorant of the principles of the two

types of instruments most commonly in
use, the voltmeter and the ammeter.
First, let me remind you that it is useless
to think a 3s. 6d. voltmeter is an accurate

1

I

Some interesting notes that will 4

help You to appreciate a good meter +
4
when you meet it.
I
By E. BLAKEY.

*-4-1.-.--4-4-----4-----------*
An Ammeter is used to measure the current flowing in a circuit. It is connected in
series with the mains, battery; etc., at any
convenient point. Its resistance must be
as low as possible (just opposite to the volt-

generally constructed from aluminium, is
energised by current from the circuit in
which measurements are to be made (Fig. 2).

The coil rotates between the poles of a

permanent horseshoe magnet (B) which has
shaped pole -pieces (C). Between these
pole -pieces, leaving very small air gaps, is a

fixed iron cylinder (D) to intensify the
" flux." It is in the space between the poles
and the cylinder that the coil moves.

FOR MAINS UNITS

meter), in order that there will be a very

WHERE
THEY
WORK
An ammeter is
joined in series,

so all the current in the
circuit passes
through it. But
a voltmeter is
.

shunted

or

small voltage drop across it. Reference to

Fig. 1 will show how the voltmeter and
ammeter are connected respectively.
The Moving -Coil Type. 71

c

The working parts of a moving -coil voltmeter and ammeter are similar. A fine -w ire

insulated coil (A) on a rectangular aluminium former, held by two pivots in
jewelled bearings and carrying a pointer,

MOVING COIL TYPE

paralleled right

across the two
points between
which the voltage

Especially tor measuring mains unit voltages a
very high -resistance voltmeter is desirable. High

difference

to be measured

resistances are included in the oonstruction of
most good voltmeters.

exists.

Two spiral springs (E) which carry current

to and from the coil have their inner ends
fixed to a pivot (the pivot mentioned' in
connection with the rotation of the coil) and

testing instrument. Such types of instrument often consume as much current as a
power valve. To leave such an instrument

their outer ends fixed to the standing part
of the instrument.

We must now recall our elementary

in circuit with your H.T. battery means

theoretical knowledge in connection with
this very interesting part of the function of
the instrument.

very quick ruination of the battery.
Volt and Amp. Meters.
I will describe the principles

of the

" Dead -Beat " Instruments.

moving -coil and hot-wire type instruments.
The first type is most common to amateurs.

The coil (A) when carrying current tends
to move so that its " flux is at right angles
to the magnetic plane, therefore enclosing
as many " lines of force " as possible.

and a good make moving -coil instrument
provides a means of reliable testing. The

hot-wire type is to be found more in the
laboratory than on the amateur's bench ;

Or to put it another way. A " clock-

nevertheless, it is well worth describing for
the benefit of the amateur.
Essentially, a Voltmeter is an instrument

used to measure the potential difference
between the mains or across a battery. It
is designed io consume as little, current as
possible and lias a high resistance.

Meters that operate on, the moving -coil principle
are generally very reliable instruments.

wise " twisting torque proportional to the
current flowing is exerted between the
magnet and the coil against the counterclockwise " torque of the springs. Therefore, according to the strength of the current flowing, the pointer will take up a
certain position on the scale.
(Continued on next page.)
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part -of the curreatto be -measured- byan.

HOW THOSE.-METERS WORK

f

Continued from precious page.)

Tracethe corineCtiOnfreinu the_ + terminal

ammeter shunt. in, karallet,,With the instrits,
/Pent.. The shunt itrosuallyi made of strips
of tharigitnin, which has n very low resistance and is unaffected .hy,, temperatUre

changes: The resistance of the instrument
and that of the shunt and of the leads- bear-VOu Will notice with no current %Wing- -a, 'definite-,, ratio to -one another.
Therefore the instrument carries a definitethe springs are `all-out," and when current
is :flowina in the circuit the springs are fraction of the main current, but is graduightenecfnP accOrding to the amount of
?.
-.:urrent in the circuit.
COMPLIMENT FOR ti
In most. good -class instruments ---the
..
ppm' ter comes to rest quickly. Tina is
generally described as " dead beat"' action.
This is due to :

of the instrument and you will see that,

disregarding the electron theory and taking
the.old electrician's current flow ,Hypothesis,
which is simpler to understand in this case,
current enters at the block marked " J." It
is now earrialto the platinum -silver bridge,
wire (AB) by the hair -spring (H). Note the
bridge wire is connected to terminals marked

.

A -and B, which are connected to a brass
plate. Current leaves by the terminal ' T
connected to the- brass plate also.
An Ingenious Idea.

Near to the centre of the bridge wire

(AB) is connected a phesphor-bronze wire
.(E) which is .much- thinner than AB. The
other end of E is fixed to an insulated terminal. To E is. attachecta piece of silk fibre
(F) which is wrapped .round the 'greoved
roller (F),. to which the -pointer is fixed, and
the other end of F is attached to the small,

(a) .the lightness of the moving parts ;
(la) the current induced in the winding and

aluminium frame as the coil- moves

tluough the '" flux."
It would be perhaps . as well if, for the
benefit of .non -technical readers, I gave a little explanation of the term " flux."..

flat spring, 8, generally by an eyelet or
siiizilar attachment.

Flux -Density.

You know that current does 'hot flow

-

increases, naturally E becomes more de-

-pipe.- -When current is -flowing -through wire;

a magnetic field is created round that wire.
The " nix -density " is the number of lines

flected ;

' seeing it is wrapped round' the pulley P,
turns it, and so causes the pointer to move.
Just run through this again and get a clear

.

By placing iron within the. coil (the

people think it would be well out of the

instrument so that the coil may have More

this causes a movement by F

(which measures the deflection of E) which,

per square centimetre in any part of the

cylinder), the magnetic'. properties are very
mnudi more pronounced. This is because
iron is the best conductor of magnetic lines
of .forde that is known. It is better than air
by several hundred times.
You will see, therefore, the iron cylinder
is there for a 'Very special purpoae ; many

instrument.
When current flows through AB its sag
-

'

througha wire just as water through a hose-

" cross-section " of a magnetic field.

'

And now to describe the action of the

understanding of the. principles.
Damping 'Out Vibration.

Eric Gill, the celebrated sculptor, who has

included " Ariel " in his group fbr the
B.E.C. building at Portland Place.

new

space in which to rotate. This, you Will see,
is' entirely wrong.

ated to register the main current.. The

HEAT DOES IT I

combined resistance of ammeter and. shunts
in parallel is so small that it has no appre.

ciable effect on the resistance of, or on the
current in,- the circuit.
Ammeter terminals are always marked

± and -, and must, always be connected

correctly:

Shunts:: -are -not necessa

_with ammeters
designed- to measure shrill currents: .'(Milliainineters,)
A voltmeter is' Connected across
two_

points in a circuit : to
measure-- their Wen -

As in the moving -coil type instrument,
there is a device for " dead -beat " action.
An aluminium disc attached to the spindle
of the needle moves between the poles of a
small, powerful permanent horseshoe mag-

When any movement occurs, the
current induced in the . disc produces a
net:

magnetic field. opposing the motion, thus
delaying it. -The main object of the disc is to .damp
out mechanical vibration,_ which you will
realise would be inevitable without it, due
to the construction and action of the instrument.

As in the case of the moving -coil type

instrument, shunts are connected in parallel

with an ammeter, and a high resistance is
fitted in series_ with a voltmeter.

CONTROLLED BY RAYS

A resistance (sec Fig. 3) is
taxi -difference:

:put in series with- it
.so that it -wilt not
appreciably.: affect the
resistance of tbecireuit;.
and only carry a small
current.
-

The current makes the thin wire expand with heat,-.
and so moves the needle.

The. Hot Wire AmMeter.
and Voltmeter.

At this point you will realise that the

To ciplain this. let
us note' each " step

making of instruments of this type is. more
difficult: than .is generally, supposed, and (I

mention this, with, emphasis) that any

,

,tampering.can very easily. cause "rubbingcontacts,?'etc. Use your instruments, very
carefully, just .as you would a good, Watch,
-for both are instruments of precision,
Now: scone. ,special p,ointa.. about theannneter.. The coil windingja-very.fine and
can only carry small currents. :Z t. there,
fore necessary to " shunt -off " the greater

on Fig: 4 before goingo
filrther with the text.

AB-Platinum , silver
bridge.wire.

S -Spring.:
k' -Silk fibre,,

Phosphor,b ronie.

.PPI.j1ley and pointer.

H-Hair-spring.

htr. Grindell-Matthews and his new boat, which can be controlled entirely
by wireless or by light rays.
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AGAINST

A GIANT
IN a friend's car I motored through the

I

military zone encircling Istanboul to the

centre of the city-which is certainly

not the most pleasing form of motoring, nor
the easiest method of approach !
Having concluded business visits in
Bucharest, and having duly visited King
Carol's Broadcaster, as reported in " P.W.,"
I found myself, some while back, at a, loose
(rid

in Bucharest and with the rather

ambitious desire (at least, if you knew the
country you would realise that it was an
ambitious desire) to_visit Constantinople.
Terrible Journey

Train travel in these parts is a mockery as

a service. A business friend in Bucharest
' had to go to Ista,nboul-a thing,
chap, which he had frequently to do-and
he kept a large American saloon exclusively
for the pilgrimage.

The distance is roughly the same as that
from London to York, assuming that one
goes as the crow flies but crows don't fly
straight in Turkey ! 'And, apart from the
distance, the roads are awful.
We did eventually get through Istanboul
and on to Constantinople ; but there's no
interest in that part of the journey for wireless enthusiasts.

A Special Correspondent describes a lightning tour of the Balkans, and a visit
to the Istanboul broadcasting station, which broadcasts on the same wavelength as the giant Moscow station.

Had I " bitten " I could have bought

about the eleven -hundred and twelve hundred mark.

high:tension batteries. which, owing. to the
heat, could have had little pep left in them ;

These Russians are picked up at fair

or a selection of German and Austrian valves
of doubtful vintage. It all makes one wonder

strength in England, though nobody wants

how radio amateurs manage in Istanboul.
There was little time to spare, so, while
the Bucharest man conducted his business
in the City, I borrowed his car and made an

a chance.

,to hear their propaganda, and the huge
wipe-out doesn't give Istanboul much of
Transmitter Being Revised.

impromptu attempt to find Istanboul's

At the moment, Istanboul is "off the
air" and the transmitting plant is being
revised-a thing which was hinted to me
on my visit-and perhaps when it returns

radio station, which is some distance out
of the city itself, and faces open country.
I have since learned that for this valiant
endeavour I might have been hung, drawn
and quartered by the authorities for driving
without a foreigner's permit.

it will be more easily received with single
H.F. stage sets in this country.
I saw a copy of the monthly wave -length
measurements by the Brussels
laboratory, and the wave -length line of
Istanboul was commendably straight. Right
on the line on one or two nights were two
Morse stations. There is plenty of shipping
and commercial traffic in these parts ; but
probably Turkish listeners are not very
critical.
Afterwards we went along to the studio.

Poorly Heard in England..

The giant masts of the station guide one

over the undulating country ; and so I

arrived.. A station engineer took me round
and showed me the plant, which was rather
uninspiring, the aerial and earth arrangements, which are immense, and the studio,
which to a Britisher is amusing.

THEY HAVE THEIR

41$

JAZZ 'PA

As a matter of fact, there are only two roads

illumination. The

worth the name at " Constan," and one of
them, to San Stephan, leads through the
maze of Istanboul's narrow and Orientally
dirty narrow passages, which, because
Istanboul is a city, one must call" streets."

lighting, I believe,
comes

heard a chuffing

heard Istanboul, or the
other more powerful
Turkish station Ankara,
you will know what a

Balkans:. Certainly our trip to'the .broadcasting station was as hazarchius a thing as
one coil -possibly _wish for. The police in

galling ; and one has no remedy, for it is
Made painfully obvious that motorists=
private motorists, at least-are not Wanted.
And yet the Turks tolerate such a`modern
thing- as radio.

-

While in the market area of Istanboul,
saw- my first Oriental radio " shop," the
utter Confueion of -which would make even
Caledonian market blush for shame !

locally -

suspiciously like a gas engine.
If you have -ever

That American saloon was a real chariot !
I am told that motorists are discouraged by
the Officials as well as by 'the roads in the

own!
No officials in this part of the world are
inclined to 'Over -humanitarian sympathies,
'but -the Military methods of the Istanboul
and Constan- traffic " bobbies " are deeply

from

generated power, for I

The " Radio Dealer "

Istanboul have a temperament of their

This is heavily

draped, infernally hot.
and devoid of any
external ventilation or

weird idea of music
An orchestra at work in the Istanboul studio. "Our familiar tunes of two or
three seasons ago are twisted to suit their own rhythm," says our correspondent.

Also he.explained why it is that, although
Istanboul has an excellent range, thanks to
its wonderful geographical position, it is
poorly received in England and well -heard
down in the Southern and Western parts of
the world.

Istanboul is jammed against a giant. Its
own, power 4 5 kilowatts, which is good ;
but there is Moscow's new 75-kilowatter
on exactly the same wave -length of 2. ',C.)
metres. There is also another giant, Kharkov, which is generally to be found round

these countrymen
have, They have their
jazz, and our familiar

tunes of two and three seasons ago are

twisted to 'suit their own rhythm. In their

jazz bands and light orchestrati there is

plenty of "string," but precious little bass.
In fact, they appear to loathe the drums.
-

The studio, to be truthful about it,

is

grossly old-fashioned and hardly in keeping

with the national temperature ; for, as I

have said, there- is ' no proper ventilation.
To spend an evening in Istanboul's studio
would certainly not be my idea of Turkish
Delight !
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case you aro trying to catch the call Sign:

The, wave -length
(788 Kes.).

IS

381 metres

This station comes through. strongly

and you should have no difficulty in finding

him.

Incidentally, if you do so you have
practically the exact tuning for W G Y,

some practical distant -programme notes compiled by a special contributor
who nightly searches the' hx. in order ta,obtain- really practical and uP-tothe-minute information.
By R. W. H.

THE period of excellent long-distance: and found that it was easily capable of
reception conditions which- opened, - pulling in the programmes of several
shortly after the beginning of the stations-not, by the way; tuned
to the

year shows no signs of coming to an end. silent point between squeals.
We have occasional bouts of atmospherics,
On that memorable night I picked up
which generally affect the...long-wave thirty-four
Americans and could probably
transmissions rather. more than. the short,`; have got more if I 'had by- the complete
and On odd evenings fading may reappear -list of U.S.A. stations with their frequencies
for a tine. Never, though, has the latter. and wave -lengths.. Amongst the best
at
been so bad as it was towards- the end of - the present time are W I 0 D, W P G,
1930.

WTIC, WBZ, KDKA,

W A B C, W G Y, W J Z, W L W -and

Americans Coming Over Well.

W E A F.

American reception is becoming better
and better. Not for many years -had I
made a real night of it, but recently conditions were So' good that I_.simply could

.

Those below 300 metres are -usually the
strongest from midnight until ahaut 1 a.m.
.Then the , longer -wave stations. begin _ to

strengthen up and fine reception of them

not go to bed until the clock had Struck

shortly becomes possible as a _rule.

so make a note of the settings.
On the long -waves all stations are coming
in well. The very best are Radio -Paris,
the Eiffel Tower, Kalunclborg, Oslo (when
not heterodyned) and: at most times
Huizen, who is now sending out the Hilversum programmes.
The medium and is full of interest.
As you have possibly observed, Heilsberg
has now worked up -to full power, and is
receivable even on sniall sets at excellent
loud -speaker strength. I hear, though,
that -he is not over popular with those who
listen to the home relays using not very ,
selective sets.
Listen For These.

Budapest is a little off colour at the
moment and Vienna, usually so good, is
not quite what he was. Other stations
slightly below the mark are Lyons Doua
and Munich.

To look on the bright side, there are

quite a score of stations now from which
fine reception is obtainable if the set has

adequate selectivity. Notable amongst
these are Brussels No. 1, and often No. 2
With the big set the American- stations -A -New Transmitter:,
as well ; _Milan, who is generally moss
were coining in with a volume comparable
On this side of the " Herring Pond" there
to that of Rome or Hamburg _or Turin; is a Very .big selection just, now., -I have reliable ; Langenberg, Rome, Stockholm
the voluthe control- had, in. fact, to , be -a new 'station for you-or rather an ola and Katowitz, all of whom may be returned right back for fear of rousing ,the station with a newtransmitter--.-in Lwow, garded . as regular stand-bys. The list
also contains l'rank.furt, Toulouse, Strasrest of the household from their slumbers.
which. we used; to call Lemburg..
loourg, Hilversum (Huizen programmes),
As the big set Was doing So well I Switched
The
name
by
the
way
is
pronounced
Breslau and Turin, to mention just a few
on a four -valve portable
LE).
five !

-

:

.

like that,. in

_

APROPOS my mention of Radie,Saigbri

in these notes recently; a reader,.

" F. W.," has been good enough to
forward me some particulars straight from
the station. The directors take for granted

a desire to subscribe twenty-five dollars per
annum to give " moral and material
assistance "' to the development of the
transmissions.

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES
A weekly contribution for short-

wave enthusiasts by W. L. S.,

"P.W.'s " short-wave expert, who
operates a very well - known

amateur station and, is

Where is Rome?

The chief particulars, are Aerial power,.;
12 -kilowatts ; -wave-length, 49, metres ;
call -sign, F 3-I C D. The announcement is
" Hello; hello, here is Bach?, Saigon,' The,
- ,..brach-ure concludes by: statmg,that "there
are two. other stations at Saigon." ;
*These are the Governinent station, working with Paris and Japan on 24.91 metres,
and a privately -owned Inoadeasting station,'

one of

the leading experts on the subject.

been good. Well, " N. J. B.," don't blame
,the set, particularly as it has been going so
\vellin thp past, fereanditiOns aren't always

the same 'everywhere and I, don't write
these notes from Co.

of the, best.

SevCral correspondents have heard Mar. cheSe41a,rconi and others speaking from the
new VatiCan station on 50.25 metres. This
station appears to be received in this country
at about the same.strength as Rome, 12 R 0,
although I must confess that I have not. yet

-caught him.

A Boston Schedule.

Until February 28th, W 1 X A Z, Boston,
Mass., is transmitting daily on 31.35 metres
froth 1204 to 9406 G M -T. -and radiating a
series of programmes " dedicated to shortwave listeners." I am afraid it is rather
late in February to- listen -for him, but there
are some ,days left yet' for those that have
not already heard him. The schedule is as

Kildare ! Quite
:
possibly yoir are right in a trough of bad. follows
to 1400: Central and South America,
receiving Conditions still. 'Even here things 1200
Siam, Dutch East, Indies, Australia,
power 800 watts, 'on 31.5, metres. Has -are so variable that tainafraid to make any
anyone ever -heard - of the last-mentioned ? comment *on conditions for fear they change
JaPan and Philippine Islands.
1700 to 1806: British East Africa,
I have had several claims of reception of the while I am writing !
-

government station ong4.91, or 24.98 Metres: What exactly is Rome doing ? From the

The Vatican.

gatest.informationl have .on hand, there is a.

-" B.
of Hampton send.s an interesting
large,, .blank space against him- on - 25.4 ',list of stations logged recently, awarding

metres, followed by the words, " Now on 80.
-metres." PersonallY, Ihave not heard -hini

-

the palm to C T 1 A A, Lisbon, whomno one

else ever seems to Mention. This is the
on 80 for some weeks, 'andI have at -least - same -station that Is fainous on theamateur
half -a -dozen letters. remarking! .on hie
waves for the length: of:. his '0 Q: ealls-and
terrific strength, particularly, during the the number,of DX stations that reply to all
afternoons, -on 25.4. Can anyone clear ihe
them ! Sorry, " B. T.," but I have no
business up _?
"-N.-J.-B." is- very-Avorried because heahaq

" My Screened -Grid Short -Waver," and
can't receive much with it in spite of my

frequent si atements that conditions have

1.1p.-tosdate.inforinatiert about, E A J, W E

and -t 'VT, eicept. that the fernier is at

Barcelona, ,and the other two, I believe,

-both at Rocky Point with the other R.C.A.bunch.

Madagascar, India and Siam.
to 2100: Great Britain, Spain,
Portugal, France, Morocco, West Africa.
Italy, Scandinavia, Netherlands, Germany
and all Central European Countries,
South Africa, India and Australia.
2300 to -0200 : -.Great-Britain, India, Siam,
1900

Dutch East Indies, Philippine Islands,

Japan, Central and South America.
I have given the schedule in full because
it is rather interesting to note the -best
limos fortransmitting-to.thedifferent parts
of the world, as estimated by -people who
ought to know something about it !
(Continual on page 1124.)
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sorry you've been kept waiting

but it had to be perfect first !

The supreme new dry battery by the

makers of the world famous Sx0e
RED TRIANGLE
60 volts

7/-

66 volts 7/6

99 volts 11/6 120 volts 14/-

GREEN TRIANGLE

ORANGE TRIANGLE

BLUE TRIANGLE

66 volts 10/6

Triple Capacity 60 volts 14,-

99 volts 15/6 120 volts 18/6

105 volts 24/6 120 volts 271-

For portable sets 63 volts 9/99 volts - 14/- 108 volts15/6

60 volts

9/6

Red Triangle. 9 volts -1,'4. 16 5 volts -2;3. Green Triangle. 9 volts -1'0.
16 5 volts -2/9.
Unit Cells for Torches : Green Triangle. 1'5 volts -4d. Batteries for Pocket Lamps : 1?ed Triangle. 4'5
volts -6d.
For Grid. Bias:

Obtainable everywhere from all good dealers.

Exide Batteries, Clifton Junction, near Manchester.

Branches at London, Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol and Glasgovs,
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ORECISI.

INSTRUMENT
For the
:

COMET 3

J.B. Precision Instruments
are scientifically designed

--they are the work ,of
practical engineers.
J.B. precision ensures ac-

curacy of workmanship,
and careful finish. LB. design cuts away all surplus

material without in any
way impairing strength.
The two together combine to give you instruments of high efficiency
and unvarying calibrati on.
Specified for the Comet 3 is a

J.B: Junior Log Condenser
and a No. I Thumb Control.

An Ideal Gift
for your gardening
friends !
There is no happier -gift for gardening

friends than a copy of POPULAR
GARDENING ANNUAL.

This very

useful book is an illustrated budget

of 'information for 'amateur 'gardeners.
It contains an immense - amount of
information, Seven coloured plates and
twenty-four art Plates, from. photographs 'and diagrams.' The contents
include

Many ,Things you Ought to Know.
Why not Plant a Tree or TWo ?
Picture Dictionary of Flowers.
- Answers rto Questions you Often Ask.
The; Flower Garden ,and Rockery.
Designs for Flower Beds.
J.B. " JUNIOR" LOG

CONDENSER.
(Prices without dial).
*0005 7/-.
'0003 6/9.
'00025 6/6. '00015 .6/6.
.

B. THUMB CONTROL,

What Flower Names. 10an.
Rose GroWing for Amateurs.
Some ShrubS we Recommend to You.
How, to Manage Greenhouse Flowers.
Cures for Common Pests.

Type No. 1. Plain. Price 4/6;

Adve;tgoinent
72; St;'ThoYnne-

agehso. ts Bros:,

ea; Eonetoil,

,,Tolephons: Hop 1837.

POPULAR GARDENING
ANNUAL

Now on Sale

2'6
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TRAMWAY NOISES-WHAT IS
OHM'S LAW ? - HOW IS A

questions and
answers of general
Some

cRARGg DISTRIBUTED?-

radio interest that will
aid you in your radio

BACKGROUND WITH FOREIGN

reception.

STATIONS.

Under the above title, week by week our Chief Radio Consultant comments upon radio queries submitted by " P .W."
readers. Don't address your questions to Captain Eckersley however ; a selection of those received by the Query Department
in the ordinary way will be answered by hint:
Tramway Noises,

D. 0. (Plurnstead),"

have a three valve receiver which works perfectly, but
unfortunately, I am situated rather near a
tramway system. I find that when a

tram passes my house, I get crackling
noises in my loud speaker.

" How can I cut this out ? "

I doubt whether you can

overcome

tramway noise by doing anything ,to your
receiving set. It is, however, worth while
trying some things.

For instance, your aerial should be as
far away from the tram route as possible,

and your set should be reasonably selective

and not too sensitive for the station or

stations it is desired to receive.

the registered rate of flow will increase.

If the pipe (with a given pressure) is narrow
and furred -up inside it will take a big
pressure to make a given flow.

If the pipe - is large and smooth it will

take a less -pressure to make a given flow.
- -There is this a clear relationship between
pre,saure, resistance and rate of flow.

Electrically, the pump is a battery having

the pipe is the conducting
circuit and the rate of flow is measured in
amperes and is called current.
The greater the pressure or voltage, the
greater -the current for a given resistance,
the greater the resistance for a given
voltage, the less the current.
a voltage,

The royal

OHM'S LAW

road to the elimination of tramway noise
is to alter certain connections in the motors

ulsed, WNW
PPRESSURE

authorities to use a special form of collector

Se rweent

bow.

hVLE TANG

The B.B.C. know more about this question

OUTLET

in detail than I do and it would be worth

In certain parts of the country tramway
authorities have been extremely generous
towards the interests of the wireless listener
and have done a great deal to modify the
tramcar installation so that it shall produce
the minimum of disturbance to listeners.
*

*

Ii"EsisrAivca
FLOW

flowitofere'R

BATTERY wirr, EL EC r.c cPR sst./R.4Berwszw, /N457- ANL. OUTLET

Our

IN

II

,,

*

I am glad that as a beginner, you are

ending, like so many beginners !

Ohm's Law expresses the relationship

between electrical pressure acting around a
circuit, to resistance to electric flow in,that

circuit, and to the rate of electric flow in
that circuit.
Pressure is volts. Resistance is resistance,
and rate of flow is amperes.
Consider a water pump, as shown in the

diagram forcing water round a- pipe. As
the Pump is driven faster the pressure it
exerts on its outlet and the suck it exerts
on its inlet is greater : the difference
between the push and the suck is the
pressure exerted by the pump.
If you put a flow meter in the pipe, then,
as the pressure of the pump is increased,

difference of distance apart equal to the
average distance apart when they are not

parallel, or when, as you say, the dielectric
is wedge-shaped.
For the purposes of definition the charge
on the plate is equal to the capacity times
the voltage. And so the actual charge in

tricity-is equal for a given voltage to what
it would be if the plates were parallel and

of distance apart equal to the average
distance apart when they are not parallel.

But the distribution of the charge is

from when the plates are parallel. It is a
question of distinguishing between the
total charge on the plates-which is unvaried

if the plate is rocked round the average

distance-and the distribution of the charge,
which varies acroas the -plate according as
one part is brought nearer to the other.
Background With Foreign Stations.

L. El- (Cobham).---" I am rather keen on
receiving distant transmissions, but I have

M. S. (Tilbury).-" I am a beginner, and
I have often seen the words Ohm's Law'
mentioned in articles. Will you please
beginning at the beginning and not at the

Although the distribution of the electrons
is actually non -uniform, being more dense
where the plates are close together, actually
the charge on the plate is no different from
that when the plates are parallel at a

different when the dielectric is wedge-shaped

What Is Ohm's Law ?

explain what Ohm's Law is ? "

positive.

the plate-that is, the quantity of elec-

205-8

of the tramcar, or to get the tramway

your while to write to them, explaining your
exact situation, when they might be able to
help you in some way.

If you have a wedge-shaped dielectric
between two plates, and you fill one plate
with a surplus of electrons the other plate
With less, this is another way of saying that
one plate is negative and the other

never been able to tune in any of these
This is an illustration of the most important
and valuable law in electricity and radio. Without
it we should be almost powerless to design electric

motors, lighting supplies, radio sets and transmitters, and a sound understanding of the simple
law is essential before you can really grasp the
principles of radio.

If we call E voltage, R resistance, and I

current, then E= R x I. I= E divided
by R. R
divided by I. This comes out

in the right quantities if E is expressed in
volts, I in amperes and R expressed in ohms.
That is Ohm'.s Law. It applies to alternating current as well as direct current, but any
resistance to flow is then called impedance.
*

*

How is a Charge -Distributed ?

A. S.-" In a boriclenser with the dielectric

wedge shaped, is the charge on the plates
greater at the narrow end, or is it evenly
distributed ? "

distant programmes without getting some
background of .atmospheric or other
noises.

°' Is background inseparable from these
long-distance transmissions, or is there a
means of cutting this out "
The degree of background is in direct

proportion to the ratio between the absolute

value of strength of the station you wish
to receive and the absolute value of the
background.

The powerful local station drowns all
background almost always, the distant

station is seldom strong enough to overcome
quite feeble background. On the peak of
strength a powerful foreign station received

in country districts can be free from background, on an average strength a moderato
powered foreign station received in the

heart of a big city
background.

is

never free from
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Spec
A..e

'COMET
t every other
set of
importance

If any further -proof of the high
standard of Telsen performance is
needed, it is contained in the fact

that in every new circuit of note the

designer has chosen Telsen Components, thus assuring maximum
results. For viviel clarity of tone,
purity and voiume of reproduction,
Telsen Components are absolutely
unrivalled. For perfect reception-fit

TELSEN L.F.
TRANSF DIi ]HERS

" ACE " Ratios 3-I and 5-i
" RADIOGRAND " 3-i and 5-r

ee

(Specially Selected and Sheified far the "Comet" 3.)
" RADIOGRAND ' Super Ratio 7-1
TELSEN GRID LEAKS.-Absolutely silent and non -microphone,

.

practically unbreakable, cannot
be burnt out and are unaffected
by atmospheric changes. Not
being wire wound there are po
capacity effects. Made in capa-

_

cities 1, i2, 2, 3, 4,& 5 megohms.
Price 1/- each.

TELSEN FIXED (MICA) CON.
DE MSERS.-Shrouded in Genuine
Bakelite, made in capacities up
to .002 mfd. Pro.- Pat. No.
20287130. .0003 supplied complete .with Patent Grid Leak
Clips to facilitate series or parallel
connection. Can be mounted

upright or flat.
volts.

Tested on 503

Price 1/- each.

irapinizo:1141111

`TELSEN

H.F. CHOR

Designed to cover the whale
wave -band range ficim r8

to 4,0oo metres, extremely
low self -capacity, shrouded
in - Genuine BakeSte.
ductance7,..t5o;opo-- picrohen:ries,. Resistance oo oilkm
Trf,x ,27$.each.

TELSEN VALVE HOLDERS.
Pro. Pat, N'o. eo286/3o.
An

entirely new design in Valve.
Holders, embodying patent- metal
spring contacts, which are de-signed to provide the most
efficient contact with the valve
legs, whether Split or non -split.
Low capacity, self-Iocating, supplied with patent soldering tags
and hexagon terminal nuts.

TELSEN FOUR -PIN VALVE
HOLDERS
.

TELSEN FIVE -PIN VALVE
HOLDERS.

of Tclsen Electric -Co ,.Ltd., BirurirrgLars.

Price 1/3 each.

Specially Selected a n d
Specified for the" Cornet," 3,
Price 1/- each.

8:8
12/6
17;6
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intervalve coupling as advised (in this ease
a particularly efficient tuned anode Scheme).
Considerable amplification was achieved,
- and undoubtedly the results Were superior
to those normally given by two stages of
three -electrode H.F. amplification.
The one stage was entirely sufficient for
any ordinary purposes. The S.4.V.B.
in view of its impedance. H.T. -volts, etc.,
welcome innovation. And Mullards could
certainly.call a halt and find no occasion to
,feel dissatisfied with the progress they have
good as any and better than :made in A.C. valve design for a very long
most-or words to that effect.
_time to come.
And when yaw come to
think about it, reliability is
OUR DUAL -RANGE COILS.
what is most wanted in a
Among
the leading inanufacturers who
battery, and if '" Dryden

FROM THE fEcHNICAI, EDITOR'S NOTE ROOK.
.

ste

oun

,

won't give you that, nothing
so far made can.

FERRANTI CHART.

KITS FOR THE " COMET."
I- have, often said before, there is no

better way of collecting the parts for"
building. a set than by purchasing- a
complete kit froth a dependable _.firm. In
AS

The Ferranti Screened - Grid
Four and, the Ferranti Three -Valve.. A.C.
Mains Receiver form the subjects of two
new -constructional charts Ferranti's, Ltd.,
now have available for distribution to all
those who care to write,for them.

such conditions you hive all the "- collating'?

done for you; and all the little incidentals,
such as screws, etc., are provided. Andthe
panel is prepared and there remains enly the
simple job of screwing down the,conipondnts

and wiring them up.

al111111111111111111111111111111111MMUNI111111111111111111111111111

Manufacturers and traders are -invited E

E

= to submit radio apparatus of any kind
= for review purposes. All examinations

1--

and tests are carried out in the " P.W."
Technical Department, with the strictest
of impartiality, under the personal super Vision of the Teehnical Editor.

=,7

E-;

fr'.

We should like to point out that we
prefer to receive production samples E
picked from stock, and that we cannot
guarantee their safe return undamaged,
as it is our practice thoroughly to dissect

much of the gear in the course of our

E-

-

investigationsl

And readers should note that the

sUbsequent reports appearing- on : this 'Zpage are intended as guides -to buyers,- g.
E. and are therefore framed up in a readily
readable manner free from technicalities F.2
unnecessary for that immediate purpose:
EE--

Oue of the H.T.-batteries made by the Chloride
Electrical Storage Co., Ltd.

"Comet" kits; lor example, are being
sold by Ready Radio, and first-clasa kits
they are, too. We've tested a, " Comet "

FdininiumfflimbiffluallimininbanummaiifiniminliFF.
.

assembled from one of these kits, and it's of receiving valves is the type S;4.V.B. a
just as good as our original model. Could . screened -grid valve for use with A.C.'
more be said ?
-mains. It is of the indirectly -heated type,
that is, it has a heater element which raises
DRYDEX BATTERIES.
-the temperature -of the cathode by conMany people must have wondered when . duCtion through an insulating material.
The -characteristics of the -S.4.V.B. are
Chlorides, makers of those world-famous
Exide accumulators, would turn their As- follows Heater voltage, 4.; 'heater
current,. 1 amp. ; anode impedance, 257,000
:dry
attention to the manufacture
ohms-;- amplification factor, 900 ; mutual
batteries for radio H.T., flashlamps,
-.conductance, 3.5. The valve is designed
etc.
And now they have at last done so, and -to 'operate with' a maxinium anode voltage
you will no doubt already have seen plenty af'200.
A grid, bias of 1 volt is recommended.
of the advertisements figuring in the nation`,
wide publicity campaign that has been This latest ,Mullard . product -is extraorganised to introduce " Drydex " batteries ordinarily efficient. Its characteristics are
to the world.
We know a bit about Chlorides-Tye been

up. to their works- at Manchester-and we
also have had the opportunity of inspecting
some "-Drydex " H.T. batteries, and you
can take it from me that they are decidedly

With the modesty of a great concern
that has achieved its greatness through
" service " as against sheer " stunting,"

Chlorides claim only that " Drydex " is as

almost unnecessary, in the circumstances, for

us to say that the firm is making our coils
very nicely, but I would like to add that it
is obvious from the numerous samples. I
have seen that Peto Scott's are taking vastly

'more pains with this job than are some
other manufacturers.
I think altogether there are about twelve
firms making, no doubt in large numbers, the
P.W." dual range coils. -.

We feel. absolutely confident that at ,
least half are entirely trustworthy, but we'
cannot be absolutely certain about some of
the Others. True, we have had samples
from most of them, but then samples sent
in for test and report can vary somewhat

from- the articles sold to the public, a
.point I would urge " PM." readers to
remember.

They must not always take it for granted
able to buy goods

of the q.uelity of the samples that we receive.

-However, firths like Messrs. veto Scott,
'and indeed- one might almost say the
L.

majority- of the advertisers in " P.W..,"
'do not -carefully -pick out their test samples.
Anyway it- is eettain that if- you purchase a
Peto Scott " P.W." duel -range coil it will

be every -bit as good as .the: Samples I have
been sent for the. purpose af preparing this

particular report.

A LOUD -SPEAKER CABINET.

A WONDERFUL S.G.

- The latest addition to- the Mulla;rd range

.

are making the " P.W." dual -range coils
are Messrs. Peto Scott Co., Ltd., one of
" P.W.'s very earliest advertisers. It is

The Carrington Mfg. Co., Ltd., inform
us that their Melodee cabinet No. 1 size is
suitable for the new " Special " chassis
marketed by British Blue Spot.

.

wonderful, and. .there .is, of:course, nothing -

like it in the form of a battery:equivalent.

An amplification factor of 900 is enormous

and the :mutual eonductanee. of 3.5 very.
-clearly indicates

'.goodness."

It

is, in

fact, about seven :times as 'good as what
would have, been regarded 'as a first-class
S.G. not so very, long ago.
We tested the S.4.VA3. in a one -stage

H.F. amplifier in the correct conditions as to --

voltages, etc., and using a -high impedance

The " P.W." Dual -Range coil, as made -by Messrs.
Peto Scott.
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HERE ARE THE FIRST EASY -TO -

APPLY ADDITIONS FOR YOUR
" COMET " THREE; YOU NEED

ONLY FIT THOSE YOU FEEL
YOU REALLY WANT.

She panel -light indicates when the set is switched

on, and provides ample illumination for tuning.

QUITE early on in the developtuent of
the Comet " we took every opportunity of explaining the general idea
of the set to people whose opinion seemed

worth having, and then waiting for the
inevitable comment.

it was quite amusing

to note how
promptly they told us it was hopeless I The

mere idea of producing a " detector and
L.P.", receiver as P.W.'"g star effort for

schemes for obtaining perfect stability and
tremendous power and good quality from
the L.F. side, they didn't see how we could

possibly expect a receiver of this type to
cope with present-day " Regional con-

ditions.
Even the great improvement in sensitivity

andselectivity achieved by the new" P.W.'
dual -range coil did not seem to them sufficient, for with so powerful a low -frequency
amplifying side they knew there would be

pick out just the ones which appeal to you, and put

the others by for future consideration.

First we are dealing with " Flexi-coupling,"
the important " P.W." development which we are
confident will revolu-

tionise our readers' con-

ception of what can be

UIIIIIIII111IIi1111111111111111111111111111111111111

done with a detector and
low -frequency receiver.

THE NEW I
"Star -Turn "

but since that remarkable " P.W."- develop-

This wonderful system.
gives you extraordinary
selectivity, yet there
remains
a single

simplicity, power and reliability, but they
couldn'timagine how was that we seemed

Indeed, one of our main objects in soliciting

and there is no ganging
and no complicated

selectivity.

of this sort.

in use for a different circuit in our sister journal

the season seemed to amaze them.
The Ideal Set.

trouble with interference in the difficult
areas close around a Regional station.

Privately we quite agreed with them,

They fully agreed that this was the ideal
general-purpose type ofset,withitsecoriomy,

ment, " Flexi-Coupling," was still a close
secret we could not explain any further.

to have forgotten the modern need for

these opinions was to get confirmation of
our own belief in the need for a new device

Granted that we might have some fine

STILL MORE POWER

We have been considering this question
of selectivity very closely and carefully of
late, and we have come to the conclusion

that the ideal should not be to raise the
selectivity of all sets to the excessively

tuning dial or drum,

=.7--7-

a--

1

Seleetet

Wearite, Paroussi, Key
1 -400 or 200 -ohm basebei
(Lissen, or Igranie, Read

1 Panel light ('Bulgin).

system of matched coils or other source of unreliability.

All you add is a standard "Selector "' coil, already

AND IT'S SO SIMPLE!

high standard necessary in the areas close
around a Regional station.
Knife -Edged Tuning.

To do so is simply to increase quite unnecessarily the. cost and complication of
sets .so far as those readers are concerned
who live outside the special areas in question.

Why do it ? 'Why not standardise two
general types- of sets, one for Regional

areas and one for other places ?
Possibly the practical difficulties of such
a scheme /night be too great; but the special
system of progressive,development which is
such a fascinating feature of the Cornet'_.'
lends itself to the idea 'admirably. You
.will understand that what we gave you laSt
,week was the " Comet " in its simplest form,
--with just.the essentials necessary to produce
. a really fine receiver.

This standard model has been so planned
-and designed thatyOu can add very easily
a whole 'range of special gadgets and refinements, and as this series progresses you can
The pct.mtiometer that tends to add still farther
to the power:of the set., and makes the reaction
wonderfully smooth.

Mr, G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., demonstrates the extreme swift

YOU CAN NOW GIVE YOUR "1
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THE MAIN FEATURE OF THIS FIRST
BATCH OF REFINEMENTS IS " FLEXICOUPLING "-A NEW SYSTEM THAT
WILL MAKE YOUR " COMET " MARVELLOUSLY SELECTIVE.

lodern Wireless," and a special coupling device

ich you produce with a little piece of rubberrered flex (single, not double).

Here you see the panel -light wiring-merely two

used, but try it out and you will find it

new leads.

is true.

The Selector coil, you will -find, has a

Now about the - other refinements sug-

You then have what is really a fully -tuned knob controlling a stud switch, and this is

gested this -week One is a panel light to
warn you that the set is " on," and a diagram

That done, remove the present wire

new wires to join same points, but also to
call on the way past, so to speak, at one
terminal of " potmeter."

rial circuit, instead of the comparatively inefficient your means of adjusting the tuning of the
aperiodic " system, aerial circuit. It is not a critical setting, shows how to fit this and add the two hew
used in the ordinary set.. and adds scarcely at all to the complication - wires - needed. Very useful gadget, pre:11111111111imimIliallimminiwz
As a result, you then of handling the set. Put the Selector venting many a run -dawn battery.
need only extremely roughly right, pick up your station on the
:The other is a refinement we advise for
)NENTS.
weak coupling from the tuning dial, then seek for the best stud on all, because it -enables you to get absolutely
Ready Radio, or
aerial to the tuned circuit the Selector, and that is all.
silky .reaction -with practically any detector
lagnum, etc.).
To
fit
the
coil,
just
drill
a
hole
near
the
proper,
and
this
means
valve. This is the potentiometer you see in
'nting potentiometer
left-hand end of the panel, two inches there- the second diagram.
knife -edged selectivity.
i,,Wearite, etc.).
The fact that the from and 31 inches down from the upper
aerial is now tuned to edge. (This is a corresponding position on the Adding a Potentiometer.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111IF
the station- being re- left to that indicated on the right of the
-Note the removal of the wire between
.
ceived means better panel in the diagram showing the fitting of
arid leak and detector filament. Wire leak
eetivity in itself, in addition to the effect of the a " panel light"to indicate when the set is instead to slider. Break present lead between
coupling, and better volume, too. This last turned on.)
filament of V2 and filament of VI, and insert

by surprise you, in view of the feeble coupling

between aerial terminal and selectivity
control condenser. Instead, wire aerial to
"A" on Selector coil. Wire "13 " on Selector

(Continued on next page.)

to point on selectivity control condenser
from which wire has just been removed.
Now for the " Flexi-coupling." Take

THE MAGIC TURN

a length of single rubber -covered flexible,
not too thick (i.e., not the very heavy kind
used for aerial leads), bare the end:and secure

it under " C " on Selector coil, Wind it
twice round the dual range con, at the top

edge of the single layer winding or over this
winding, and secure the end (bared) under
the earth terminal.
As Sharp as You Like.
Now try out the set and see what amazing

selectiVity - you get, with even increased
volume. The beauty of " Flexi-coupling " 'is that you can adjust it to suit your exact
selectivity requirements.

.

Thus for more selectivity pull the twa
turns up- on the dual coil to a position
nearer the top and away from the singlelayer winding, or try just one- turn: For
less selectivity and still better volume try
three turns-. and adjust their position as
before. You will find these simple -little
eiperiments extraordinarily interesting to

P.W." Flexi-coupling method of super station -selection

-

carry out.

)MET" SUPER -SELECTIVITY

The only coupling is via this tarn or tV4o of fl,xible

mire-and yet you lose po power !
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FLEXE-COUPLING THE 1
-" COMET.

-

o? tniz ed from premous page.)
z

-

-

Wire remaining terminal of " pot'meter " to
Iny convenient spot on the opposite side of
the filament circuit, i.e., the negative side.
,'A good point is the earthing terminal on
the first L.F. transformer, as shown.)

easily. When you have lifted -in a given
,station for :example, you will find it is a
_

good, ,scheme to keep movin' g-- the Selector

This last is rather an important point.
You can practically always get perfectly

smooth reaction by turning the slider right
round in an anti -clockwise direction, but

to -sort

individual

switch, since " Flexi-coupling " is not used
on the long -wave range. (The normal
selectivity of the "Comet " is ample here.)
Accordingly, the Selector must be turned

waves, and only brought into operation again

when you switch back to the lower waveband. It is most important to follow this
procedure exactly, or you cannot get the
proper effect.

Now a wiring -up hint about the Selector
coil. Be careful to check up your connections
by the lettering of its

terminals. Their

position may vary a
little in the different

in the man-

ner -we have

described,

but this

be

cannot

pressed into

service

of

con-

as a means

trolling
volume.

Instead,

you can use
a
very

s i m p. 1 e
scheme involving the
de - tuning

the

makes, but this doesn't
matter a bit if you

of

connect up according

aerial
cuit.

to the markings.

a rule, you

cirAs

Volume Control.

If the coil is a home-

knob fully to the left, then just tune itrthe
local on the condenser dial alone.

(see article elsewhere

in this issue), you will
remember the function

In this way the aerial.OirCuit is thrown
right out of tune, -and the reduction- . of
efficiency which then results is sufficient

and there will be no

risk of any mistake. It

is very important to

see that there is no

provides. The best point is quickly found,
and no further adjustment is needed.
(That is why the potentiometer is not on the
panel.)

Now let us add some final hints about the

operation of the "Comet " when " Flexi-

coupling. " has been added. We should very
much like to tell you more about the theory
of " Flexi-coupling," but we must keep for
the moment to its more practical aspects.
A Selector Hint.

The general idea we have already given
you ; the Selector is not critical in its adjustment, and so the set remains practically

as easy to operate as ever. You see, you

._

made one, of course

of each terminal clearly

The Foundation " Comet " Three with the first batch of additions built in.
Can you see now how "-perfectly progressive " the design is ?

A panel -light look's " posh " and
takes no time to mount.

get - -quite a useful -effect by turning -the selector
will

reaction control which a potentiometer

.

-

JUST BEGINNING TO GROW

with most detector valves you do not then
get the best volume.
The idea is to keep the slider turned as
far as possible in the clockwise direction
without losing the wonderful silkiness of

SO SIMPLE!

switch a stud ur so at a tim.e to follow up -the condition's -movement of the condenser- dial as you , is, obtained
search -for other Stations.
by varying
To go over to long waves, by the way, the " Flex itthere is a special setting of the Selector coupling"

To adjust, first turn slider round fully round fully to the right until you feel it
lockwise, then gradually bring it back come up against the stop. It must be kept
h all the time you are working on long
until reaction just becomes smooth. Don'tere
zo too far or volume will suffer.
An Important Point.

wave- band

such mistake, because

the terminals are
wired up in any other
way
than
that
if

described, proper results cannot be obtained.

The question of volume control requires

a little consideration now that " Flexicoupling " has been added. The power of
the " Comet " is so great, you see, that
precautions must be taken to prevent, overloading and consequent distortion on the
local station.

With the. " Foundation " model it is

pretty obvious what to do
at minimum, reduce
the
" selectivity
control" condenser
practically to minimum, and then de -

:

Keep reaction

.

to cut down the volume 'of the lcical _sufficiently in the majority of cases. - If in some
situations it does not, of &arse, all you have
to do is to de -tune the condenser a little as
well.

'

_

If in other localities rather further from
the local transmitter too great a reduction
takes place, the, remedy is obvious : Just
bring_ the aerial a little more into tune, or
use just a mere trifle of reaction.
'

This method of setting about -the solution

of the problem of volume control enables
quite good effects to -be obtained, and a
very little testing will'show you what to do
in future to meet the. needs 'of- your particular circumstances. Once determined

the right adjustments ..for local reception with the best quality of reproduction
can be found again in a moment.

FITTING THE POTENTIOMETER

tune a trifle if the

volume is still too

great.
When the "Comet"
has been " Flexicoupled " according
to the instructions

can leave the. Selector switch almost any; we have given on
where, pick up your station weakly on the , these pages you can
tuning dial, then bring the aerial into tune no longer do this.
and get the extra power and knife-edge The selectivity con selectivity ' characteristic of a " Flexi- trol, now only opercoupled ' receiver.
ates on long waves,
It is important to understand that you for which purpose it
will only get this wonderful selectivity when will usually ,be kept
you have set the Selector switch to the right somewhere
near
stud. Do not expect to get your station maximum, by the
absolutely elear of all interference, there- way.
fore, until you have adjusted the Selector.
The
necessary
Just a little practice will show you how to adjustment of selecmake these adjustments quite quickly and tivity on the medium

Rem is the wiring for the potentiometer. You will find the trifling cost and
time expended in fitting it very well worth while.
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See also

159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,
LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1.
Telephone:Hop5555(Pmate&chatige)

Telegrams: READIRAD, SEDIST.

1104&U07
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Flexi-couple your
'COMET' with a
READIRAD 'STAR -TURN' COIL
This is

the coil chosen

by the designer for
Flay -Coupling the 'Gomel'
An entirely new system of tuning which will
give you an absolutely amazing degree of
selectivity and actually increases the volume
of distant programmes. You can add the

No ReadiRad Coil leaves our
Test Room until it satisfies the

conditions laid down by

" Popular Wireless " and has
received an actual broadcast
test.

ReadiRad Reaction
Condenser

ReadiRad 'Star -Turn' Coil to your 'Comet'
Three quite easily and quickly, yet you will
be amazed at the difference it makes. The
ReadiRad Coil was chosen by the designer
because of its high efficiency and accuracy
of construction. Like all ReadiRad Components and Kits it is thoroughly tested and

guaranteed before despatch. You naturally
want the best possible reception from your
'Comet' Three-make sure of the best
-use the ReadiRad 'Star -Turn' Coil.

12'6

ReadiRad " Popular Wireless"
Dual Range Coil
Maximum capacity'00015 mfd.

-the extra capacity range will
give you beautifully smooth
reaction control.
Moving
plates cannot short-circuit and
all risk of earthing your H.T.
positive is consequently
avoided.

Price 5/-.

The Coil which is so largely r
sponsible for the excellent performance of the Comet' Three.
Covers medium and long wavelengths with an entire absence of
the usual dead-end losses. Incorpora t es reaction winding.
Made strictly in accordance with
" Popular Wireless " Specification.

Price 12/6.

READY RADIO for IMMEDIATE DISPATCH
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quote the wireless critic of one of the -leading

Northern papers, the "Yorkshire Ev'ening

NOTES FIOM. THE NORTH
-

Bost," He says :
" It would be interesting to know why an

Topical news and items of interest' partitularly to Northern readers.

Northern programmes should be disbanded,
especially at a time when we have been lei
to believe that with the advent of 111Porsalc

-

Contributed by OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.

orchestra which has made its mark in
Edge the Northern standard will be im
proVed.

region has a splendid " 0332' record --the
Manchester circus, the flyweight boxing
championship at Manchester, a relay of

WHAT a pity the -relay of the Leeds
pantomime on February 7th was
not given in the National programme ! _Savoy Hill has not attempted
any pantomime

Gracie Fields from the stage at Rochdale, an
excerpt from Tommy Handley's stage show

033.'s " this year, whereas

when_ it was at BlaCkpool, and the panto-

the Northern region ,has done three, and
the last one, " Jack and the Beanstalk,"
!from Leeds, was one of the finest theatre
broadcasts ever given by, the B.B.C. any-

mimes at Manchester, Newcastle and Leeds,

have been the chief " 0.B.'s " and only one
of them fell short of real success the
Newcastle pantomime.

where. It was also the occasion for an inter=
esting experiment in broadcasting techniqUe.

Orchestra to be Disbanded.

With many types of stage show, difficulty

As engineering achievements and for
programme value, 'the rest were feathers in

has hitherto been experienced in giving a
continuous broadcast, owing to quick change
of scene and rapid movements of the charac-

the cap of the North. It is questionable
whether, -since January 1st, the National

ters, and the previous pantomime broadcasts had avoided difficult scenes hy going
over to the studio for musical interludes:

COMPLETE WITH

A Wonderful Relay.

:TRANSMITTER !

At Leeds, Mr. Victor Smythe, and -Mr.
'Lionel Harvey, the engineer in _charge,
carried out eiperiments to see whether by

"Unwise Move."

" It is not very difficult to trace" the

finger of London in the new move, and I can
imagine that every effort has been made by

the Northern authorities to convince headquarters of the unwisdom of their proposal.
London, however, have not a very flexible
mind, and are not too well tutored in provincial

tastes, and it is hardly surprising therefore

that the pleas made. for the retention of

the orchestra have been of no avail."
Note the phrase I have put in italics. It
is an opinion held Widely in- the North of
England.
We are told that the" nOnet 1,1 hich will
replace" the `Orchestra_ Will be aupni, enfed
from " Hine fo'-there,"-rand I -gather that this
may betfairlyIfeqUentIy.. I hope' so.

I underatanePthat Mr: T. IL Morrison,

the Noritileth.'dWaSie Director.- is
become
both the ....Northern
musical' ad`

region 'artit-theTtlilidland region. This is
good news.' Tii the,'" North iMr. - Morrison
has steered the nati§ical prOgraininea on a
the 'demand
very hapPY- course, -`satisfy
for poPular nansie; and' yet Maintaining a

the use of a greater -number of mierophenes
;these difficult scenes could be effectively
broadcast.
During the rehearsals of the broadcast,

high standarcC:
No Proms:

they found that it was possible to give a
continuous relay of the entire -first act

concerts
held ..,experinientally

suinin.4pfit

Manchester, Leeds
and Liverpool, are

not to be repeated
this year, but ,the

relays of music from
Northern holiday:re-- sorts will be a feature

the eight miernphoiles (Which I -believe is a
record for theatre broadcasting) distributed
in various positions it was Pessibre to

of the summer pro-

transmit every sound clearly, and -at even
strength, The :program:he value of - the pantomime was excellent and Mr. Smythe
excelled himself as commentator.-Outside broadcasting
been one of the
strongest features of Northern broadcasting
during recent months. With test trans-

starting from Moorside Edge,
there is a groWing public interst in what
programmes the new station will broad east when it is in full service.

grammes as usual.
As We go, to, press

we learn that during
the past mont h
satisfactory progress

missions

,has , been made in
`the installation of the

-

It will radiate both the National pro-

gramme and the North Regional programme,

They are experimenting with kites carrying radio transmitters at the Slough
Radio Research Station: They are orie-valye transmitters using tiny,cells for
L.P. and H.T. and weighing less than a pound. The kite goes up to a height
of about 500 feet, and 100 feet of the cable is aerial. A range of about one
mile is achieved.

and chief interest naturally ,suronunds the
latter, as we all knOW'what to expect On -the.
National wave -length

;plena "O.B's."

s Nationalpro,gra mine remains to be seen.

They are hard at work at Manchester,

Leeds and Newcastle with their plans; and
.here seems to be~: an atmosphere Of cOnfi-

lence in B.B.C. circles in the Nath.
Judging them by their recent programmes

rom the present North Regional stations,
inusical' programmes and- outside
aroadcasting are their strongest lines.

This year, particularly, the Northern

-

The -Northern " Promenade

Tasting two hpurs), and on the night of the
broadcast eight'inicroPhones were used and
the first act was transmitted in entirety.
It was a complete success: ' The pantemime was of a spectacular character,
involving the movement - of -singers and
speakers over a wide area of stage, but by

The North Regional' programme, on the
ather hand, is something new. Whether
:he programme organisers in the North of
England can put up a satisfactory alternaAve programme in competition with Savoy

'

programme has provided either such a
variety, or such a high standard of outside
broadcasts.
,

In this direction one has no qualms about
the future, but so far as music is concerned,
one's estimate of the future North Regional
programme from Moprside Edge is thrown

.. transmitters and the
equipthent in the
--_control rooms
at
the :North --Regional
station ,
.

It it probable that

the North`. Regional

transmitter, on 479 metres, will be heard
testing:, outside programme. hours, before
the end. of February, but listeners should
not attach any importance to the results of
these unannounced testS, as i:ife understand

that the power or Modulation may be
widely -different from that which will obtain

completely out of gear by the decision to during .publicly announced test transdisband :the Northern Wireless Orchestra. missions which will follow.
If this orchestra were to be maintained,
Statements have been made that there is
one would say without hesitation that the some technical hitch in' the design or equipNorthern programme will completely hold ment of the station. This we are told is
its own with the National.
quite incorrect, as there have been no
I have expreased my - opinion on this delaya ether 'than those broUght 'about by
subject -previously,: and will not weary 'weather conditions and causes entirely
readers by repeating- it. Instead, I will outside the control of the Corporation.
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HIGH
POWER
PICKUPS
s

ELECTRICAL reproduction of gramo-

phone records, which is now becoming
so popular for home use, reaches

probably its highest development in the

An interesting -article that shows
you the inner workings of a talkie
theatre, where the disc method. of
sound reproduction is in use.
By J. H. T. ROBERTS,
D.Sc., F.Inst.P.

another record is substituted; the second
record is already rotating on the adjacent
turntable (each turntable being provided
with its own pick-up), and by means of a
control switch the completed record is
" faded out " whilst the second record is
at the same time " faded in."

cinematograph theatre where, of course, it
is used in providing ,the synchronised sound
for -talking pictures (in eases where 'disc records are used), and also for the musical
and instrumental accompaniment effects
to otherwise "silent " pictures.
In principle the electrical reproduction
used in the cinema is the same as that used

There are various types of cinematograph
gramophone and amplifier, units, and as a

The turntables, driving motors, pick-ups,
amplifiers, switches and controls are usually

as you may well imagine, many additional
features, modifications and refinements

necessary to interrupt the music whilst

(Continued on page 1108.)

at home, but at the same time there are,

necessary to suit the more serious and
exacting conditions.
Enormous Volume.

Arrangement of Amplifiers.

rule these employ at least two turntables,
so that when one record is finished it is not

made up into a complete unit, which is
encased in a metal container both for

"BROADCASTING " BOW BELLS

In the first place, the volume of reproduction which is, required is enormously
greater than anything required in the home,

and this fact alone greatly increases the
problems involved in the design of the

amplifiers and the -loudspeakers.
To obtain enormously amplified volume
without appreciable " scratch " or a' back-

ground," and also without any serious

distortion, is by no means an easy matter,
and calls for the highest skill and care in
the design and construction of the amplifiers and the loud speakers.

There are a number of gramophone

equipments available for cinematograph

purposes, and these usually comprise a

turntable arrangement with electrical pickup for playing the record and the necessary
amplifiers and controls, these being enclosed

or mounted for convenience in a metal
container.

Non -Synchronised Records.

Where the record is synchronised with

the film its rotation must, of course, be

synchronously related to the movement of
the projector, and usually the turntable is
built up as part of the projector itself.
There is, however, a very large field for
the entirely separate or non -synchronous
turntable system, where the reproduction
from the recoids, and the features projected
unon the screen, although corresponding to

one another in a general way, are not

definitely synchronised. In this case the
gramophone turntable unit is entirely

separate from and not connected with the

film projector, and may simply provide what
is known as " incidental" tausic or " effects."

The double turntable electric gramophone system installed in Bow Church, whence, by means of a speaker
in the steeple, records of the famous Bow Bells can be " broadcast." This is being undertaken in
connection with an effort to raise money for the putting of the old bells in order again.
-
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Approved Fits ready
for immediate despatch
THE COMET THREE
t4.5.0
KIT A

LIST OF APPROVED COMPONENTS
s. d

Ebonite panel, 18 in. by 7 in. (drilled to specification)
J.B. or Cyldon soo95-tufd.." thumb -control "' variable
Condenser

..

ReadiRad -00015 differential reaction condenser
I ReadiRad L.T. Switch ..

ReadiRad 3 -point. on -and -off wave -change switch

6

0

11
5

6

0
10
6

1

ReadiRad " P.\V." dual -range coil
..
12:6
3 0
3 Telsen valVe holders
..
10
ReadiRad -0003-mfd. fixed condenser ..
3 10
T.C.C. 2-mfd. condenser
.
1 4
ReadiRad 2-meg. grid leak and holder
a L.F. Transformers : Telsen " Radiogrand
12 6
10 6
and Igr, anic " Midget "
1
0
ReadiRad io,000-ohms spaghetti resistance
ReadiRad 25,00o -ohms spaghetti resistance
6
1
Lewcos iD;or-mfd. maximum compressic n type adjust2 6
able condenser ..
.. ..
..
Forum .002-mfd. maximum compression type adjustable condenser ..
2 3

ReadiRad drilled terminal strip, 18 in. X 2 in. ..

2

£4

2

6
6

5

0

..
..
x Low Consumption Bulb 2, 4 or 6 volts (when
ordering please state which voltage is required)

2
2

9'
6'

6,

.

18

-

or 12 monthly payments of 10 4
,Complete kit of components as specified
with set -tot! tthree Mullard. Valves and.
a ac ive oak cabinet.
Ice
or r2, monthly payments of 13/-

KIT C

3

OfiM111111=11

ANY PART -CAN BE SUPPLIED SEPARATELY.

THE FLEXI-COUPLED COMET
As Kit A above but with. additional corn- p

KIT A ponents specified for Flexi-Coupling. Price aft/

to
_

or is monthly payments of 9/5.
As Kit 13 above but with additional coin- g
or t2 monthly payments of 12/-.

As Kit C above but with additional coin- pQ

KIT C ponents specified for Flexi-Coupling.

Price A0 . V .

THE COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED FLEXICOUPLED COMET READY FOR USEAERIAL TESTED.

Including Royalties. With
Flexi-Coupling tuning, valves and cabinet.
£9.5.9 or 12 monthly payments of 17/..
Save time and qouble and give you
perfect connections throughout.

ORDER FORM

To READY RADIO (R.R.), LTD., 159, Borough High Street, London Bridge, S.E.1

Telephone : Hop 5555 (Private Exclzange).

Telegrams : READIRAD, SEDIST.
1 Comet Three Kit A at £4 -5 -0 or 12 monthly payments of 7/9.
1 Comet Three Kft B at £5 - 12 -6 or 12 'monthly payments of 10;4.
1 Comet Three Kit C £7 - 2, 6 or 12 monthly payments of 13,'-.
1,Flexi-Coopled Coinet Kit A at £5 - 3 -3 or 12 monthly payments of 9:5.
1 Flexi-Coupled Comet Kit B at £6 - 10 -9 or 12 monthly payments of 12/-.
Flexi-Coupled.Comet
C
1.8 -0 -9 or 12 monthly payments of 14/8.

Please send me--

,.....
.F
--

1
C.

''

(CrosS out items not required.)

.,..

-

i

CASH ORDER FORM
-

PleasediS"patch to ins at
the item- 1
markect aI,o'e for which I enclose payment '
in full of £-

FREE Every pur.

- .,-......--.....-4
-,

.

,

. chaser Of a Name ,

C:0 D

.
,

Ready Radio Comet
Kit will receive free
onc Atalanta '-Radio Address
Screwdriver with full
sized blue print and
full instructions: for
building the Comet,
Nearest Railway Station
Three.

,

ORDER FORM

-Please dispatch to me at once the goods speei-

. fled for' which I will pay in full, on delivery
the sutn of
tonce

,-t------

a
_

KIT B ponents specified for Flexi-Coupling. Price 6.10.9

READY RADIO NON -SOLDERING KITS

,.

g..6

or 12 monthly payments of 14/8.

Additional Components for Flexi-Coupling Comet
,
ReadiRad 1935 " Star -Turn "Coil..
.. .. 12 6
Readi-Rad goo -ohm Potentiometer
Bulgin Signal Lamp (D.9)

tint clasoanrdenytsalaysesspecifirede g5 12.6
KITBComplete

9

1

..

ReadiRad sheet of copper foil, 18 in. ->c 16 in.
Belling -Lee terminals Type " R ..
3 Belling -Lee G.B. plugs ..
Packet of Jiffilinx, for " wiring -up"

Complete kit of components as specified'
Price
or 12 monthly payments of 7/9

------_

HIRE PURCHASE ORDER FORM
Please dispatch my Hire Purchase Order for
the item marked above for which I enclose

first deposit of
.....

..... ..
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directly mounted upon the turntable
spindle so that it rotates at turntable speed

HIGH -POWER PICK-UPS,

mechanical vibration troubles are also

miehanical piertectiOn,and also for electrical
shielding.

can only be used on alternating current
supply, and' therefore is ruled out where

In one well-known unit of this kind

a standby, in case anything should 'go wrong

and; in view of this very slow speed,

(Continued from page Iwo.)

*1

Usually a third battery is also available as

with either of the other two.
The controls include the change -over
switch mentioned above, the main switch
for connecting up the gramophone motors
and the supply to the amplifier, speed control for the motors and a volume control
for the reproduction.

virtually eliminated.
Of 'course, the induction motor, although
it can easily be made universal for voltage,

-

transformer -coupling is used fer_the amplifier, transforiners being arranged in parallel,
with an output of about ten watts from four
valves also arranged in parallel. Additional
power can also be obtained if necessary by

the .addition of extra valves in parallel,

the supply is D.C.

Watching for'Distortion.

RECORDING AND
REPRODUCING

As a rule a' milliammeter is constantly in

STOPPING STATIC

How Recoids are Made
By C.M.
*4. -0-4,-.6-4-0-4-4--4-4-----

The Induetien Motor.

The record turntables are driven by

electric motors, and in some cases these arc

of the " induction " type; whilst in other
cases they are of the..` universal" type,

nUTTE an interesting way of considering
-NaL

reversal of the process so many of us

employ to play our records electrically.

is wound for, say, 100 Volts, it also becomes

.

" universal " for different voltages by the
simple process of inchiding an adjustable
resistance in series with it.

currents into sound waves, a microphone
is used to' " take in " sound :by changing
sound waves into electric currents.

The objection is sometimes raised to the
universal- motor- that sparkirik at ' the

commuta;tor, causes crackling '-in --the loud speaker, but- with, proper_ precautions this ...

"Pick-up " Working Backwards.

objecti,on really. amounts to, very, little..

Having thus obtained our varying electric

Another small point is that, the universal

currents, they are amplified by the valves

motor generally runs at a fairly., high speed,

just as the varying pulses from our pick-ups
are amplified. When the pulses, much

and this is sometimes apt to gilic rise to a
certain amount'of mechanical vibration' of
the record.
-

magnified, arrive at the amplifier output,
they are fed into what is really a glorified

Completely Isolated.

Instead of the needle movement causing

On the other hand, the induction motor

current

has the undeniable advantage that the

Trying out a new German device for the elimina-

armature.

that bypasses the- spark energy to earth, thereby
preventing the spark forming. -

troubles must, therefore, be non-existent.
Furthermore, it is possible, by a suitable
design, to arrange for the armature to be

'TWIXT LONDON AND LINER

to flow in the windings as in the

case of a pick-up, currents flowing through

armature is completely isolated electrically
from the rest of the motor ; consequently
there is no need for any commutator or any

It goes without saying that sparking

Fundamentally, the apparatus used is

very similar, although, of course, the power
employed inthe recording amplifiers is much
greater. Instead of a loud speaker which
gives out sound by changing electric

The Universal Motor

other type of electrical connection to the

the electrical recording of gramophone

records is to look at it as just a

employing a commutator. The universal:
type of motor, as its name implies,, can be
used on either A.C. or D.C. supply; and if it

tion of radio interference caused by sparking
trolley -poles on tramcars. It consists of a scheme

circuit With the amplifier so as to indicate
the anode current of the output stages, and
also a careful watch on the needle serves
as an instant indication of distortion due
to overloadina
The high-tension current for the amplifying valves is often provided by means of a
small motor -generator unit, the generator
usually developing something between 600
and 1,000 volts .D.C. If the Mains supply

the. windings from the amplifier cause

the needle to move. This needle, or stylus,
as it is called; isArranged so that it traces a

wavy line on a soft wax record which is
afterwards specially treated and used to
provide moulds' for making the ordinary
records.

HELLO, AUSTRALIA !

is alternating current, the motor to drive
this generator .may also be of the induction
type, which again helps to avoid any interference troubles.
.

Accumulator L.T.

Of course, it is impossible to adopt the
same -principle with the D.C. genera/0i,

which must have a commutator in the'usual
way, but by making the commutator with a
large number of segments the commutator

The little daughter of the assistant chief engineer
of the "Majestic " speaking to her father, from
a recent exhibition is London.

ripple becomes high-pitched and is comparatively simple to smooth out.
Generally the filament current for the
amplifying valves is supplied by a heavyduty low-tension accumulator -battery ; in
some cases this serves as a " buffer,' and
is actually on charge whilst it is in use,
but preferably the battery is disconnected
from charge whilst in use, and a second
battery is on charge ready to be instantly

switched in in substitution if necessary.

Another example of trans -oceanic telephony.

A

well-known Australian singer ringing up her
home after her recent marriage in London.
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We are afraid thrat in the absence of definite data
as to size, etc., the question is one you will haVe to
settle for youfself, taking -into consideration the
relative space' demands and the recommendations at
the manufacturers: If . these latter are faithfully
observed there should certainly be no distortion front
the method.

GETTING SOME MORE STATIONS.

" ME 15 " (Westcliff-on-Sea).-" I have a
good one -valve set with only one centre tapped coil. The National comes in at 60 and
the Regional at 130, using a 60 coil.
" Aro there any other short-wave stations I
could bring in.? If so, would you be good
,enough to tell me what coil should need ?

t-;s0.;aiftrMaira

" If there is any need I am willing to add

one more valve to my set."

(Continued Ott purge 1112.)

All Editorial = communications should b_e.=-'acl4rossed

POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis

to the Editor,

Tarns: Street-, _London, E.a4.

The. Editor will be pleased to consider articles and:photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to wireless
work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts or
photos. EVery- care will be taken to return
MSS. not accepted for publication. A stamped and addressed envelope
be sent with every article. All
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole must
Agents, Messrs. John
U. Lile, Ltd.,
4, Ludgate Circus,. London, E.C.4
The constructional articleswhich appear from time to time iti 'Mrs Journal are the outcome of research
and experimental work carried out with a view to improving the technique of wireless reception. As much of
the information
given in the columns of this paper concerns the most recent developments in the radio world.
some
of the arrangements
and specialities described may be
-oftoLetters Patent, and the amateur
and the, trader would be well advised to obtain -permission of the
the subject
patentees
use the patents before doing so

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS
USING COMPACT TRANSFORMERS.
"MORRO COWLEY " (Toritta,y).--" My inten-

tion is to, pack the- whole set' into a small
attache case, and with this in view I would
like to use one of the nickel -iron -core trans-

formers instead of the larger one. I have been

warned that they are inclined to saturate
rather easily and cause distortion.

"Although the set will not be used for
not want any form of such distortion, so I

.powerful loud -speaker, work, I particularly do

dropped a line to the transformer people, and
they suggest using ' parallel feed.' Would '
that be 'likely to help, or shall I do -better to
stick to the older types ? "
You do not say what valves, you are using or the
circuit position of the transformer in question, but if
it" isto be in the detector with a small plate current
you'should not be troubled with 'saturation distortion.
To shunt. feed the transformer is certainly
in the right directimi ; - but, on the contrary,a step
you
-

as7Ould then have' to use aresistanee and coupling con -

&User; which might rather offset the advantages of
the smaller size 'of the nickel -iron transformer compared with its larger brother.
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HOW IS THE SET

.74

GOING NOW ?
Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared,
and is spoiling your radio reception ?-Or =
= one of the batterie,s seems 'to run down much E

= faster than formerly ?-Or you want a Blue =
Print ?
= Whatever your radio problem may be,
= remember that the Technical Query Depart= merit is thoroughly equipped -to assist our
E readers, and offers an unriValled service.
Full details, including scale of charges, can
E be obtained direct from the Technical,Query
E Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
Et House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard win do. On receipt of this an
Application Form will be sent to you free
7

F._
E.:.

and poSt free immediately. This application
will place you under no obligation whatever,
but, having the form, you will know exactly
what information we require to have before
us in order to solVe your problems.
LONDON
READERS. PLEASE NOTE:
Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone or
in person at Fleetway House or Tanis House.
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THE " CLEAR-CUT. " CONE.

Radio. Maroc, R F L and Nancy!! Since then countless
amateurs, K D K A, Bandoeng, 5 S W, and T. Telephone. I have built for thyself and friends several

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-We wish to congratulate you on producing another winner, viz,, the "Clear -Cut " Cone.*
Having made up this -bone to your directions, and
being amazed at; the- life=like reproduction, we
decided to increase the size of the cone to twelve
inches, and can say without any exaggeration that
its truthful representation of music and speech stir passes anything we have heard before; in fact, its
faithful interpretation sets it far above any other
cone speaker, irrespective of price.
This cone, used in conjunction with the " Titan"
Four, is as fine an outfit- as anyone could wish for,
In conclusion, -we should like to add there are In

our circle ten faithful adherents to Vour ," Than "

sets, who have nothing but praise for the originators
of same.
Thanking you for a reproducer which is par
excellence.
Yours faithfully,
'

CYRIL J. BROOKS.

Abu S. E' RykLAND.

Plymouth.

B. MARCH.

OUR "DUAL -RANGE " COIL.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir -r --As a regular reader of POPULAR WIRE-

LESS, I thought I would let you know My experience
with the new Dual -Range Coil.

4+

CORRESPONDENCE.

short -Wavers, including the white print " De Luxe "

Short -Wave Three -two -valve white print short,
waver, the " Lo -Wave " One, " React° " One,
" Magic " Three, TWO and One. One thing I cannot

"P.W." SET SUCCESSES

understand is, practically every week " W. L. S." has
something to say about hand capacity and threshold

Letters from readers discussing interesting
and topical wireless events or recording

unusual experiences are always welcomed

howl.
Why ?

;

but it must be clearly understood that the
publication of such does in no. way indicate
that we associate ourselves with the view3
expressed by our 'correspondents, and we
tcannot accept any responsibility for any'
information given.-EDITOR.

* -1--*--4-4---0-s-es-v----.-e-4--e-s--*
for a three -valve receiver. The selectivity is really
great, the set laughs at the idea of interference from
Mfihlacker when you are listening to London Regional.
May I thank you once again for a fine set ?
Yours truly,
Near Scunthorpe.
A. E. SYKES.
THE " MAXI -POWER," FOUR.
The Editor, ,POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Referiing-to T. C. ,C.'s letter in a recent
I have incorporated one of these coils in my
" P.W." If it is not too late, my experience
with
" Magic " Three, and results are simply splendid,
the Maxi -Power " Four may be of some help
giving better volume and purer tone.
to him.
I might add, I am using an indoor aerial, and can
I built up that particular circuit soon after it was
bring in a great number of foreigners at full loud- published,
and experienced the same difficulties as
speaker strength.
"T. C. C. It was not until I had tested all and sundry
Have recently built ." Interchange " Three, which, in the set (and not without some gnashing of teeth)
is an excellent set, although it has not the same that I discovered the 3 -point switches I was using
punch as the " Magic '' Three, which I consider one
were not 3 -point " wave -change."
of the best circuits published.
After these had been replaced by wave -change
Wishing your paper every success, I remain,
switches the trouble was not entirely cancelled out,
Yours faithfully,
for I found that a variable condenser r was using in
W. J. SKIM
-

reedham Mkt., Suffolk.

THE " CHEF D'CEUVRE."
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-May I take this opportunity of thanking
you fora fine receiver, namely,The " Chef D'CEtivre."
On Debeffiber 31st, 1930, I decided to scrap my old
set and build the Chef D'(Euvre ; January 20d, 19,31,
stations .comitig- in all over the dials :with dearness
and power, which. I have yet to hear a three to bea't..
I might say, for example, of pulling power,.- that
situate' in Lines I can receive Midland or National
5 X X Without an aerial, *Mehl -think 'Speaks well'

the anode circuit was not of the .0005 capacity.

This was replaced by a new one of the

0005.

capacity, and the trouble ceased, in fact, the tuning
is so sharp on both ranges it almost severs the aerial.
Wishing " P.W." continued success, I am,
Yours faithfully,
Coventry.

'

ALFRED HITCHERS.

THE " NIGHT -FLIGHT " THREE.
The Editoi%. POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, -I feel I must write to congratulate the.
" P.W. " staff fopithat splendid.circuit, the " Night-'.
Flight " Three. , Using Ulix valve holders ancrLissen
8s. Od. -transformer; in first evening's test, W-GY,
-

-

Tuning the earth lead with a variable

again, why ? The only hand capacity I have met, and
only slight, was with the " Magic " Three, this
stopped at once oh rewiring with 18 S.W.G. bare
wire and Triotron S.D.2 in place of P.M.111.F.
Threshold howl definitely never.
My short-wave aerial is 20 feet long and the earth
six feet, and hangs from the same mast that carries

the broadcast aerial, but vertically. I should very
much like you to convey my thanks to Mr. L. H.
Thomas (6 Q B) for his short-wave set, the " Digger,"
which I am also using, with the exception of 4 mfd.
for the anti-mobo instead of 2 mfd. My most consistent stations are Rome, 80 metres, and W 3 X A L,
Bound Brook, N.J., 49-18 metres, night after night.
Re the letter in a recent " P.W." from R. L. S.,
Sutton, Surrey, I have also had this trouble, A P.111.2
power valve I have works fine in the " Magic "
(Benjamin valve- holder), but not a whisper in the
" Night -Flight." The legs are well open,, clean, and
both valve holders are in perfect condition,- neither
will it work as first L.F: in the " Digger." I took it
out for a walk one evening, and tried it in " Sharp Tune " Two and " Neutype ' Four. Quite O.K., and
I think I willleave it in the "Magic "till it dies, and
then have it stuffed. And now I'll get on with the
" Globe Trotter."
Thanking you and your staff once again,
Yours truly,
Romford.
-

.

G. W. CLAYTON.

THE " EASY -CHANGE " THREE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, -I felt I must writeto tell -you about your
wonderful set, the " Easy -Change " Three, the blue
print of which you gave away some little time ago.
I am sixty to seventy feet above the road, but have a
" gas -pipe " earth, and an interior aerial. In spite
of this, I get twelve foreigners
at L.S. strength,
audible at ten feet from -the L.S, and fifteen others at
moderate volume, with no interference from London.
-Even Graz and Mhillacker are not interfered with by
London I
NO wave: trap
With many thanks.fer such a fine, inexpensitie set.
Yours faithfully,
Upper Street, N.1.IVOR B. M. Lo3f46.
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in

the famous

.:Raditj. 'Kit Sealed

..

Carton:

FLEXI-COUPLED

"COMET 3

(ai-desdtibecl in this itsiie)

Extra Components

-

10:6
400'olirn B.M'Potefitionieler =
=
1,6
2/6
I Bulgin Panel Light
N.B. Add 14/6 to each Cash Price or 14 to
1

Keystone, Stas-T,prn Selector Coil

each monthly' payment below.' When ordering
Comk 3 ' Kit; Elea `e state if the panel is to'
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.
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'ear Sirs,
" We have completed our
tests on a' mode/ of the

FINISHED INSTRUMENT
PAY THE

E7-1 5-0

POSTMAN,
or 12 monthly
payments of

1 A *21

1viqh7

(Ready built, exactly as- specified. French
Polished Oak cabinet, Aerial Tested; fitted
with valves

Royalties paid.)

prising Panel Brackets (Keystone
Die-cast Aluminium Brackets with'
patent slots),wire for connecting,

"Poi3ufar Wireless' "Comet3'
Receiver made up from your

wood screwsG .B . plugs, etc. Worth S!-'

pleasure in informing you
that the results obtained
were fully up to the stan-

Pilot "Comet 3 Kit will
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instrument.
(Signed) G. P. Kendall,
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Pilotll

Free Technical Advice and Assistance.

PETO-SCOTT CO.
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6Z HIGH-- HOLBORN, ILONDON
W.C.1

(Complete v ith valves and cabinet)
Any parts supplied separately. If value over
10/-, sent C.O.D. We pay all charges.

Pilot Radio Kit 'con tams a FREE KONECTERKIT, com-

BRANCHES
MANCHESTER :

33 WhitelOw Road,
Chorlton:cum-Hardy.

SEND COUPON NOW"
FREE

Kit for the "omet,asdescrdnopularrss

Phone: ChOrlion-cum-Hardy 2026

NAME

NEWCASTLE, STAFFS:

ADDRESS

7 Albany Road.
Phone: 67190

Please send me ybur Pilot Radio chart with
full particulars of t Guaranteed Pilot Radio

P

21/2/31
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(Continued from page 1140.)

Most long-distance one -valve sets intended to get
foreign as well as local stations use taro coils, so we
are a little uncertain as to what kind of circuit you.
have. Apart from the -switch which puts it. on and
off, have you only one variable Control, or are there
two, one for tuning, and one reaction?

-

If -the .former is the case, your set is definitely
=Suitable for lonikdistance reception, and you would.
do better with one of the " P.W." sets of the onevalve type, which employ reaction and are suitable
for foreign stations, such as the " Dual -Coil" One,
P.W." No. 440.
If, hoWever, your set haS a reaction Control or a
control marked " increase '!.`ot "strengthen," yeti
should now be able to get plenty of stations besides

round a variable condenser' is wired, results being
just as good one way as the_other.
'Usually with valve 'sets the ,nos -no -vanes of the
variable condenser should 'go to earth, strqhis has
Somellowgenerally come to be regarded as the. right
method of connection..
- :
In the Crystachoke it will not make the slightest
difference which Way round you connect the .con-

a -1--in, wide wooden supporting pillar, on
which is hinged a long crossbar. A home .made spring (turned up from- odd wire) tends
to hold this arm` -or, crossbar level with the

THE SWITCH FOR THE " CRYSTAPHONE."

through a hole in the liasebOard.: When the
j.phones are placed- on that hook down comes
the crossbar, until.: it reaches -the " stop,"

denser.

As not every constructor is able to -read

-

dimensional 'drawings with-. ease, .a few, addi-

tional details of- the. -'phone switch for the
Crystaphone are given beleW.

The drawing on page 1029 (" P.W." No.

454) shows the switch .as seen sideways:

One

inch from the left-hand end of it you have

the two London ones if it is handled properly. This
is vitally important. Full instructions for handling such a. receiver were
given in our free booklet called ." The Key To The
Ether," which was presented with " PAY."

MISSING LINKS, No. 2.

baseboard.

. But ori the 'right -hand -end of that arm,

half an inch &OM the 7erid; is a long piece of
twisted wire shaped' -into `a hook .and passing

which is fixed- in the middle of the -baseboard.This stop is a little woodenhlock; carrying a

strip of metal foil to make:electrical contact
with a flex wire. That wire, you will see,
goes to the bottom end of the adjacent coil
and to the -terminal marked A2.
Underneath the crossbar at the point where
it touches the stop below, is a cheese -headed
screw carrying another flex wire, this one
going to the A, terminal and to the tap oil the
coil.

THE "P.W." "SAFE -POWER" CHARGER,

The only mechaniCal requirements are easy
movement and robustness; and correct tension
on the spring, which. is easily arranged.
Electrically the switch -is equally simple, all
that is necessary being goOd firm contact when
the 'phones are. hanging on the hook.

It was stated on page 984 of "P.W."
No. 453 (Feb. 7th issue) that .2 amp. is a
usual rate for charging, and on mains of 200
volts or over this means one lamp of 40 watts
in either socket. - (Not in both sockets.) Constructors of the "Safe -Power" Charger should

note that on 100 -volt mains a lamp of 20 -watts

(not 80 as stated) is needed, or a pair giving
a total wattage of 20.

.

chaps here has a Blue Spot unit- to which he
fitted a home-made cone which is a fair treat
to listen to. The man he got it from made
it from directions in ',your paper, but all we

CONDENSER CONNECTIONS.

11. IL B. (London. N.6) -.-"I notice in the

diagram of the

P.W.'

Crystachoke,

on

page 689 (No. 445), and in the instructions
given for wiring on page "930, the leads to
variable condensers are reversed (different).
"Should earth be' connected to the fixed
vanes or to the movable vanes, or does it not

Here is the second of our " Missing Link " dia-

grams, purposely left incomplete.- You will see that
the Rrid of the valve is not connected at all, and one
side of the aerial coil, and one side of the aerial condenser, are " in the air."

make any difference ? "

CAN YOU COMPLETE THE DIAGRAM ?

In a crystal set, where -hand-capacity effects -are
never troublesome, it does nut matter which way

THE " CLEAR CUT'" TWO.

RAILWAY Max " (CieW13).-" One Of our

(Look out for -the answer in neat' week's " P.W.")

can find out about it is that it

was called

the ' Clear Cut,' and it is a kind of double

cone, one pushed through the other.

Can

you tell me what number of PoruLen WIRELESS
.it. was described in ? "-

The " P.W." " Clear Cut " Cone to which you

refer was described in our December 27th, 1930, issue,
No. 447.

CM/tinged on page

14.)

'COMET 3' BUILDERS
There's every reason now why
you should Fit CYLDON
wonderful news for builders of the COMET 3.
HERE'S
A new CYLDON has been de'signed arid is officially

CYLDON
SINGLE DRUM
DRIVE CONDENSER

CYLDON SINGLE
DRUM DRIVE CONDENSER
is fitted in the
officially approved- kits
prepared by
PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD. and
READY RADIO LTD.

11/6
Complete
with
escutcheon plate,

drum dial control and template.

THOSE WHO KNOW RADIO ALWAYS USE CYLDON
SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS LTD. CYLDON WORKS,

SARNESFIELD ROAD, ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX

Telephone:

infield 2071/2

specified for this super -star P.W.-set. Seeing is believing.
The CYLDON Single Drum Drive Condenser costs not
a penny more than an ordinary condenser and CYLDON
is recognised as the finest in the _world. Superior
raw materials skilfully fashioned, outstanding mechanical
features, tested over every stage of, manufacture and after
complete assembly, recommend you :to -build with
CYLDON . . . . It costs no more.
.=.
ti your dealer cannot supply send P.O. delivery direct. C.P.D. if desired

Popular Wireless; February, 21st, 1031.-
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PICK-UP
and Tone Arm
A NEW PRINCIPLE IN PICK-UP DESIGN
p ick -Up gives
greater
The A.E.D.
tonal quality,

and
better,
surface noise
soloing-, lessrecord wear. The

minimum

'bass reproduction

is especially

lifelike.

over
turns right
can be
The pick...up
the
needle
so that

changed easily.

and conause st

*Correct
pressure'bec

needlof

arm

isant

..design.
and
true mathematical
the centre,
in
pivoted balanced.
counter
because a
record wear
race in the pivot
*Saves
double ball to swing ath
reducing
enables arm
smoothness,
silky
side thrust.
supplied
template fitting a

*Special accurate
makes
certainty.

HIS A.E.D. product represents a very definite advance in
pick-up design, not only giving more lifelike reproduction

with much less record wear but producing far more volume
with less amplification. A two -valve amplifier and the A.E.D.
Pick -Up with a good loud speaker, will fill a hall quite easily t
If you want to enjoy wonderful electrical reproduction of your records,

you must have the A.E.D. Pick-up. Write for leaflet, or ask your
radio dealer to demonstrate.
Black Bakelite
and nickel finish.

42'

Complete with fitting
template and distance
pieces.

AUTO ELECTRIC DEVICES LTD.,
DIAMOND

WORKS, -

BRIGHTON,

SUSSEX

Telegrams : "Selfwind, Brighton."

Telephone : Brighton 2404.

ADVENTURE! THRILLS!! COLOUR!!!
No. 2 of the Big Su rprise Boys' Paper
NOW ON SALE
The RANGER is

a

wonderful new paper-there

has never been anything like it before. It is not only
packed with gripping, breathless tales of ADVENTURE in all parts of the world, but many of its fine
pictures are printed in COLOUR. There's fun, too,

in picture and story. There's no boy who could
resist the thrilling stories in the RANGER Buy
a copy for YOUR Boy TO -DAY !

he .RANGER
Every Saturday

Popular Wireless, February 21st, 1931.
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RADIOIORIAL
QUESTIONS, AND ANSWERS
(Continued from page 1112.)
HOT STUFF !
(London, S.W:3).--" As my
Mains are alternating.current 1 took the advice
of a friendly dealer -and -fitted .an A.Q. power
valve, and td -"e
M it was a_ surprise. The
volume and quality are simply vionclerful,_but
" THERMO "

done in distance -and, quality.

hat -do yoiThiiikThe trouble ds.?
The circuit shown on.yolih. clia.gram is

40,

It is streets ahead of any three-valver

ight-

I have yet known, and, of course, very easy

forward that it is free from Suspicion, and one of
5,1m components must Se, causing. the trouble. We
are inclined to suspect: the H.S. choke. If the
inductive value of this is rather,Miv there may be

to handle. For foreign stations reaction has to

be adjusted properly, but that is nothing to

-worry about.
" What does puzzle me is why it is so slow
to start. At first when you switch on nothing

an unwanted tuning or resonance effect which would
be overcome by wiring in series another H.F. choke,

or by using a choke- of greater inductive value.
Alternatively a large plug-in coil can be employed
for' inediuM waves if it could replace the present

happens. Silence.

" After about 30 second's time-generally

choke without spacing' trouble arising.

just over, a Minute-the loud -speaker gives a
A little
click,', and then snore silence.
laec I get very, Very _weak voices or

THE PENTODE'S PLATE CURRENT.

I am a little bit wcirried.about"the way it gets _

hot.

.it is an absolute revelation of what can be

below this point to the bottom of the scale.

The, other two valves in the set _are

.

-F. X. (CheltenhaM).- I reckon I can

safely call on my H.T. supply to .givev-quitO
hotter than my Ztlierpewer valve used to do.' ten -milliamps to the power -valve" -but the
pentode I propose to use takes.a plate current
:Probably ft haints-initTquite double -the power,
-but is it right for it_ to get so hot.that.1 dare normally of 12. I was thinking of biassing
,'_ '
down -a little and probably reducing 11:T. a
not touch it ? "

music.

cool enongh, but this last -One gets very much

.

...=

It is quite in order for a Power valve to get much bit to make this change, but a friend has
hotter than any of the other valves,. but it should pointed out that I and 'not reckoning on the.
certainly. not get so hot that it is impossible to current taken by the-pentode's extra screened
touch, it while working. . if a.pu are -getting about
grid. Will this be enough to _matter ?
double the power you had ffOna the last valve you
Probably it would Make all the difference in your
probably should be, getting about- double the heat..
also, hitt just to make sure all is '031. we should case, for you admit that you are prepared to supply
-watch the valve carefully to see, that there is no only ten milliamps where twelve' would be better
trace of blue glow whilst it is working, and make for the plate current.', 'It -4s' ;riot =antisiuiL_for tffequite certain that it is. getting the correct grid screening grid to take three or,more Indhamps,.as a
milliammeter inserted in this part of the circuit will
bias and H.T. voltages recommended by the makers.
show,- so we certainly should' not-attemPt to run the
If at these voltages the anode current -as measured
by a milliammeter (your dealer friend would lend pentode unless you arc prepared to increase your
you one) is normal, you can be sure that the valve is H.T. supply.
'

working O.K., but if 3fou have aily,doubts.you should
drop the makers a,line rather than go on using a valve
which did not behivb normally. -

VIOLENT OSCILLATION.

HOW TO START.

T. L. (Ashton2on-Ribble).-" My latest
venture is a detector -pentode, run straight off
the electric light. With only its two valves

(Colchester, --Essex).--" Results
Were far, above my expectUi'ons:andlin 'fact,
D.

G.

G.

were excellent except ior-orie: -peculiarity.
That is violent oscillation on, any wave-

--

-lengt11 aboVe 500 -Metres.

It is impossible for rrieitp*setheA9p.
-of the scale because of this, Whi6li'isall,ihe
- snore surprising when I tellyou thatthe-actifal
_results are very smooth and sweet from lust

" Then this slowly gets louder. and louder,

1311 the strength is tip-top, after which the" set
works in fine fashion. Why is it sa, slow to
start ?

" I ought to say it is always like this-But -switching off is normal.
" As soon as I put the switch off,' the ,

alWays has been.

programme 'goeS snap.-- Like an ordinary set,
no dying away, but a direct cut-off. So why,

the delayin starting ? "

-

-" Both the unusually' good,:resulta anal the elow
start when first switched on are,mute normal when
working with A.C. indirectly -heated falves. _The

special construction of these valves results in remarkably good characteristics of magnificatloM-ete4.owing
to the fact that the " filament,' or rather the cathode,

has no heating cUrrent flowing through it, as in an
ordinary valve.
The actual heating is done across, an insulator,
the heater being run direct from the ains through a
suitable step-down transformer. The cathode. is

(Continued on page 1116.)

-

4. lea:mi.,' 15..A.T.T js IL, s, No. 7 .--" FtlEFCCTI401NT.
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Reaction is usually varied by alterations in the capacity of a variablh condenser.
It is to,sOme extent dependent on the tuning, and should. therefore be operated in conjunction with the E.
tuning controls. Usually, increasing the wave -length has the effect of decreasing the degree of reaction, and vice -versa,
Other factors which noticeably affect reaction control are the H.V. on the valve in questions the value a-..
of its grid leak, and (in -short-wave work) the aerial coupling: -

YOU OWN THE

For Your New Set

use up-to=dateORCHESTRA -Components
WHEN YOU OWN A.

DYNAPLUS L.P. TRANSFORMER.

Years of experience in the manufacture of
transformers for set makers whose names
are world famous have gone into the
design of this transformer. The vacuum
treated coil- is your guarantee against
breakdown. The recent test report by
Amateur Wireless". shows
outstanding in per formance. Entirely British
Fr

Before you buy a
Londipeaker, he

DYNAPLIIS COILS.

.sure to hear the

In response fo repeated reques 3
for. these 'coils by amateurs who
wish to '-bring the performance
of -their sets up to the standard
of the Dynaplus Screened . 3,
we have at last released theta
for general sale apart front'
complete - kits., Fit a. pair to -day. The difference will li
tevelation,

W1UFA and choose

the best.

WUFA
Complete
with 'Chassis

If your dealer has not yet received
supplies, send your order direct to

.1/

giving a12IT
crler s name and address,
us,

Get your copy; of

Capt. Eckersley's Book
$:end

E DEPT P,

M. LiCHITERIBERGy

4d. in siamPs for the

book. - Yov will also get. free
blueprints and contructional

40'

'00 Pale Unit only 27/6

=

per Pair,

details of the D YNA PLUS Set

gPl

A111110,

1/

VolTRON

IFOLOr
Ja91`41 ELECTRIC 'LA
itzAiletimular Eta,. ]PorkiclUerks 13- rail 1WithlUbegaew.
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There is
an 66

EKCO" Unit

for every make

of

BATTERY -OPERATED SET

There is

an 66 EKCO" Unit

for every type of

-:

Founded 1900:

PORTABLE RECEIVER

A COOD
POSITION

There is

for- every design of
CONSTRUCTOR KIT
y Air radio from your electric supply with an
All you have to do is done simply and quickly 3 minutes, only. Fit the suitable "EKCO " Unit
in place_ of your battery or accumulator or both.
Then plug the " EKCO " Adaptor into any
ON
light or power socket, and
" EKCO " Units last

2/6 per r,000 hours of use.
necessary.

a ad

1

acts. 3

to 5 ,

voila',

,PnIngs . 3 (1

.50

12

1 12 f
) ^, Model 50,

:rice

PAYMENTS
FROM ANY RADIO

DEALER.

FATHER

have remained in
the. rut. Clerks

No alterations to valves or wiring - ;EASY

YOUR

Thousands of men
have been guided
into good positions
by this National
Institution who
might otherwise

a lifetime but cost on the average only

o d e 1 1V. A
A... LI.T. Unit
Fii r Portable,

THIS

...ALL OF IT.

ME BE

" EKCO " POWER SUPPLY UNIT

11S1

BENNETT COLLEGE

LET

Scrap io..,tteries anal accumulators for ever by running

OBTAINABLE BY

READ

The Bennett College is not a Rented Room
in a well-known Street-it is a College. Over
30 years ago the Founder took as his motto
'what has now become a household slogan :-

an "EIKCO" Unit

THAT'S ALL.

THIS IS THE

IF YOU
,SEEK

s ,,,/ for 1//usloatea t,L, a

and de
a
tails
' ESCO" All -

cure

Electric

Sets

t9:-E, S. COLE.n-lzo,
LTD., Dept, Al

, .1, -co' Works.
ii f ',end - on -

''''

have beeome -Accountants, Dire -e -

tors, etc., Engineers and Craftsmen of all trades

If you

have been helped
into the higher
positions. The list
is too long to

think you

are in a rut,

if advancement
seems slow, or if

enumerate-let it
suffice.

your career is undecided or unsatisfactory,

write to me, telling me your
past experience, present
employment, and anything else that
age,

may help, and I will tell you what

chances there are ; if they are suitable for

you, and if so, how you may obtain your
objective.

The Bennett College being technical

as well as commercial, we are able to combine

courses to meet all requirements, as we specialise
in the preparation for all examinations (technical or
commercial). This Is a great advantage, our staff beipg able

at any time to change the studies to meet -changing requirements.
MOST MODERATE FEES-PAYABLE MONTHLY.

IT COSTS NOTHING TO ENQUIRE
WE TEACH BY POST IN ALL PARTS Of/ THE WORLD

Also Ask for Our New Book (FREE OF CHARGE)

THE HUMAN MACHINE
Secrets of Success.

Note Address Carefully :
THE BENNETT
COLLEGE LTD.
(Dept. 100),

SHEFFIELD.
Woburn

(Dept. 106)
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND- ANSWERS
(Continued from page 1114.)

desk' enough to the heater to be activated by it,

bu't it is completely separated electrically.
' 3ecauso of the space between heater and cathode
certain time lag is always noticeable, whilst the
cathode is "warming up." When cool no electrons
are einitt ed- from it, and it takes about two minutes
to' warm it thoroughly.
The " cluck " you hear from the loud speaker is
probably the beginning of an appreciable plate
current iu the pentode's outfit circuit.
A SHORT-WAVE 'PHONE FILTER. Y, (Wallington, Surrey),
Being
.

'

lured to it by W.

VARYING THE VOLUME.

S.. I have had another ga

at f..ihoit waVes, and found more hick there this
time than ever. before. - But there is on snag.

Hand -capacity.'
my, 'phones on
I can't go -near119tuning _without shifting it.
"Looking back "in -the old P.W.'s I
eqme across the idea of funing-Jhe earth lead
with a: variable,4ind..that 'certainly helped a lot.

Bid lha't I want, j, think,- is a 'phone filter
---LrefeiTed to, but not &sallied by W. L. S.

.

",What parts aie needed, and how do you
fix them for this ? "
'All you need is t*o ILF:- (short-wave) chokes,
two '1.001 fixed condensers, and five terminals, as well
as a little baseboard, etc., to mount them on.
If you like, you can snake the chokes by winding
for each 50 turns of one insulated wire such as
30 D.S.C. on a two-inch diameter tube.
;Fasten them to the baseboard, with the 001's
cenveniently c.lose..Three terminals should be arranged

at one erld of the baseboard, and two at the other.

;These two should. be Marked, "'Phones + " and

":'Phones " respectively, and each should be joined
to an H.F. choke. The other end of that H.F. choke,

..

_

E. H. (Welwyn Garden City).-" The circuit
is one screened - grid. detector, and loW-'""-frequency amplifier :(transformer),- and, as
given -originally, there was a 600 -ohm resistance fitted between plate and screen. of
S.G. valve,
" Not -having 'a 600 -ohm fixed on hand, I
put in a 1,000 -ohm variable (gbod one, of the
power class), and thiS I find gives me a won-

which is joined to-" 'Phones + '' goes to one -001
and a terminal that -should be marked " Input +."
Similarly the " negative " choke should go to the
other -001 and -to an '''Input
terminal.
all that 'remains is. to connect the third
terMinal (marked "E ") to the remaining terminals
on the two flited-condenSets.
In ruse E " goes to the earth terminal on., your
set, and the others as marked, the result -being a very
efficient 'phone filter for short-wave reception.

one of them (in the .centre) is marked C
the others being as -usual.,'

What am I going:0 do about that ? "

These. are five -pin valve holders, for use with either
battery or mains valves`. They are quite suit -able for

use as four -pins if you -ignore. the terminal marked
" C." Simply treat it as though it were not there.

=

TECI-INICAL
,

derful smooth control of -volume on all stations.

Why?

" Being placed. where it is, apparently

putting more resistance- m smipiy m

cutting down the screen current a little. Why

should that act as a volume control ? "

We don't quite see your contention about the

-

TWISTERS

g

E --

F- No. 49.-GRID-BIAS FOR
DETECTORS.

iLf

:
THE MISSING
LETTERS ?
The ordinary grid -leak -and -condenser

effect of increasing resistance. Certainly this -does,
" reduce screen current a little," as ybia say; lot so
would a reduction in screen voltage, In --fact, - by
increasing the 'external resistance as suggested, you

E CAN YOU FILL

screen.

-,±_-

are definitely dropping the voltage applied to the
-

:2-E:

And that, of conrse, is one well -recognised way of
adjusting volume with this class of valve. -Its

response is largely dependent upon the voltage at
which the screen is placed, and altering this by means
of alterations in the!, resistance placed between it
and the supply is sure to have a direct effect on
volume.

*

connection to the

is joined -to the mains ? "

-E7

other.

HORIZONTAL VALVE HOLDERS FOR S.G.'S.
F. N. C. (St. Leonards, Sussex).-" The

only kind of valve holder Fcan get for mounting

the S.G. valve through the upright screen is
one with five sockets, not the usual four. And

*

*

.

leg of

the filament.
g_

Not in the slightest, generally speaking. But as
some people claim one way to be better than the other
on their speakers it is worth while trying for yourself
to see if one way gives better reproduction than the

type of detector works best with a slight
grid bias.

iUsually a separate battery is unnecessary, the bias being obtained by

" POT " CONNECTIONS FOR A MOVING COIL LAUD SPEAKER.
L. B. (London, S.E.18)--" Using a moving Coil loud speaker run from D.C. mains, does it

matter which way round the ' field' winding

¶I'

---5-

*

*

*

Indirectly -heated _ valves

have

a

instead- of a filament, so
with such Naives it is sometimes the
practice to supply the necessary bias
separately.

=

*

*

*

=

The anode bend type of detector was =
worked with a . . . :. . . . grid bias, -a-

= but this type of detector is now coin-

s.--_

paratively unpopular because it is not so S
=
=
as the leaky grid type.
-_
Last week's missing words (in order)
E were: Transformer, Choke. -Transformer.
Auto -choke. Low -frequency, Detector.

F_
'7.--:
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YOUR SET

1111111111111111

YOU CAN SIMPLY SWITCH ON! WILL LOOK WORTH
DOUBLE THE PRICE

than OSBORN RADIO CABINET
MODEL No. 218.
A Queen Anne Radio or Radio Gramophone Cabinet,

3 ft lo ins. high, 2 ft. 2 ins, wide, x ft. 6 ins. deep.
Size of baffle board behind fret is 24 ins. x 24 ins.
Metallic fabric for fret front is included. Opening at
top and back, this cabinet will take a ,panel
ft. x g ins. or smaller.

Wherever electrie'eUrrerit is available, batteries are out-of-date. Running

your set from the -niains means 'less -trouble, less uncertainty, with
better reception and greater economy.
Where mains . provide alternating current, it must be converted to
direct current by means of a rectifier.
Our Rectifier is different from all others. It is all -metal and contains
nothing to burn or wear out. It converts-in conjunction with other
components-existing battery -run sets to mains sets ; it is ideal for
use in constructors' kits, and it is incorporated in most good makes of
mains receivers. If you are purchasing, make sure that it is in yours.
We cannot give details here, but full information is given in our forty page booklet-, The All Metal Way; 1931," which will be sent to you
on receipt of the coupon (please enclose 3d. for your copy).

01 WESTINGHOUSE

CHAS.
A. OSBORN,
London, N,1.

1111111111"

Dept. P.W.,

11

ThrinlIgmeints tWroet

Telephone : Clerkenweri 5095.
And at 21, ESSEX ROAD,
ISLINGTON, N,1 (z min. from the Agricultural Hall). Telephone
: Clerkenwell 5634:
_' II111111111111111111I1111ltIlllllllllllllllllllt111111111i0111IItAlllllllllllll1111111111NI11iltiii111111111111111111-

"POPULAR WIRELESS"
ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Whole Page £40

Half Page £20

METAL RECTIFIERS

Quarter Page £1. 0

Eighth Page £5

Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols. to page) per inch 30/ Minimum Space accepted - - - - half inch 15/ -

The Westinghouse. Brake & Saxby Signal
Co., Ltd., 82, York Road, King's Cross, N.1

COUPON
Please send your forty -page booklet, " The All -Metal Way. 1931," for
which I enclose 3d, In stamps.

Please write in block letters.

NO SERIES DISCOUNTS' ALL
ADVERTISEMENT COPY SUBJECT TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL

COPY AND BLOCKS MIST BE IN
RAND 11 DAYS BEFORE DATE

OF ISSUE TO ENSURE PROOFS

ALL communications respecting ApVE72T1$1NQ meet

be made to:-

NAME

&DDRESS'

PRICES
Machined ready to assemble: Oak, 70/- ; Mah.,151-.
Assembled ready to polish: Oak, 90/- ; 11Iah.,
Assembled and polished : Oak, 110/- ;
125/-.
All Models carriage paid.
Send 3d. in stamps for 56 -page illustrated catalogue.

P. W. 21/2/E1

JOHN H. LILE, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4
and NOT to Editorial or Publishing Offices.
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111IN
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GUARANTEED KIT
FOR THE

"COMET THREE"
s.

Ebonite panel, 18 x 7 in. (Trelleborg)
oco5 condenser, " thumb -control " (Cyldon)
I .00015 differential reaction condenser (Polar)
L.T. switch (Pioneer) ..
.

6
11

.

.

3 -point on -and -off wave -change switch (Pioneer)
1 H. & B. Dual Range "P.W." coil, guaranteed
3 valve holders (Telsen)
1 '0003 fixed condenser (Telsen)
I 2-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen)
1 2-meg. grid leak and holder (Telsen)
2 L.F. transformers (Telsen Radiogrand and Premier)
10,00o Spaghetti resistance (Magnum)
I 25,000 Spaghetti resistance (Magnum)
Pre-set .001 mfd. condenser (Pormo)
Pre-set .002 mfd. condenser (Formo)
. .
Terminal strip, drilled, 18 in. Y. 2 in. (Trelleborg)
.

,

-

.

.

.

9
6

.

0

..

Reception, Exceptional Efficiency.
When operating on Short

6
0

winding

1

6
0
3
6

1

3

2

3

2
2
'

Selectivity, Clear

6

1

'

Extraordinary

1

1

.

FEATURES.

3

18

SPECIFIED &
RECOMMENDED by
POPULAR WIRELESS
& MODERN WIRELESS

in their var;ous
circuits.

Wave, the Long Wave
is

paralleled,

thus ensuring the avoid-

ance of losses usual in
other types
Range Coils.
No. DW/12,
Price . .

of

Dual

1216

6

"

f
1

.

' CASH PRICE
7

3

1

.

2 Rolls of Glazite wire ..
Baseboaryl, 18 in. X so in.

3 Valves £1

1

0

Sheet of copper foil, 18 in. x ro in. (H. 6- B.)
9 Terminals,
..
.

6
0-

.

..

3 G.B. plugs (Belling -Lee)

5

12
3

.

d.
0

£4

6

0 0

6 extra.

ANY PART CAN BE SUPPLIED

GotaProst
irs

cortitAD
c011a
and
gpecMed nded

Reco,rr, e _tar

SEPARATELY.

gi popm

andireless'

H & B " P.W." DUAL RANGE COIL.
GUARANTEED, 12/6.
Trade Supplied.

Asiodern

wireless
in their
various

YOU WANT THIS GUARANTEED KIT NOW,
WE CAN SUPPLY BY RETURN OF POST.

Full Value in the Kit.

No Gifts other than Full

Satisfaction.

Carriage Paid on all Cash Orders.
Charges Paid on Orders over

C.O.D.

tection against interference of
stations, giving purer reception.
No. Ri 1/14
Price

local
I

.

H & B RADIO CO.
34, 36, 38, BEAK ST., REGENT ST.,
LONDON, W.1.
Telephone: Gerrard 2834.

The purpose of this Coil is to eliminate
Short Wave interference on lower end of
Long Wave scale. Also provides pro-

Obtainable from all Radio Stores. Refuse substitutes. If any
difficulty, write direct. Pamphlet giving full particulars and First Class Ctrcult using both these Coils, FREE on request.

ir_...0100000111.1.111111Mftwas...._

fird3a4010T1C)
1lAtESIERILle
PENDLETON.

Ills
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PRESENT THOUGHTS AND
FUTURE POSSIBILITIES.
(Continual from page 108p.)

If new methods could be found whereby
more channels were available, ttelevision
could well 'take plate ; to ;-my mind, its
prospects of immediate success are yer3i
small to -day, and on the basis of modern
. technique.

So I say at the end as I did at the

beginning, that nothing .will be allowed to
stand still. The way of Progress is through
technical development. Technical develop -

She impersonates celebrities of her own
world: The -3r are -not only recognisable -H.

which is more than you can say of some.
but she _puts her own original stamp on
them, being herself an artist to the fingerips:

Chap:ain?

ParaonS de hot.get much of a look in in
this column of mine.. Perhaps I revereno3
them too much ;: or perhaps. I am frightened
of them. But many. listeners will be glad to
hear, that the Rev. Patrick McCerMiek is $o
conduct a series of broadcast services.

Which reminds me of something whi4h
is barred b'; the, inadequacy of the has long been yaguely -on my-mind-the
number of available wave-lengthS. This. ,.wish that the B.E.C. had ia :chaplain of its
one great fundamental problem, stareS'tis iii own. In religioliamatters I
net one Of
m's -it

the face;

1

:-How it will be solved is not for me at this

moment to say, but it is my prophecy that
the physical conductor will play a larger
part in the dissemination of alternative

programmes in the future than does the
ether

to -day,' 'The physical conductor
conserves its energy practically within its
material bOundaries and does not therefore
interfere with the conduction of other
physical conductors far away.

the broadcasting game ; may they long
continue !

A good cook can make an old dish very
welcome by a new sauce. We get a good
many old dishes in the programmes at one
time or another ;; it is inevitable.
The ingredients, for ekample, which went

values, 100 ohms to
500,000 ohms.

2/3 each

to make up " Bumpkin Pie " have freGrid Leak. All values,

1 megohm to 5 megohms.

2/-. each

Ohmite and Megite Resistances are constant in value,
of negligible self capacity and

non -inductive. Dead silent
and always reliable they
provide the most effective
resistance on the market,

giving the full range of values
required. Supplied' with vertical

or upright holders of

superior brown bakelite construction 6d. extra. Graham

Farish components carry a
written guarantee of accuracy,

Ask your dealer to obtain or write
direct to:

not made a name for themselves in the
Churches are the most effective in a broadcast service.
I should like one man, chosen for the joo.
all the time: think he ought to be a
Man.

I also think that he should be, ard

should remain, unknown.

party) are handling it.

The expert states the problem, and make's

some tentative suggestions as to how it

Old Dishes, New Sauces.

MEGITE

have observed that many of those who have

The experts have had their say on thiS
problem, and now the politicians (of eaeh

(Continued from page 1088.)

OHMITE

fight shy- of the popular parson ; and I

Unemployment.

FOR' THE LISTENER.

Anode Resistance. All

thoSe who wishes -to hear a' neW-Voice and
a new :point of -VieW'eVerY week. ' I ah:o

quently occurred

in, other dishes ; but
Ernest Lohgstaff provided a new setting and
a new sauce. It was a bright little affair.

There was a very clever duet between a
Cock and a Hen, with a Black Leghorn in
the offing, which I found extremely amusing.
Discretion.

Mr. Harold Nicolson was inclined to defend the sculptor of the statue of Earl Haig
on HoiSeback against his .critics. He did it
very discreetly; not 'to say gingerly.
-

I find this brilliant 'talker much more

amusing When he is not quite so discreet,
not so determined to hold the balance even.
He has an irony, sometimes a malice, even
an apparent rudeness, which are very salty.
-I- trust that he has not become afraid of
the next morning's pOstbag ! It is odd, by

the way, that -we talk about handling a

theme gingerly when we mean the opposite,
of "_ with ginger ! "
The Talks on Persia.

The talks on Persia have notquite kept

up to jJA standar& which Miss Sa,ckvilleWest set -for them'. but Mr. J. B. S. WilkinSeM.On,"-PerSian Legend and Story" came

pretty near to it.
He sounded shy and slightly nervous, I
liked Iii-ni-fbr-that. Every listener loves a

might be tackled ; the politician .says hoar
his party will immediately tackle it if the

electors will only entrust them with the
government of the country.

We trust the expert, who never gets
further than the paper he is writing oil;

we suspect the politician (especially if we
be of another party) who tries to " get 3,
move on."

A Lovely Singer.

I mean Elena Gerhardt. I have pra,istiel
her before. I will not cease to praise heti'
She sings .old: songs Wolf, Schubert,
Brahms-but she makes them new.
Soinehow or other these lovely songs

achieve a resurrection in her singixrthem ; as a tree puts forth new leaves 0
the spring. It is partly her voice ; partly.
her technique ; but I think it
herself.

is chief -0

She is not one of the great geniuses who
sweep you off your feet ; but one of the
quieter ones who come into your room ark
open -Windows for you.
Dickens.

Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch spoke with
authority. , He. made much- of_ what may be
called the reforming influence of the writings
of Dickens.

The great gift, however of this immortal
writer was not that he reformed the existing
world, but created and peopled another one
into which we can withdraw for good con?pany. I know Mrs. Gamp better than :I

knew my grandmother ;

and Pickwick
better than I know my neighbour.

ModeSt man'.

'''TenjOYed immensely the storieale chose
tie tell us from Persian literature ; they were
simple -and of -the soil;" with a strange,
rare flavour in them. ;

LIMITED. BROMLEY, KENT

Ann the Artist,

Ann Penn gets my, vote for the, best

vaudeville breadeast in recent programmes.

NEW READERS REMEMBER!

Capt. P. P. Eckersley
writes exclusively for

POPULAR :WIRELESS
EVERY WEEK.
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READ ABOUT IT
IN

THE MARCH NUMBER
OF

THE WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR
FROM

NOW ON SALE

ONE ROOM

EVERYWHERE
PRICE

TO
ANOTHER
WITH

THE "DISTASWITCH"
A CHEAP,
YET EFFICIENT,

Also Included :

THE " FOUR -FIVE "

CONVERTER

THE " BRYTA-TONE "
AMPLIFIER
THE " PLUS -STAGE " ONE

AND IN ADDITION

THE "PARATUNE" FOUR
BY

VICTOR KING

DISTANT
CONTROL

ino
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YOU'LL LIQUIDATE YOU
SET UNLESS YOU
Your radio enjoyment costs
far more thanit need! Costly
dry batteries are a constant

By J. H. T. ROBERTS D Sc.

are thrown away after comparatively short use.

*

IHAVE. -Many times referred to the vital

importance of a correct value of grid

Install the Standard Leclanche
type battery now, at less cost

bias if -the best quality of reproduction is
to be obtained- from the set:. , Also, as you

and have purer, trouble -free
and unfailing H.T. for 12
months or more. There is

know, any grid'bias, whether of the correct

value or notk has an influence Avon the
amount of..anode current which flows

no acid or recharging and

through the valves..

51.
DOWN

increase the grid bias fitS _much as, possible,

but if it is increaSed beyond the proper

FOR SAFE CONTACT
CLIX ANODE CONNECTOR
No. 6. Pro. Pat. Reg.
Provides a certain and
safe push-pull contact
for Screen -Grid or Pentode Valves. Solid Pin

Tag' is' permanently

'fixed. I o valve terminal.
socket

Resilient

entirely insulated.

Impossible
anywhere.

It is, for this reason, an advantage to

to short
Engraved.

Two types-horizontal
or vertical.
Price
- -

amount then the re.Prodifefion will begin to
suffer. From the point" of view of saving
H.T. current and taking care of the valves,

wonderful offer
and music that is treed en- This
of a 5/- first paysecures this
entirely from objectiOnal ment
fine 72 No. S. cells,

"background" and crackling.

*

.--s-

*w. 4.1..

drain on your pocket and

like magic and your set takes
on a new lease of vivid life,
providing a realism of speech

-

TECHNICAL
NOTES

LIQUIDISE YOUR BATTERY

the battery requires no skill
to maintain.
Once installed, H.T. battery
troubles and failure vanish

.

therefore, it is desirable to have as high a

106 -volt battery.

value of grid bias as possible, since this haS
the direct effect of cutting down the anode

current. From the point of view

Horizonte' Type.

of reproduction, however, you want to, have

the grid bias of just the correct amount,

'THE CLIX VALVEHOLDER

Ruining a Valve.

'with SOLID or any type of valve pin, is being
regularly specified by designers everywhere.

neither more nor less.

STANDARD WET
H.T. BATTERY

-was for a long period no grid bias applied to
this super -power valve at all.

Enclose your set in this
BEAUTIFUL CABINET

bias connection to another on the G.B.
battery, the valve is left " up in the air,"

1

Here is a Cabinet of outstanding beauty at

neatness and beauty of appearance worthy of

your set.
Constructed
mainly of oak finely
polished a rich nut -brown
shade, this Cabinet stands
36 inches high. The panel
space measures IS x 7 ins.

while the top is 21 ins.

wide by '41 ins. deep.
The loud speaker aperture
is so ins. diameter and is

variation in the grid bias voltage makes a
large difference to the anode current, it is
obvious that disconnecting the grid bias
altogether is equivalent to an enormous
increase in the H.T. voltage.
Now just think what the effect upon the
valve would be -if you left .the grid bias

(Dept. 1).W.)

184/188, Shaftesbury Avenue, London,
W.C.2.

-CI PARE/5

alone but, say,. qpitbled .the anode voltage.
It goes without -saying that the valve would
very quickly .heconie overheated and in all

COILS, ETC.

`COMET' THREE

probability, if the filament itself .was not
actually destroyed, the electronic 'emission

"P.W." Dual Coil

a

really remarkable price. It costs only 24/6 and
enables you to enclose all batteries, etc., giving a

shoots .up in value exactly as it would if the
H.T. voltage were increased.
Inasmuch as a comparatively small

The Standard Battery, Co.

covered with fine amber
silk. There is a removable panel back giving

free access to batteries and
speaker. The deep -hinged

lid enables the set to be
removed bodily.
Decide now to have this
fine Cabinet in your ho=ne.
Mousy back if not entirely
satisfied. Send to -day to
CARRIAGE AND
PACKING

FREE

SOLOCA MFC WORKS
(Dept. P.W.I.

England & Wales. 33, STROUD GREEN RD., N.4

might be reduced out of ail recognition.

NUM
12,6
Each coil tested and cali-

Make

Super -Power Peculiarities.

What I have said above -is important with

brated on actual broadcasting
Delivery by return.
Differential Cond. .. 4/6

all types of valves, but it is most particularly" important with power and super:
power valves where a high value both of
H.T. -Voltage and; of grid bias voltage is
used, and Where a heavy 'anode current is

ir 3/-

STAR TURN Selector COIL 15/...

Real contact studs.
Featherstone Buildings:

normally flowing.

E. PAR OUSSI 1q,
High Holborn, London, W.c.1
'Phone: Chancery 7010

You should.. take ,particular care, there-

fore, if you value your valves, always to
switch off -the -H.T. voltage before attempt-

PLEASE be sure to mention " Popular Wireless '1
alien communicating with Advertisers. Thanks!

LECTRO -LINX LID -4

without any grid bias at all. The moment
the grid bias is withdrawn the anode current

Obtainable from Halfords, Currys
or Radio Dealers everywhere,
illustrated leaflets from

Beautifully finished.

to adjust grid bias values whilst a high

254, Vauxhall Bridge Road, LONDON, S.W.1

If you adjust the values of the grid bias
whilst the H.T. is " on," it means -that for
short periods, while shifting from one grid

Why continue to waste any more money
on Dry Batteries ? Write direct to us
stating number and type of valves and we
will advise the most suitable battery.

Copper Foil 18" by

Type B for baseboard mountinr.
. 4 pin Model with screw terminals - 10d.
4 pin Model without screw terminals 8d.
5 pin Model with screw terminals - 1/5 pin Model without screw terminals /al.
Clix Folder on mace_

value of H.T. was " on " the anodes of the
valves in his set and, for another thing, he
found that owing to a disconnection there

WATES

as recommended for the

Now the importance of this is still
further emphasised by a letter which I have
had from a reader who has had the

misfortune to ruin a super -power valve,
owing to mistakes in connection with the
grid bias.For one thing, he has -,been. accustomed

Complete with
chemical all
fitted in 3
17nibloc Trays
with Lid. List
Price 53-4-0 or 5/- down and
5 monthly payments of 12/6.

SCREENS,

The only valveholder giving perfect contact

,

hag., to tinker about with the grid.. bias
(Continual 071,.nex page.)

-

THE DAILY SKETCH
YOUR Picture Paper

oggiwr,--7\

-

.

.

.

--,10F SETTER RAMO

GNIUM
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...however you

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from. previous page.)

pay, everything

connections, and also to make absolutely
certain that the grid bias voltage is really

being applied to the grids of the valves, and
that there is no possibility of a disconnection.

best in Radio from

Altogether apart from quality of reproduction you have to bear in mind the load
throwrrupon your H.T. battery (or whatever the source of H.T. may be), the H.T.
current consumption and, above all, the life
and safety of the valves themselves.

PETO-SCOTT

Powerful Amplifiers.

POPULAR ACCESSORIES

Most experimenters realise full well the
importance of using a correct value of grid
bias, but it is surprising how common is this
practice of fiddling about with the connec-

KINGSTON HOME RECORDER.

conditions are very
different from those

where you have per-

haps 80 or 90 volts on
an ordinary L.F. valve
SCREENING
by means of sheets of
metal, copper foil, etc.,

is often necessary in
Powerful sets to prevent unwanted inter-

and are working on a
grid bias range of from
3 to 6 volts.
A Coil Hint.

When using a coil

action between the
circuits.
It is particularly
important on the
high-freguency side,

with special connec-

magnification there
and the ease with
which H.F. impulses
" stray " to adjacent circuits.

obtain certain definite
advantages over the
ordinary plug-in type,
at the same time there

in view of the high

tions such as the " X"
type of coil, whilst you

is a possibility of error,
and I have more than once had letters from
readers in which they tell me of trouble due

to coils being connected the wrong way
round, this trouble only having been diScovered after every other possible cause had
been " gone over."

When using an " X " coil to get better
selectivity you may find that it does not
come up to expectations and it is quite
possible in such a case that it is because the
coil is wrongly connected. Usually the pin

of the coil holder for an " X " coil will
be connected to -" earth," whilst the terminal corresponding to the socket of the
holder goes to " grid."
Connections.

If the results you obtain are not satisfactory it may be that you= have got the
wiring, to the coil holder the wrong way
round or, if this is correct, it is not impossible

that the connections of the coil itself are
reversed. In any case, without interfering
with the coil, it is quite a simple matter to
try reversing the connections to the holder
in order to see which arrangement gives the
best results.
Loud -Speaker Units.

In a somewhat similar way it is often
worth while trying reversing the connections to the loud speaker, more particti/arly when this is of the permanent -Magnet
M_
(Continued on next page.)

6

Balance in xi monthly payments of 7/-

tions on the grid bias battery whilst an

H.T. voltage of anything from 150 to 200
volts is on the anodes-or, in fact, with a
powerful amplifier a voltage -of even twice
this amount.
With an H.T. voltage of 300 to 400 volts
and a grid bias voltage of perhaps 100 to
150 volts you must exercise far morethan
ordinary care, and the

Send

-

Cash Price £3 16

rif
a

Only

l
CAEIILeEnStiTrieaN
neN0v1m2cedadsLhOfUzil.,Drt i.P2E5A K0 E Ito

Balance in /r monthly payments -of 9/2
REGENTONE

W.5 COMBINED

H.T.

Only'
Send

'ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE 11119
CHARGER, One S.G .=
.;

MANUFACTURERS'

KITS

EMPIRE MELODY MAKER
Send
KIT, 1931 model, S.G., detector and Ulf_
Cash Price £6 17 6 a
power.
Balance in xx monthly payments of 12/9
Only
1931 OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET KIT,
Send
2 S.G., detector and power.
Cash Price 21115 0 23I6
Balance in i2 monthly payments of 1-8/6
Only
DYNAPLUS SCREENED THREE KIT,
Send
S.G., detector and power.
Cash Price 25 14 6
Balance in 1r monthly payments of 10/6
Only
MULLARD 1931 ORGOLA THREESend
VALVE KIT, S.G., detector and power.
im
Cash Price £8 0 0 i14
Balance in xx monthly payments of 14/8
Only g
COSSOR

10,6

All above Kit Prices include valves and cabinet.

PAY THE POSTMAN FOR
THESE SPECIAL C.O.D. ITEMS
We pay all charges.

r variable, and

fixedr tappingfor H.T. LT.- charging
for 2, 4, and 6 volts. For A.C. mains.
Cash Price 65 17 8
Balance in ix monthly payments of 10/9
ATLAS

ELIMINATOR

H.T.

AND

Cash Price. £6 0

'

0

Balance in xi monthly instalments of 11/
EXIDE11,120-VOLT, WH. TYPE ACCUMULATOR, ingrates.
Cash Price 64 13 0

Balance in xx monthly payments of 8/0
STANDARD WET H.T. BATTERIES,
144 volts, so,000 m/A.
Cash Price £4 2 0

Balance in xi monthly payments of 7/6
Other voltages and capacities available,
detailed prices on application.
B.T.H. PICK - UP, TONE ARM, and
VOLUME CONTROL complete.'
Casll Price £2 9 6
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 9/-

EPOCH PERMANENT MAGNET

"P.W." DOUBLE -TRAPPER
Assembled, Wired and Tested.
READY FOR USE.
/ 1,6

Balance in ix monthly payments of 7/9

317-,

Is,
Only.

Send

V6
Only

Send
Only

Send

_
Cash Price £4 4 0
Balance in xx monthly payments of 7/9.

1216

Complete Kit ready for assembly
Ready Assembled and Tested

Only
Send

BLUE SPOT, MODEL 51R CABINET

DUAL - RANGE

KELSEY %NZ ADAPTOR

AA

Send
af5

SPEAKER.

Guaranteed to specification. Triple Tested.

Send

LAMPLUGH or FARRAND INDUCTOR
SPEAKER, for- perfect reproduction.
Unit and chassis complete,- ready
mounted.
Cash Price £3 10 0

KEYSTONE "P.W."
As specified and approved by " P.W."

Only

CHARGER, Model /88 for A.G. Mains. ill fa.

Balance in ix monthly payments of 6/5

COIL

AV

SPEAKER, with type B4 unit only.

Cash Price

£4

4

0

1-1"

Only

V9
Only

,Serid

7,9
Only

We are the largest suppliers of Radio in
the country. Complete Sets, Components,
and Accessories of all the leading makes
advertised in all Radio Journals. Send

the coupon for our complete catalogue.
C.O.D., Cash or H.P. with a full guarantee of satisfaction after purchase.

37/6
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY-CARRIAGE PAID

PETO 0 SCOTT CO. LTD

CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.
Clerkenwell 9406
62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1. Chancery 8266

77,

33, Whitelow
BRANCHES-Road,
Road, Chorlton -.cum - Hardy N;

'Phone: Choriton - cum - Hardy 2028. NEWCASTLE,
STAFFS. : 7, Albany Road ; 'Phone: 67r9o.

FREE.

Please send me Your Easy -Way Cato-

logue and full particulars how Lcan

buy everything
privacy.

Radio on Easy Terms with drat

NAME
ADDRESS

P.W. 21/2/35

1122
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EASY TERMS
:21 WE supply all good quality Radio Receiversi
Components and Accessories on deferred E
E terms. We carry adequate stocks and can give E
prompt -delivery.
=
=
-

'

NEW HEAYBERD A.C.

ATOR KIT C.150.

E"

E

F
=

ELIMIN-

kit
of parts for building air H.T. Eliminator, Eincluding steel ease. Output 25 M.A. 150
volts. 3 H.T. tappings. One variable.
Complete

Cash Price
.. £3 16 0 E
H Or 7/6 with order and 1 l'Inotably payments of 7',. 'Erz-

f-

E

-VALVE WIT.- A high-grade complete
kit of parts, including vaiVes and cabinet.
Cash Price
..
.. £8 - 0 0

12 EXIDE

E-

=

HIGH - TENSION E.
ACCUMULATORS (120 .volts 5,000

LA.) Higher voltagesif desired

Cash Price
£3 15
:7:- Or 6/6 with order and 11 Monthly payments of 7/-. =
E.

E.' NEW COSSER EMPIRE
E

E-

MOUNT YOUR

(Continued from previous page.)

type.

TERMINALS
ANYWHERE

.experienced radio experimenters

are fully aware of this, hut newcomers to
wireless sometimes .do not appreciate that

many loud speaker units are polarised

devices and that they work much better when

the current passes through in one direction
than when it flows in the opposite direetion,
It is unnecessary to- -investigate the

polarity of the loud speaker unit at. all ;
NEW MULLARD 'ORGOLA 1931 E- 'all you hate to -do is -to try the coimections,

-7: Or 1016 with orderandl 1 monthly payment sof 14

=

TECHNICAL, NOTES

.

KIT. ES

A considerable advance on last seasoirtit
3 -valve Kit at a lower price.
Ca.sh Price
.. ..
£6 17 6
-

Or 10/.. wi th order and 11 mon t hly pa ymen I s of 12/6. E

H N.K. FARRAND INDUCTOR. Loud
= speaker unit, quality reproduction almost
= 'equal to a moving-coll speaker.
= Cash Price
..
.

23

10

0=

= Or 5/6 with order and 11. monthly payments of 616, =

PICK-UP AND -TONE ARM. E

One of the best pick-ups available
Cash Price-£2
5 0
E. Or 5/- with order and 9 monthly payments of 5j-, E.
-7:- NEW BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT. The
= finest balanced armature Movement _on. - the
= market. Complete with large Cone and Chassis =
= Cash Price
..
£2 10 0 =
= Or 5/- with order and 10 monthly payments of 5/- =
= Send list of requirements and quotation wilt be =
sent by return.
E-

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY,

II, OAT LANE, NOBLE ST., LONDON, E.C.2
TELEPHONE: NA TIONA 1, 1977.

:7111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ffliMllill111111117.

RADIO CABINETS
SOLID OAK
Inside Measurements.

14 x 7 x 8 in.1
14 x 8 x 8 in.f

9,6

113 x 8 x8 in41 0,6
16 it8 x 9in./

1887x70 in. 1 1 76
21 x 7 x 10 in. 1 276
OAK LOUD SPEAKER
CABINETS

13 in. SQ. x 7 in. 12/6

Buy Direct from Makers
at Wholesale Prices.
Skilled Workmanship.
French Polished.
Tongued & Grooved Lid.

American Open Top
Type.

All 11- in. Opening at
Back

Complete with Baseboard.
Satisfaction or Cash
Returned.
Also Specialists for Combined Radio and Loud
Speaker Cabinets.
PRICES OY A PPI

Carriage and Packing
1/8 extra.

REDRUP
& SON
Wireless Cabinet

Prompt Dilivery.

SOUTHSEA.

Works,'
199-203, FAWCETT ROAD,

to any make of L.F. Transformer, Headphones

or Loud Speaker (except Blue Spot) despatched in
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4/- post free. Cash with otder.
,.Terms lo Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR

CO.,

Dept. R, 953 GARRATT LANE, LONDON, S.W.17

WANTED all districts to demonstrate the famous 'SKYLARK' 3 -valve
ACENTS

Portable. Liberal discount. ParticularsN.A.S.C. 241

Park Road, ASTON, Birmingham.

Testing

Prods

5/6

per pair

as between the out -put of the set and the

(List T f..)

118, Bunbill Row, London, E.CA.

PLEASE be sure to mention " Popular Wireless"
when communicating with Advertisers, Thanks:

P. Pending!

permanent magnetism of the unit rather
than in the direction in which -its electro-

Belling -Lee

9Lee
Bellingvertically or horizon ter-arewhere,
minals
tally-on your baseboard,
specified window -ledge, wan or skirt -

for the ing. Write for FREE Belling COMET 3 Lee Handbook "Radio Cozzdescribed
i I, this nection.s " (2nd Edition),
issue
which illustrates some of its
many uses.
Selling -Lee Terminals.

T gylle ee
IT

3/Bli

6d.

each.

34 di d.

ee aa

11

.

-

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION
Advertisement of Belling & Lee, Ltd., Queensu,ay 11 e, ks,
Ponders End, Middlesex
C II .0

For Quick Comparisons.

-In passing, I may inentiOn that sometimes
the difference in the operation of the loudspeaker, one way round and the other way
round, is not very pronounced. This makes
it difficult to judge which 'arrangement is
the better, owing to the time taken in disconnecting the leads' and reconnecting the
opposite way.
Usually, by the time you have done this,
the particular musical passages in the programme have changed to something of a
different character ; and altogether it is-, as
I say, not At all easy to make the comparison.
'In actually making the test, it is a good

plan to introduce a reversing switch into
- the leads to the loud speaker so that the
partieular type of reproduction.

EXACT TUNERS
I

/250 to 2,000 metres.
Thousands o f these tuners are in use, and
we can strongly recommend them. No further coils are required. Send P.C. for par ticulars and circtuts-FREE.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Street, Coventry.

CAN BUILD A £40

YOU GRAMOPHONE
WITH OUR SCALEAni.
DRAWINGS FOR 'iv
Book of instructions, 3d, Catalogue of Motors, Tone -arms,
Sound - boxes, latest
internal
or
Amplifiers, Gramophones
Cabinets Free. Cash or terms.
V. BURT, 185 High St. Deptford

LOUD SPEAKERS REPAIRED, 41 Blue Spot a Speciality -

Radio -Gram Points.

When using a radio -gram outfit, or a pickup. with the L.F. amplifier of the receiver, you
-cannot fail to -notice how very liable the pick-

up and leads are to interference of various
kindscapacity effects, humming and so on.
This is because the pick-up is itself connected into the most sensitive part of one

of the valve, circuits-that

the new

Terminal Mount for your
type and mounts them any -

-

Magnetic effect will be in opposition to the
permanent magnetism of the unit.

:oil

Use

aerial lead-in, for loudspeaker
extensions, for battery leads.
It takes two terminals of any

passing through the loud speaker, clearly; in
most caseS,- it will be better if this current
is in the direction to reinforce Or assist the

into the'
grid circuit, and frequently, the pick-up
-

J. J. EASTICK & SONS,

Terminal
Moupt

get through. In this -ease it makes little or
'no difference which way the connections to
the loud speaker are made.
But where a fairly large steady current is

is,

(Continue on next page.)

Transformers 4/-, Headphones 4/-,

all

repairs magnetised free. Tested, guaranteed,
and ready for delivery in 24 hours.

Discount for Trade.
Clerkenuell 9069.
E. MASON, 44, EAST ROAD, N.1.
THE

STANDARD
PLUG-IN COIL

.4...

and save
your valves.

Belling -Lee

loud speaker, then the steady current is kept
out of the loud -speaker windings ; only the
fluctuating signal current being allowed to

itself is actually "litre."

TEST YOUR SET
WITH SAFETY
EELEX

Buelo Steady Current.
aan assuming that some steady curie:It
is flowing through the loud -speaker windings, as it will be when the loud speaker is
connected directly into the output or anode
circuit of the'receiver. If an output filter
circuit or transformer arrangement is used

connections can be reversed instantly.
In this way you can
champ -over whilst

/REPAIRS

)

to it one way round And then revcq'se them,,
and see which gives -the better results.

Do You Know How to Treat a

Sold everywhereirom 11DX COILS LTD .,-LONDON, Ear.

Bad Bain. ?

See the NEW. CONCISE

'

HoUseholdEneyelopl2dia
Sixpenny Weekly, Pans

THE PICTURE PAPER WITH THE

MOST NEWS

-SUNDAY GRAPHIC--
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TECHNICAL NOTES
(Continued from previous page.)

You will notice the instability and hum

'effects more particularly when a mains

unit is employed for supplying H.T. voltage
lin connection with the outfit.

1123

WO Simple
Siryple,Connections
complete the Job

'Short Leads.

As you know, it is very desirable to keep
the leads between the pick-up and the set
as short as possible. With a_combined radio-

gram outfit this is fairly easy ; but with a
Iseparate gramophone, operating in conjunction with a low-frcquency amplifier,
often it is inconvenient to have -the two
ladjacent, and a fair length of pick-up leads
becomes ineVitable. In these cases there is
often a great tendency to howling and low 'frequency instability generally.

It is very important to earth the metal
rasing or the metal frame of the pick-up,

and in bad cases it is necessary to resort to
the use- of shielded leads ; these may take
?le form of lead -covered electric -light flex,
khelead covering being, of course, connected

to earth.

teroo-r.oira
110

LETTERS PATENT
No. 332010,

.00001111111.111111--- 111%;

NOTE THE LAMP EXTRACTOR.
BULGINFLUSH
SIGNAL
LAMPS
arc
fitted
in
a
few
minutes-one
hole
to drill, two connections to ma;...
They savo their cost over and over again. By inadvertently leaving the set switched on, not only aro the batten.
exhausted, but the valves arc submitted to strains by Overwork, and, therefore, lose emission.
The red glow of the Bulgin Signal Lamp is a visual indication' that the filaments arc switched on, and the low
consumption bulb imposes an insignificant load on the L.T.

1

).earls and Capacity.

AS ILLUSTRATED

FOR THE COMET

This again brings with it its own peculiar
*sadvantage, however, because the lead !overed -cable acts like a condenser and you
' Yet a capacity to earth, the effect of which
s tobY-pass the higher frequencies from the
ick-ttp. It goes .without saying- also that
i he tone -arm,- and any Other metal parts in
' .he vicinity, should preferably be connected
D. earth, otherwise they may acquire .nn -

of ingenious construction allowing easy replacement of the bulb.
Projection only I inch,
Type D9 Price 2/6.
Special Bulbs, 2, 4, or
6 volt -o6 amps. Price
Gd. extra.

On and Off Switch 1/..
Three Spring .. 1/3
ro,000-ohm Links 1/23,000 ,,
1/6

1

THREE

The original and hest

costs you no more.

A. F. BULGIN & CO. LTD., 9-11, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, London, E.C.4.
'Phone: Ho/born 2072 and 5072.

own and variable potentials and may

e4ctblupon_the pick-up circuit and cause

rou e.

-

A Cabinet De -Luxe for

I should particularly mention that, when
ott are using a D.C. mains unit for either

fi.T. or LT., it is desirable to connect to

The first firm to supply Wireless parts on easy

RADIO-

Send us a Hat of the parts Yon require. and the
P89
Payments that will suit your convenience, and we

OR

'arth through a fair-sized fixed condenser.

GRAM

Jususpeeted Troubles.

I have had one or two further instances

eported to me lately of trouble arising

wing -to materials being used in the contruction of a receiver which were supposed

o be insulators but which were, in fact,
iartial conductors.

-A peculiar instance, somewhat of this.
haracter, was mentioned in " P.W.," a few
weeks back, when a reader found that-plae
g his set on a table covered with a partilar kind of American cloth, caused lowequency oscillation troubles, whereas the
t behaved itself perfectly when placed in
ther positions in the room.
In the case in question certain investiga'ons were made with the cloth and it was

and that it had quite an appreciable
Onductivity. It was thus producing a
(Continued on next page.)

EASY PAYMENTS

YOUR SET
"The nicest I have
seen," says " Wireless

Constructor."
The sort people desire to possess and keep. Tasteful
beauty-Piano finish-advantages also of PIANO TONE baffle chamber
The BETTER REPRODUCTION that your Set Is
really capable of gives you a joyous sense of achievement,

Sent. ON APPROVAL direct from the makers.
Prices £4 to £15 (Cash or Easy Payments). Yon
may return at out' expense if you wish to part
with it. Photographs and List FREE!
PICKETTS, Radio Furniture
(P.W.),
Albion Road, Bexleyheath, Kent.

payments.
Wireless."

Five

years

Thousands

advertiser in " Popular
of satisfied
customers.

will send you a definite Quotation. Anything wireless

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
'Phone: Museum 1414. Ot. Portland St., W.1

WET H.T. BATTERIES Solve all H.T. Troubles.

SELF-CHARCINC,

SILENT,

ECONOMICAL

JARS (waxed),
x
sq. 1;3 doz.
MHOS, new type 10d. doz. Sacs 1; 2 dos.

Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte,
1. post 9d.
Sample unit, 6d. Illus.4,booklet
free.

Bargain list free.

AMPLIFIERS, 30!-, 3 -valve set, £5,

P. TAYLOR, ST, Studley Road,
RTOCRWELL.

DUAL RANGE COILS
MADE EXACTLY TO' P.W.' SPECIFICATION.

1016 ereateuhrpnosotr C.O.D.paidl
MAINS TRANSFORMERS-Send for Lists.

Park Road,
O. M. CHALLIS, 22, RUGBY

LONDON

TUNEWELL
COILS

tion;ly
Newwound

cial
specifica-

10/6. "Explorer" Coils.
dual range, 10/6, low range, 3/11. " Contradyne"
Coils, base fitting, on bakelite, 8/3. Send for Lists.
TURNER & CO., 54, Station Road, London, Nil.
1111111iM111111MINIMI

CONVERT YOUR BATTERY SET TO A.C. MAINS and get -the added efficiency
and convenience of Mains -Radio without altering a single wire. The Six -Sixty
A.C. All -Mains Conversion Equipment includes a set of the wonderful
Six -Sixty
A.C. Valves to suit your circuit and supplies H.T., L.T. and Grid Bias at a fraction

of the cost of batteries-takes no more room.

Price complete froin
:5:0
Write for FREE BOOKLET giving full particulars.

A

IciE

1M

Six -Sixty Radio Co., Ltd.. Six -Sixty House, 17-18, Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, London,
W.r.

v

Telephone: Museum 6n6 -Y.

1124
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TECHNICAL NOTES

gmcm_EER
Cadt we get togethei ?

(Continued ,froth ',impious page.)

capacity -reaction effect and was upsetting
the receiver.
Examine the Cabinet.

_

The wooden baseboard of a receiver or,,
in fact, any, wooden partS adjacent -to, the
set, may act in a_sitnilar Way if they are

coated with a paint or varnish which .is,
slightly conductive. Some classes of -paint
have a remarkably good electrical conduc7
tivity and are very far indeed from being

F

All we ask is the
chance to prove that

you can earn £300,
£400,:2500 per year
or more. Other men
are doing it and you

WRITE FOR THIS
BOOK TO-DAY'a

its twEer

waiting to help you, whether you be novice or expertAf
you wish for something more than a "tread and butter.'
job you owe it to yourself to investigate our service.

Our handbook, " Engineering

Opportunities," - has -

pointed the way to better things to over 50,000 of
your fellows. It contains details of A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.LE.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.LA.E., A.M.I.
Struct.E., A.M.Ae.E., M.R.San.l.,

A.Rad.A., I.W.T., London Metric., C.&G., G.P.O.,

etc., Exams., outlines home study courses in all.
branches of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor,Aero,
Wireless, Television and Talking ,-Picture
gineering,- and explains our unique guarantee of

" NO PASS-NO FEE'_'

Ida brilliant foreword Prot

A. NI. Low shows clearly
he chinces you are -missing:-

Engineering .Opportunities " and our advice are

quite FREE.. Don t, neglect -this offer-give vent Ate
that " upward -urgq . and send.. a poiteard. NOW,
stating Branch, Post, or Exam. which interests you.

.British Institute of Engineering Technology,
101 Shakespeare House, 29/31, Oxford Street,W.I.

5O RANGES

MICEO.AMPS-ro

20 AMPS

501- with the

MILLIVOLTS ,o
2,000 VOLTS

MULTI-RANCE

50 OHMS -ro

50 MEGOHMS

DIX-

WITH

ONE

ONEMETER
6

a

METER.

TERMINALS

Mirror

Double -

Thames Street, 2.0.4.

Telephone: City 0191.

Iligh-GrAde
SET & SPEANER, CABINET

1 Constructed

of

legs, hand French polished.
THE ACME OF CRAMMANSHIP.
.
£8.8.0, carriage paid.
RADIO -GRAMOPHONE CABINET.

speciality.

carriage paid.
to order,
Thirty - page illus-

made

trated catalogue, post free.

GILBERT, cabinetmaker,

Rstalgtslted

1866.

,

ADVERTISERS PLEASE NOTE

!

The Rate -rot- a one -inch single
Column Advertisement is 30/ Minimum Space Accepted

..

15/ -

:

Send Remittance'wills instructions to

JOHN H. LILE, LTD.,
4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON,
Telephone

-

E.C.4.

-

.1.,

Tariff Road,

Tottenham 5500.

.

take note of this address also.
I make no apology for returning to' the
theory of the " eleven -year cycle," partico-.
larly.as.Q SaThas given it a kind.of. official
-sanction " in its Editorial this month..
Further, Q S T gives the European amateurs
credit, for anticipating trouble on the -ultra-

..LET

opening up.the longer bands again.
This
predicts a definite falling -

-

QUOTE..

BEST MONTHLY TERMS

-short waves, and 'Preparing. :forit-'by

for anything you require in. Wireless.

WE SUPPLY 'ALL COMPONENTS, KITS OF,
WILTS for all Circuits, COSSOR EMPIRE.I

'off in conditions on "the 20 and 40:nietre

MELODY MAKER, MULLARD

same time should .be, a ' peak " year for

: EVE RYT H ING
WIRELESS on

bands until the summer of 1934! This
long-distance work on
80 and 160 metres.
Wonderful "Peak

two longer bands,

Year.

There is no denying that the facts all
point to this. 1923; eleven years back
from our coming "peak" year, was. a
wonderful year for, U.S.A. stations even on

vellous season for short -waves D X, particularly on 20 metrei, and interesting even on
10 metres.

Ever since then short-wave conditions
have, been going off, and in the recent

OSRAM 4,

All mains Sets, EKCO H. T.
ELIMINATORS, Loud Speakers, -etc:

!EASY
.

.

.

_

TERMS:

CALL AT OUR SHOWROOMS or SEND A
LIST OF YOUR REQUIREIHENTS=our BEST.:
"' MONTHLY TERMS will be sent BY RETURN.

is The P.D.P. CO., LTD. (pew;) -11

w 46, WATLING ST., LONDON,. E.C.4..
11.1111111WIPtione :Ventral 44013. maga.'

REIVIEN[131Enl,

POPULAR WIRELESS " HAS THE LARGEST

SALE OF. ANY. wEgiu-v. WIRELESS TOURNAL

conditions on the longer waves (from 80 up
to 500 metres) have -been absolutely mar-

ADVERTISEMENTS

proving.

As far as possible all advertisements

vellous this last season, and are still- im-

-

SWINDON.

Half -an -inch

LTD

enough, we have -the:additional fact that

£10.0.0,

Cabinets

R E LEulsaCTRIC

THE BENJAMITot

-Those readers who have:asked for.particuJars of the Short-WaVe Radio League might

R.S.G.B. 10 -metre tests not a distant signal
WAS heard byanyone.
And if all this were .not convincing

finely figured

Oak on carved ball and claw

can be
on request.

Full details of reception of ,any of these
transmissions- should. be . sent ._to : Miter national li.Ort-Wave Radio League, Jam:aka: Plain, Boston, Mass., U.S.A."

" on the air " at that time as being a mar-

ELECTRADIX RA D I 0 S, 218, Upper

control with equal efficiency
gear.
or all mains
twillthe oum
wave changingwith
use anbdout
They improve Read a
last your set.
in which they
and the circuits No. 1142 free
used in List

(Continued frcnt page 1094.)

of 1928, which is remembered by all who were

measuring instrument obtainable.
Test Bookkt F, o.

self -

c

SHORT-WAVE NOTES

The middle of the' eleven year cycle from
then, however, turns out. to be the summer

Scale. Mohlded
Base. The finest
Precision Multi -

not toys.
-leaning
enable you to
ball contacts
either

act`as partial conductors.

200 metres. Unfortunately, short waves
hadn't been discovered then, so we can't
tell 'whether it was a poor year for them.

Latest Model. To
let Grade Brit.
Eng. Standard.

HEAVY DUTY!,
Switches are
RENJAMIN Rotary
Their sturdy

insulators, whilst some kinds of varnish
are hygroscopic-that is, have the property
of attracting water vapour and becoming
--daMp, so that they alse_may in that way

can do the same.

We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisation

St

City 7261.

-

Until anything toShake my faith arrives,
I am afraid I shall remain an ."eleven -year
cycle " fan.

Can You :treat Your Dog for
Distemper ?

-

See the NEW CONCISE

Household Encyclopedia
Sixpenny Weekly Parts

appearing in "P.W." are subjected
to careful scrutiny before publication,

but should any reader experience
delay or difficulty in getting orders
fulfilled., or should the goods supplied

not be as advertised, information
should he sent to the Advertisement Manager, "Popular Wirekss,"
4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

POPULAR WIRELESS

HEAR THE
HIGH NIIIITES

LONG LIFELOW PRICE

RADIO BATTERIES
Absolute efficiency in working is th?,

secret of Carlton popularity-each

battery carefully manufactured of the
finest materials and thoroughly tested.
You get remarkable value in Carlton ;
give it a trial and get radio satisfaction.

HEAR. THE
LOW NITTES

WITI4 DUBILIER R.C.UN1TS
It is common knowledge that
well -designed resistance coupling has an even response
over a very wide range of

60 Volts (reads 66)
100 Volts (reads 108)
120

audio frequencies and at far
less

cost

than

transformer

coupling. Build your set
round Dubilier R.C. Units

Volts

and be assured of repro-

If any difficulty in obtaining write the
Manufacturers for name of nearest dealer.

duction that is without equal.

VINCE'S DRY BATTERIES LTD.
LION WORKS, GARFORD STREET

P RI C ES :
Model No. 1 - (without valve holder)
(with valve holder)
Model No. 2 -

LONDON, E.14

Either Alotiel complete
with

(IL)

Dumetohms

UBILIER
MPONINTS

NEXT TIME
f.

Dubilier Condenser

Co.

Ducen Works, Victoria Road,

N. Acton, London, W.3.

Wit

(1925)

Ltd.,

POPULAR. WIRELESS
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suir Combination
as specified for the
COMET THREE
If.

The degree of success of the " Comet ' 3

Circuit is obviously based on the components
selected. The R.I. Dual Range Coil 'and
Transformers which are specified give
supremely best results. The " Hypermite
with the Nikalloy core and the new

improved G.P. Transformer just on the

market ensure absolutely the right combination giving the finest reproduction, volume
and uniform frequency response obtainable
from two transformers.
The labdratory
tested R.I. Dual Range Coil is a guarantee
of efficiency and predetermined reliability.
This has already been proved by the satisfaction obtained from the thousands of
constructors who have used this coil. -

P.W. & M. W.

DUAL RANGE COIL
For best results in the

The
H
For best result4in thio

rrg

omet" 3.

Gives the generous (ne of deep bass
and brilliant treble to reproduction.
A marvel for its weight and size.
Indispensable for efficiency in compact
seCassembly.

Primary inductance, OVER 50 HENRIES.
Ratio, 3.-1
Weight 7 oz
Walnut -finished hake-lite case.
Price

12 16

TheNew

G.P. TRANSFORMER

with the "P.W." and " M.W." speci-

For best results in the " Cornet" 3.
An improved model of the famous origi-

nal G. P. Transformer, and the lowest
transformer in, existence with

priced

fication and each individual coil is tested
on the wavemeter and inductance bridge.
Remember the makers' name on this coil
is your surest guarantee of
highest efficiency.

12%

such a high primary inductance.

Ratio 3'. to
Primary inductance 35-40
henries. Weight 18 oz. ;in.beautiful green bakelite case.
Price
1

Comet" 3.

The R.I. Dual Range Coil absolutely ensures perfect results in circuit,. specified,
and saves you the trouble of winding and
assembly. It is made in exact accordance

Price
Components ARE REST yet cost no
more. A copy of the latest catalogue lust
published will be the most valuable radio component refe ence )(n1 can obtain it is' free.
R. I.

'6
BUY THE BEST -THEY COST NO MORE
Advertisement of Radio Instruments Ltd., Madrigal Worl,'s. Purley Way, Croydon.' 'Phone .-Thornion-Lreat.4
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